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Qermann doIKft
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So^nS $o;)ftn Untocrfit^, SBoItltnorc.

Dtcjc Sammlung oon $d)rtfteTt \]t aus htn Bcburfnifjen ber gcrmamj^cn
pijUoIogic in ben Dereinigten Staatcn crtDadjfcn. Z\\xt ITlitarbcitcr tocrbcn in

crfter inie pI)iIoIogen jcin, bic an amertfant|(^en Untoerfitaten mirfen ober an
|oI(i)en il)re Husbilbung crtjalten Ijaben. IHit Rurf|t(^t l)ierauf liat fie htn ITomcn
'fjejperia' erljalten, beffen Dertoenbung uns bur(^ Profejfor ilberjlceoes Sc^rift:

'IjeUas anb Ejejperia' na^egelegt tear.

flusgegcben finb bis je^t:

1. ^^ermann (EoHi^, Das fditDacfje pratcntum un6 feine Dorgcf^ic^tc.

XVI, 256 S. 1912. (Bcl^. 8 ^; einn)bbb. 8,80 .^.

Der I}erI6mntIi(i|en Hnjid|t gegeniiber, tneldie in bem fd)tDad)en prateritum cine

Sufammenjc^ung mit bem Seittoort tun" |iel)t, toirb Ijier bic Huffafjung begriinbet,

ha^ bas |(i)tDad)C prateritum als eigenartige (EnttDidlung bes inbogcrmanijd|en
mcbialcn perfe!ts an3u|el|cn jci. Die (Einlcitung gibt Husfunft iiber bic bisl)erigen

Der|ud|c, bic ntjtc!|ung bes jdjtDac^cn proteritums 3U crflarcn. (Ein Hnl|ang
cntljdlt Bcmcrfungcn 3um lateinijc^en perfe!t unb cine neue tEI)eorie bes griec^ij^cn

Pajjioaorijtes.

Pas Bud^ \\i olfo ttu(f) fur aitpt^ilologeit uon Bebeutmtg.

2. Hans Sachs and Goethe. By m. C. Burehinal, Ph. D.

IV, 52 S. 1912. (Bei 1,80^; cintD6b5. 2,50.^.

Dicje S(^rift be!)onbcIt i)or3ugstDeijc
bas Htctrum bes Urfaujt in jcincm

t)erl|altni[|c 3U bem Derjc ber $prud^gcbid)tc bes Ijans Sa&\%. Die ocr|(^iebenen

Hnfid)ten, bic |i(^ in ber Huffajfung bes jogen. ,Knittcloer|es' geltcnb gemadjt
I^aben, roerben eingeljenb befprodjen.

3. IDorterbuc^ unb Reimuerseic^ms ju bem Hrmcn Qeinric^}" Qart=
manns t)on Hue. Don <5ui5o (T. . Rfemer, Prof. a. 5. Bucfnell*

UntDerfitt), Cctoisburg. IV, 162 S. 1912. (Bcl|. 3 J6) ix)6b5. 3,70 e^.

Bei ber Husarbeitung biejes tD6rterbud)es I|at bem Derf. ein aljnlidies 3iel

Dorgefd)tDebt, roie es fid) Benede bei fcincm IDorterbuc^e 3um 3tDein geftedt ^atte.
Hamentlid) gilt bas infofern, als aud) bas oorliegenbe Bu(^ fotootjl bem Hnfanger
roie bem geleljrten Sot^Q^nofjcn 3U gute fommen m6d)te. Dem Hnfanger 3U liebe

ift bie Bebeutung ber IDorter ettoas ausfii{|rlid)er bargeftellt als bei B. (Es erf(^ten

babei ratfam, moglidjft auf bie allmal)lid)e (Enttoidelung ber Bebeutungen ber ein=

3elnen IDorter Riidfid|t 3U ne^men unb bie Derfd)icbenen Stabien in ber Begriffss

entroidelung flar Ijeroortreten 3u laffen. Der Hbfid|t einer genauen Huffaffung bes

mittell)od)beutfd)en tCejtes bienen aud) bie an uielen Stellen beigefiigten Uber*

fe^ungen ein3elner Saif^t ober Sa^teile.
- Um bie Braud)bar!eit bes ID6rterbu(^es

fur iDiffenfd|aftlid)e Stoede 3u erl)ol)en, ift auf bie Darianten ber Husgaben oon

I)aupt=ITtartin, oon tDadernagels(Coifd)er*Stabler unb on Be(^ Rildfid|t gcnommen.
Das Reimt)er3eid|nis ift nad| einem neuen plane {na6:\ htn Dorfc^lagen t)on prof.

I)elm in ie^en) angelegt unb laxvx ba^er gerabesu als Dorbilb fiir fiinftige Hr^

beiten biefer Hrt bienen.

Sottfc^ung auf ber 3. Umfc^Iagfelte.
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Introduction.

That form of the German strong preterite 1. and 3. sing,

ind. ending in sc (e. g. fa^e, tourbc etc.) has been almost

completely overlooked by grammarians. It is rare to find

more than a single paragraph devoted to the subject by any
one writer. No one at all has treated it at any considerable

length. Some maintain that the form in question is due to

this or that cause, some merely mention that such a thing

exists, attempting no explanation, while others even fail to

note its existence at all. This is the case notwithstanding

the fact that the relative frequency of their occurrence in

certain instances exceeds that of the correct forms without ^c.

The form in question has been variously named; it is

usually designated by the German scholars as "6as paragogtfc^c

-e". The object of the present investigation is to trace back

to its origin the occurrence of the phenomenon and to indi-

cate to some extent the geographical distribution of the forms

throughout the various periods. An attempt will be made to

show that its occurrence depends largely upon whether the

document exists in manuscript or in a printed text, etc.

Whenever the relative frequency of occurrence becomes very

marked, enumerations will be given. Some statistics will be

offered, showing the relation between strong and weak prete-

rites in regard to final .e. Occasional reference will be made

to subjunctive forms of the strong preterite. Throughout the

whole, especially from the middle of the 15th century on, notice

will often be taken of the radical vowels, and in some cases,

of the radical consonants of the singular and plural of the

strong preterite. These references are likewise chiefly inci-

dental, the particular subject under discussion being the special
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form of the strong preterite in ^e. Some attention will be paid

to the subject of apocope of final ^e not only in verbs, but

also in nouns and other parts of speech. Examples of the

addition of a superfluous re to words other than verbs wiU

likewise occasionally be noted.

It is well at the outset to call attention to the difficulty

of distinguishing in the early texts the indicative and sub-

junctive forms. Often, or rather, as a rule, there is no

consistency in the use of the umlaut sign; sometimes no sub-

junctive forms have the sign; in other cases some forms that

from the construction ought to be indicative have the sign.

The confusion of forms becomes exceedingly easy whenever

the rule to drop most final e's in the subjunctive obtains,

especially in view of the fact that at certain periods a great

number of indicative forms take on a superfluous ^c. This is

especially the case in the South German dialects in the late

14th, 15th and 16th centuries. In these literary monuments,

subjunctive strong preterites of the 1. and 3. sing, display the

umlaut sign frequently, while omitting the final c; at the

same time, indicative forms may have the e but no umlaut

sign. In some rare instances the indicative may have both

umlaut and final sc. This is especially confusing when the

radical vowel is the same in the singular and plural, e. g. in

the sixth class, or in cases where the radical vowel of the

singular is not only identical with that of the plural but could

not be mutated, as in case of reduplicating preterites. It wiU

often be necessary to give the whole clause, or even sentence,

in order to indicate the mood.

The subject could be treated in several ways according
to the chronological development, from a dialectical standpoint,
or according to the various types of Hterature. Each of these

methods has its objections. The occurrence of these c-forms

of the indicative strong preterite is too general, at least for

certain periods, to admit of a strictly dialectical treatment;

furthermore, the texts cannot all be definitely located as to

dialect. The various types of literature, although showing con-

siderable well defined variations in the usage of these forms,

cannot be so conveniently made the basis of a classification.

Hence the subject matter will be presented strictly according
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to chronological development. To be sure, the various dialects

will always be considered; but they are not the basis of the

classification. My selection of the various periods (each period

being a century) is, it must be admitted, very arbitrary, but

has been adopted because of its exceeding simplicity.

In presenting the material, the classification of verbs will

be made, not according to the various classes of strong verbs,

but with reference to the final consonant of the stem. This is the

method followed by Kern *) and approved by K. v. Bahder ")

in his review of Kern's article. In the case of compounds

verbs, only the verbal component as a rule will be given. This

is in opposition to the often expressed view that one cause

for the existence of strong preterites 1. and 3. sing. ind. in e

is the tendency to avoid monosyllabic forms and to make them

bisyllabic by the addition of e, and hence that compound verbs

would show a smaller percentage of these forms than the simple

verbs. But an examination of forms throughout the whole

period leads to the belief that there is nothing whatever in

this claim. The very first case of a strong preterite in e on

record is a compound verb irftarbe'). In the absence of

statistics to sustain the one or the other view, I have not been

able to note any variation in usage that would invalidate the

method of giving only the simple form of the verb.

To Professor GoUitz, whose aid in the way of making

helpful suggestions has been invaluable to me, I owe by far

more than can be repaid by a mere mention here.

^) Paul Kern, Das starke Verb bet Grimmelshausen. Journal of

Germanic Philology vol. 2 p. 33 ff.

) Zs. f. d. Ph. 32, 106-111.

*) Hattemer, St Gallens altteutsche Sprachschdtze. Vol. 1, p. 326,

11th century.



A. Examples, statistics, etc.

I. Exceptional instances. From earliest times up to 1300.

There are no examples of the strong preterite ind. in

*e (1. and 3. sing.) in Old High German. No such forms are

given in any of the Old High German grammars and the

statement is made that the ind. prt. 1. and 3. sing, of strong

verbs is without ending *). Although there are no c forms of

the st. prt. ind. 1. and. 3. sing in Notker^, yet he has forms

with analogical e in the imper. sing, of strong verbs ^).

The earliest example of a st. prt. ind. 3. sing, in c that

has been found, occurs in the eleventh century, Hattemer I,

327*). It is in a fragment of a creed. ... bas er geborcn wart

unt gcfangcn toart, unt 603 cr irstarbe ... 603 cr 3crcl)cIIc fuor . . .

nam . . . trftuont . . . ba3 er anbctno ficr3c^6ften tage after finer urftenbe

3e ^tntile fuore . . . etc.

These two examples, irftarbe and fuore, are clearly indicative

but their final position in an object clause may have caused

the writer to add an se because of a sort of a confusion with

the subjunctive. No other such forms occur in the whole of

*) cf. R. Westphal, Philosophisch-Historische Gram/matik d. deutsch.

Sprache, Jena 1869, p. 239; W. Braune, AUhochd. Gramm., 4. Aufl., Halle

1911; Alois Walde, Die German. Auslautsgesetze, Halle 1900, p. 110 etc.

^) At least no mention of their occurrence is made by J. Kelle in his

Untersuchung zur Vberlieferung etc. der Psalmen Notkers, Berlin 1889.

^)
cf. Graff, IV, 764 l|ac imper. for Ijal) ;

etc.

*) Hattemer, St. Gallens altteutsche Sprachschdtze, Hs. 1394, XI. Jh.

The first of these two examples is cited by Weinhold, Alem. Gramm., 345.

An earlier example of a st. prt. ind. in sO occurs in Old Saxon. Heliand 2017.

(tl)0 nt tnos long tc tl)tu

tfjat it jan antfunda frio |conto|ta,

riitcs mober.

Hesperia 5. t
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vol. I. of Hattemer. The dialect is Alemannic and the period
that of the transition from Old High to Middle High German.

Genesis und Exodus^).

In the rimed version of Genesis and Exodus several exam-

ples of the st. prt. ind. sing, in ^e are found, all of them in

the 3rd. person. The following enumeration contains all the

examples in the Genesis together with some from the Exodus.

603 opf|tr was |fi33c,

unjcr fjerre im gehiezze

603 .. . (Ben. 29, 11.

Do 6cr bote 3c l)u|e d|om
60 warde er tool cnpljangcn . . . (Ben. 42, 33.

Sroel^e er nt^t |d|tnte

bte truge er in 6cr Ijente . . . (Ben. 59, 35.

aban jud)ot unbe vande

niljt |tn apgot . . . (Ben. 62, 10.

tPie in jtn brubir enphienge

jo er I)eim chome . . . (Ben. 63, 15.

(Er tet jiben oenie

e ba3 er im chome enfegene ... 66, 8

bar umbe warde er unbe jin oater

erjiogen an ber jtunbe ... 68, 2. 3.

ba parge er untir

baa fieibenijd)e lonbir . . . 70,4.

jie truge im bie gcbaere

bie im toaren unmacre ... 78, 10.

ba3 er 3o|cpl| roart genaebicf):

bes warde er oil jaelirf) ... 80, 5.

jin (i)Iage ware ungefuge . . . 98, 14.

oon I)imel got jacobe erjrfjein

ha er nad)tes lage ein . . . 101, 12.

ba jtn DOter unb jtn ane lage 105, 14.

Thus we have in the Genesis toarbe 3, oanbe once, truge 2,

parge once, kge 2, enpljienge once, (^ome 2, toare once, ge^ie33e

once, a total of 14. 9 of the 14 examples occur immediately
before a word beginning with a vowel. It seems that the

following vowel is largely responsible for the =e. Perhaps the

medial position of the final consonant of the verb between

*) Genesis und Exodus, nach der Milstater (Karnthen) Hs. hrsg. von

J. Diemer, Wien 1862. The date is early in the 12 th century. The same

poem is found in Hoffmanns Fundgruben, vol. I, but according to the Vienna

Ms. No eforms of the st. pt. were found in it.
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vowels makes the consonant voiced and the c is the sign of

it. The se may not have been pronounced. In nearly every
case the se is after a voiced consonant. In the rime and also

in final position in the clause it was almost surely pronounced.

Usually, when a consonant follows, these same preterites end

in an unvoiced consonant, toart 116, 7, lac, etc. As a rule,

however, when a vowel follows, such preterites have no final *e

but the consonant is voiced, e. g. 100, 28; 114, 29, 30 etc. In

the case of the weak pret. it is exactly the reverse. When
a vowel follows, the final sc is dropped almost without ex-

ception and always retained in other cases. There is practi-

cally no apocope of final ^e in the (Benefis and the (Ejobus. The

following examples occur in the (Eyobus:

Do HToi)jcs 3U tm (i|om bo warde
er tool cnplfangcn 124, 21

ir ioXti uttrcf|tc

5a3 bijtu rcbe ie warde er^abcn . . . 134, 10.

Da3 warde im oil unmcrt 134, 18.

tnagc (= mag) 134, 27. fa(^ occurs exclusively. The 2. p.

prt. ind. strong always ends in ^e. In every case of the 3. p.

forms in e the radical vowel of the singular is kept. In some

cases about this time the radical vowel of the plural is often

found in the singular.

The following examples occur in "Fom Lehen und Leiden

JesUf vom Antichrist und vom jungsten Gerichf^ ^):

Do ber ungucte

C3 anc3 jamt erfure
bo f)ic3 er ji batmen gen ... 145, 29.

Do gienge er uf einen berd) !)0^en ... 154, 37.

Dortnne bestuende be^ain Itp

vaan (rt)ri|t unbe ba3 mtp .... 167, 5.

eteilt mas ber ir |in

ibod} gestuende ji bi in 161, 32.

(Ein warfe ben inen|d)en .... 193, 35.

gabc: lage 183, 17, 18; \(x6^\
nach 164, 20 but ich

(al|: gcfdja^

173, 4, 7. Original uo is usually uc, sometimes u as ftuenb (ind.)

173, 13 etc.; irucg and trug 175, 7,9; Ijucb 175, 37 etc. The
esforms occur before vowels and consonants indifferently, funbe

^) In Hoffmanns Fundgruben fiir Geschichte der dent. Spr. Breslau

1830 Vol. I. Ms. from end of ISth, the poem from the 12th century.

1*
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occurs for funben 145, 45, just as in the Genesis lagc (above p. 2)

is either singular or plural.

Speculum Ecclesiae *).

The following examples are taken from this collection of

sermons: Den gtoalt 6cn cr fcon. Pctro gab. btn verlehe cr o^
anbcrcn itnen ^olbin. p. 7; in bcifelbtn laftir oicl aUt3 man^unne.
$ baj 6er ^eiligc (r{)rlft in biefe toerlt chome p. 9; 6cn nam gab

im bcr ^eilige engil. e 6a3 fin mutir |tn ftoanger wrde. p. 17; 5er

hiez2e Itabusarbon (sic) toiber 3u tcrlin. p. 45
;
ware (ind.) p. 48

;

tdtc 63 but let 64; s. petrus. bo cr gotis briftunbe ocrlogcnt. ba3

en3clt be^eim bu(^ 1003 er sprache. wan ba^ ctne. ba3 er bitterlic^en

toainti ... p. 60; (E ah^x oon [tncn iungirn scMede, [0 getrofte er

fi p. 79; 3ebcm anbeme male, warde er \n gefant p. 85;

. . e ilf htx erbi gegebin wurde p. 85; (Er vermeide ben

tDtn ... 91 etc.

Here again we see that most of the forms with e are

in final position in subordinate clauses. This is very probably
due to a sort of confusion with subj. forms that occur so

frequently in this position. No difference whatever is made
if a vowel follows the word in medial position. The percen-

tage of all st. pts. that have an extra *e is very insignificant.

Altdeutsche Predigten und Gebete^).

<E got gefc^uop^e ^tmel albe ^erbe, bo roas er . . 9, 2; Dar

gienge er nat) ir bet. 22, 16; toie vande er e3 bo? vande er 13

laere? ttein, er fanb bar inne 3100 ftoefter .... 25, 19; bo

er bie orone botfc^aft ^in 3e ir warfe, rote fanb er fie? ... 25, 26;

^) Speculum Ecclesiae (altdeutsch). Hrsg. von J. Kelle, Miinchen 1858.

Benedictbeurer Predigtsammlung. 12th century. The dialect is Bavarian.

2) Herausgegeben von Wilhelm Wackernagel, Basel 1876. Weinhold

has an article p. 446-517, "Die Sprache in den Altdeutschen Predigten und

Gebeten." In discussing the dialect he says (p. 449). "Eher kann af 26,18,

das neben ah 26, 16 entschliipft, und marfc (= vaaxb) 25, 26 als bairisches

Zeugnis gelten." He very likely means only the use of f for b. The c in

the St. prt. ind. 1. 3. sing, is no indication of the Bavarian dialect as opposed

to the Alemannic or any other High German dialect. This is true at least

for the 12th and 13th centuries. Later it becomes more characteristic of

the Alem. and the Swabian. The date of Wackernagel's Predigten is the

12th and 13th centuries.
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Die fclifcit bit cr uns 3U0 truoge, 6iu was unfcr. 65, 25; . . . . unt

6cs bluotcs t^cfu (E^rifti bas oon ftnem toten lip unt ^crccn flosse,

inbem cr uns 3U0 6em anbcren male ^at toiber geboren 67, 15.

Here again we see that often when a vowel follows, the

preterite has a final ^e, while the same verb often omits the

e when the next word begins with a consonant. Here too

it seems that strong preterites in *e occupy as a rule the final

position in the clause.

Examples of ind. st. prt. in .e occur very rarely in Schon-

bach's AUdeutsche Predigtm^). I give below a few examples.
In all the clauses beginning with ce, the verb is very likely

in the subjunctive. There is, however, no such rule in the

M. H. G. grammars. Weinhold cites a preterite as indicative

in just such a sentence, which shows that he construed such

verbs as indicative^). Examples: er (Peter) toas ein gut mane

getoejen unb gere!|t ^e er befart wtirde 3U bem Ijo^en lebene 64, 7;

ee ba3 fie (Maria) vure in bit ^imelifdje Stat, jodi ee ban fi tx)&rbe

geborn 70, 13; Hlfo gin(^ er in oor bis er quame oher ba^ ^us 90, 34;

Do fjerobes ba3 vorname 90/40; irhuhe (ind?) 98, 24; Ia(^ unb

beite bes bobes 104, 29.

No examples could be found in the text or the critical

readings of Lachmanns edition of Iw ein. In two of the Mss.

of the Gregorius') several st. prts. in -c occur: 2884
flieffe

G (last half of the 14th G.), all others flief ;
2910 truge G alone;

3126 befloffe E (i5th G. Bavarian dialect); 3182 Iie33e G alone;
3535 oergafe E alone; 3542 lourbe G, others toarb.

In ^*AUdeutsche Predigt von Kristi Geburf'^) the following

examples were found: bo unfer froroe Jofepfi enpljeftcnet wdre, bo

wdre fie ftoonger (p. 259); nitoon ba^ er phlage \wa fi wdre unb

froellenbe fie viire, un fo ou(^ unfer ^erre geboren warde alfo i^ iu

nu fogen toil (p. 260). toare and cure are very Ukely subj. er

ware (ind.) fo gemeltli^ p. 260. Other examples: swure, gebute

^) Graz, 1886. Only vol. 1. was examined.

'')
Alem. Gr. 345 p. 342. gefrfjuofc, Wack. Pr. 9, 2. See above P. 4.

') Pauls edition was used.

*) Alemannia 9, 255 ff. The editor, A. Birlinger, says in regard to the

date: "Diese Predigt gehort der Grenzscheide des 12. und 13. Jahr-

hunderts an; sie steht in einem Perg. Codex des XIII. sec, . . . . ist aus

einer dem XII. sec. angehorigen Vorlage abgeschrieben." p. 260.
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(= gebotc), gahe, all p. 260. Such forms occur as voaxi, !)te3,

was, genas, d)OTn, crfc^ain, etc. Old ct is written m. The dialect

is Alemannic.

Albrecht von Halberstadt^).

The following instances were found:

tcjlti^ flbtc ftne fraft,

ftDcr 5a wurde jtgcljaft

6cm mart cin Krana ejptn .... 26, 82123.

Ittt |t 3wpttcr jus schufe

603 lie mit ir ^ufe

tr namcn schrihe m janbc .... 38, 7981.

f^rtbc and ((^ufe are both indicative.

murmclcnbe cr ctcjtDas jprad)

als er cs tr erbunde 55, 180, 1.

ba5 bet bourn Don 5em lajte

t(^ toene 3U ber erbc s^e . . . 61, 52, 3.

bic magct ^ic3 (E(^o

bcr verhunde 3wno

ba3 |i nif|t jpredjen funbc 71, 3032.

Sic toas cin magct Itp^aft ((Ec^o)

5 jic wurde jus ocrjc^oft . . . 71, 36, 37.

t^ quom lijtcclidjc bar,

S jic mtn tourbcn gcroar,

bcm Ijfljc al|6 naljc,

un3 ic^ bic jrocftcr sdhe 87, 85-88.

This is the first example of
\oiiit

found. All second persons

ind. prt. of strong verbs end in -c, e. g. 6u ftoure 114,261;

lluge 6u 115,273, etc.

Thus we see that the c-forms of the 1. 3. sing, of st. prt.

ind. are not confined at this time to the South German dia-

lects. We have here several examples of the radical vowel

of the plural carried over into the singular, e. g. fc^ribe, crbunbc,

ftgc, ocrbunbc, tourbc, fa^c. All the e-forms found in Albrecht

von Halberstadt (and only the c-forms) have the radical vowel

identical with that of the plural. Thus levelling begins at

this time, being first evident in the forms of the singular in ^e.

^) Albrecht von Halberstadt. Translations from Ovid's Metam. 1210.

Published by Karl Bartsch 1861. Quedlinburg und Leipzig. A. von H. was

a Saxon but according to Bartsch (Einleitung CXXVIII) his dialect is

Thuringian.
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Konrad Fleck, Flore und Blancheflur^).

Unde ^tcls in da zuo, 803, is given in the text but H has

^ielfc preterite of Ijolfcn. Er toart mir so ze teile 5256; both

B and H have tourt. Si oieng in unde zuhte in dan 7185;

Dingc 3U^^ in H. These are the only examples in

the whole poem. liefe
5300 H is subj.

Der Nihelunge Not^).

Of all the Mss. of Der Nihelunge Not only G has any
considerable number of c-forms of the st. prt. Below are

given all the examples that occur in the first 1000 quatrains

of Der Nihelunge Not.

Wie Sifrit ze Wormse fome G. fame d (beginning of the

16th G); 100, 3 roarc d, others have toart; 203, 3 fal|c G, others

fa^, fal|; 207,2 trugc G, others truoc; 211,2 des lage it G,

others lag, lac; 381,2 tourbe (ind.) A(Alemannic 1280); 486,1
Do c^omc er fur G, others tarn, fom; 551, 1 luobe h 1(1 14th G);

526,4 djome diu Vrowe only G; 527, 1 d|ome only G; 637, 2

trugc G, others truog; ^lenge G only; 649,4 trugc G, others

truoc
; 650, 1 Da hienge ich G only ; 659, [tunbc im G alone

; 672, 3

ft truge in mtt geroaltc G alone; 683,4 6a cr warde tool cnpfangcn

G alone; 767, 2 d|omc G; 846, 1 c^omc G alone; 948, 1 toarc d,

others have toart; 951, 3 3m hienge eine 3tcrc todfcn G alone.

There are thus in the first 4000 lines of G 16 cases of

the st. prt. 1. 3. sing. ind. ending in sc; A has one, d 2, h and

1 one each. Here for the first time we see the superfluous

e in the 1. person, e. g, 650, 1 . . Da ^icngc id). Of course

the 2. sing. ind. st. prt. still ends in c. Occasionally words

other than preterites add an extra ^c but very rarely in G,

e. g. Ijeime 222, 2; getoaltc 672, 3; l)ofe: biscofc (both nomi-

1) Published by Emil Sommer 1846. The date is about 1212. Sommer

gives the text of the Heidelberg Ms. H., 15th century. B is the Berlin Ms.,

also of the 15th century. Konrad Fleck was an Alsatian or a Swabian.

Ms. B is written in the Alsatian dialect.

2) I used Bartsch's edition. Ms. C is from the beginning of the 13th

C. cf. Germ, X, 505-7. Otherwise Germ. IX, 381. If the number of c-forms is

any indication, the Ms. is very much later than the early part of the 13th

century.
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native) 658, 12. As a rule, however, only strong preterites

1. 3. sing, add a superfluous c*).

There are no c-forms of the st. prt. in the Marienleben

of Bruder Philipp der Gartauser
'').

In Lutwin's Adam und Eva ") several instances occur. All

that occur in the first 2025 lines are given: Ich gctoanne nie

so gute ru 340; Do !amc cin ungewitter noch (nach); Er
riiffe

lute 543; mir rictc der (sic) Schlange 558; gctoannc: wanne (=
denn) 1593; crfd)ra(fcte : wackete 1965; wwct is the usual subj.

form, e. g. 452 etc. The 2. sing. st. prt. ind. may have no c

and no
ft ending, e. g., du !am 492 thus being identical with

the 1. 3. sing. There is some levelling, a fact which favors a

late date (e. g. oerbargcn 534).

There is no example of a st. prt. ind. 1. 3. sing, in .e in

Gotfried Hagen's rimed chronicle*), nor in the Martina of

Hugo von Langenstein'*), 1293. In both cases there is no

levelling of radical vowels of sing, and plural. There is no

apocope of final *c in the former and very Httle in the latter.

This is about the time for the beginning of apocope of final e

in all words in the South German dialects. This was never

practiced to any great extent outside of these dialects and

almost none in the northern regions of Germany *).

Several examples of st. prts. in e occur in the Regula

*) Weinhold, Alem. Gr. 345 cites two examples further on in C,

l)tenge Nib. C. 5, 538 and |af|c 16, 529. These are both for the first person.

Other examples for the third person are trugc Nib. C. 1665, lage 1697, marbc

2058, |af)e 2432 etc, all given above.

"")
In Ktirschner D. N. L. 10. B. (Edited by F. Bobertag) pp. 192. All

the 3095 lines were read. The date is early in the 13th century. The

dialect is Bavarian.

8) Hrsg. V. Wilhelm Meyer, Tubingen, 1881. BLV 153. Bd. According
to Goedeke, Gr. 1. 130 the author is an Austrian and the date the 13th cen-

tury. According the Meyer it is the 14th or the 15th century. See

Sitzungsberichte derMtinchener Akad. Phil.-Hist, Classe, 4. Dez. 1880.

*) Gotfrid Hagen, "i)# is dat boich van der stede Colne.^' 1270.

Ch. D. S. 12. B. This is the oldest chronicle of Cologne.

^) Hrsg. V. A. V. Keller. BLV. 38. B. The dialect is Swabian.

) "Entschieden mitteldeutsch ist die Beibehaltung der unbetonten

Endvocale." 0. Behaghel, Geschichte d. d. Sprache^ p. 67. "Mitteldeutsch"

is used here in contradistinction to "Siiddeutsch".
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Selphardi*): so before man wol waz da behalten were 993,27;

unde beginnet zesagene von siner herschaft wie rich er toorc

993,5: this is very probably subj. although the subj. here is

in every other case rocrc.

unde [a^c viel geme daz 993, 30; durch den er dannen

gienge (ind.) 994, 23, etc.

Only one example of a st. prt. in t occurs in the

first 620 lines of the Demantin of Berthold von HoHe:
init wt Q^bantn gebinge

^c baj an gevinge . . . 121, 2.

This is out of a total of 164 strong preterites that occur in

this section of the poem. Among the forms are the following:

rctt, bot, 30c^, quam, nam, ran, gaf, gap, gcfd)a(^, fa^ etc. loer is

the regular subj. form. All other st. prt. subjs. have the e.

There are no extra final c's except the one given. All weak

preterites 1. 3. sing, end in e. There is practically no apo-

cope of final e in any kind of words ^).

In Strieker's Klagc iibcr htn Derfall 6er Di^tfunft in ^ftcr*

rcid)') one example was found: Swie vil er gaz, so ia^c cr doch,

Er hete grozen hungen noch, line 3. There is no levelling.

We find such forms as reit 61, trctp 91, fpra^, toorf but warf

86, 22 etc.

Weinhold in his Alem. Gr. 345 gives several instances

of st. prts. 1. 3. sing. ind. in ^e. According to him, examples
for the first person are something hke two centuries later in

occurring than those for the third person. This is the case

for Alemannic. In Bavarian there is a difference of less than

one century. This is due mainly to the fact that examples
are found about a century earher in Alemannic than in

Bavarian. The greater relative frequency of occurrence of

the 3rd person of the c-forms is due, in my opinion, to the

relatively greater number of all 3rd person forms as compared
with those of the 1st person. The fact remains, however,

^) A selection from this is printed in Wackernagel's Altd. Lesebuch

col. 993 ff. ISth century.

) The Demantin was published by Karl Bartsch. BLV. 123. Bd. The

date is the end of the 13th century. Berthold was from near Hildesheim,

but his dialect is mitteldeutsch.

) Published in v. d. Hagen's aermania, II, 82. From the Heidelberg

Ms., ca. 1300.
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that there is something like a difference of a century between
the time of the first appearance of 3rd and 1st p. forms of

the strong preterite in ^e. Most of the examples cited by
Weinhold in his Alem. Gr. have either been given or will be

given later. He cites many more forms in *e in his Bair. Gr.

than in his Alem. Gr. He says nothing, however, about the

relative frequency of occurrence of such forms in the Alem.

and the Bavarian dialects. Practically all of his examples in

either case are from the 12th and 13th centuries. With
reference to the endings he says: Selten tritt dieses ^e zu A

tlber; ich kenne aus unseren QueUen nur fengi, gtcngt. Osw. 934

(St. Oswalds Leben, Hrsg. von L. EttmuUer, Zurich, 1835,

nach Schaffhauser Hs. von 1472). I have not found any such

forms. In his Bair. Gr. 290 a large number of st. prts. in

--C is cited, which I shall not repeat here.

Since several examples of c-forms of the st. prt. occur

in Ms. M ofGotfrid's Tristan, all the examples found in

any of the Tristan Mss. irrespective of date will be give at

this point ^).

422 tDu^fe MB, all others have touot)?; 1424, geftoanbeMW;

1441, l|iels M, !|alfte
B (weak); 2573, truogc M, all others trug;

2823, mage M alone; 2934, }:i^wt he N, I|lege er R, ^ctoc cr S;

9166, liieroe RS; 9327, lage MBE; 10342 voax for wait (early

for tear); 13978 ge(at|e M, gefad} BbE, gcfdt)c others (subj.);

15312, voax F for mart; 18434, lagc: tage FW, others lac: tac

In a collection of the rubrics occurring throughout E,

given by Marold (Einl. XLVI) there are 55 st. prts. 1. 3. ind.

and not one ending in sc. We find such forms as traib,

graif, toas, lies (liefi), etc. The sub], has sc. In the same list

there are 15 weak preterites without final ^c and not one retains

it. Thus the rule here is for all ind. prts. st. or weak not

to have final ^tj while the subjs. of both classes of verbs

usually retain it. These rubrics are aU in prose. With S it

1) The critical edition of Karl Marold, Leipzig 1906 was used. All

the variant readings were examined closely. Mss. referred to: M, 13th cen-

tury Alem.; H, 13th century, Alem.; F, 1343, Alem.; W, middle of 14th

century, Alem. B, 1323, middle-Franconian
;
N 14th century; E, R, and S

are all Alemannic Mss of the 15th century.
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is somewhat different*). In the whole collection of all the

prose rubrics in this Ms. there are 64 examples 1. 3. sing. st.

prt. without se and 4 with e. In the same there are 22 weak

preterites with final e and 22 without ^e. These are the

4 examples of the e-forms: 7040 lOic tEriftan unb lUorolt mit

einanber fempften unb toic (Eriftan IHorolt (men {jelm abschluge, unb

in Dcrmunbet. 8933 tDie tiriftan mit bent ([ra(^en ftreit unb cr in

3U tobe schluge unb cr ime bic 3unge ug fnetjt unb bie in ftnen

Bufen tct. 9496 . . . . bas es riicman sake (ind.). 14346 XDte bcr

funtg ntarde 3U tOalte fur mit linen 3^^^^^ unb (Eriftan bo^eim

hleibe unb fic^ fte^ mad)et. Such forms occur as toart, was, l)ies,

ftreit, [net)t, bletbe, tourt (ind.) 12, 160, bott 30^ etc, There is

no levelling except in mnxt From the figures above we see

that nearly 7 7o of aU st. prts. (all 3rd sing.) ind. in the prose
rubrics have final ^e. The same Ms. has only two cases of

such forms in all 19, 552 hues. Of course a scribe would

take more liberties with the prose rubrics than he would

with the text, but after all there remains in this case a con-

siderable margin of difference between prose and verse. We
shall see more about this later. In the rubrics of the Ms
50 7o of all weak preterites omit se.

Parzifal ... Ms D.

It is very seldom that one finds an example of a st. prt.

ind. in 'e in the critical readings of Parzifal. All that were

found I give below. Lachmann's edition was used. 41, 27

In btDunge sich Ggg, others Da ttoanc in; 101, 16 E cr schiede

Don bcr frotDcn (in text), fd)teb D, fd)tet gg; 119, 13 fie hiesse d,

others
l)ie3; 208, 17 Er lage an G, others lag, lac; 460, 10 ^omc

G, others fom; 485, 27 l^iengc crs G, others l|icnc; 517, 22 im

stunde ouch ietiDebcr 3an His einem ebcr toilbc, D alone; 541, 3

^omc G, others fom.

1) Marold, Einl. XLIX S, Hamburger Stadtbibliothek; Abschrift eines

alteren Codex (1722). Das Original befand sich im Besitz von Schertz in

Strafiburg und war nach einer mitkopierten Notiz am Schlusse von Hans

Brant 1489 gescbrieben worden.
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IL More common occurrence. From 1300 to 1400.

Heinrich von Meissen (Frauenlob) *) does not use the

c-forms of the st. prt. at all. In the preface to Frauenlob's

poems, EttmtQler gives some anonymous verses which he

would ascribe to him In these few short poems such forms

occur several times:

un6 ^cttc bar

[tn volt unb ftjlj

ilber ben fort tntt nften

3acob gcbra(i|t, ba blibe er gons allctn XIII.

bo cr sake bas - XIV "Laiton 14"

Unb als |oI(ije toort Rebecca vername

jprad) lie 3U 3acob trm jon lobejamc . . . XVI.

war XIV, Bltiender ton 13, XV Guldin ton 8, and toas

XIV Radweis 9 etc. both occur. The usual form is [ac^. The
2. p. sing. st. prt. ind. still ends in .c, e. g. 6u acre, 6u lie^e,

etc. No examples of the st. prt. ind. ist and 3rd sing, in .e

occur in those poems of Frauenlob about the authorship of

which there is no question. The whole of Ettmtiller was

examined pretty carefully. The examples given are all from

the poems in the preface. If these poems are Frauenlob's they
are from a Ms. much later than his other poems.

I could find no example of the form under discussion in

Burkhart von Fricke's Habshurg-Osterreichisches Urbarhuch^.
All weak preterites retain sc. There is very little apocope of

final ^e in any sort of words.

One verb in Matthias v. Beheim's Evangelienbuch*) has re-

gularly the e in the preterite, ^iutoc No other strong verb

has -c in the sing. ind. prt. I read only the book of Mark. In

^) Hrsg. von Ludw. EttmttUer, Quedlinburg 1843. H. v. Meissen

(1253? 1318) was a Thuringian by birth. He won the name "Frauenlob"

by his extravagant praise of. women.

2) Hrsg. von F. Pfeiffer, Stuttgart 1850. BLV. 19. Bd. Early 14 cen-

tury. The dialect is Bavarian.

) Published by R. Bechstein, Leipzig 1867. Beheim lived in Halle and

his dialect is Middle-German "das mittelste Mitteldeutsch". His trans-

lation of the Gospels was made in 1343. "Die 3. P. praet. des st. Verbums

hat vereinzelt ein sc nach Analogie der schw. Conj. in l^iuxDt (von Ijouroen)

Btatt l)tu. Nur einmal l)iut J. 18, 10." Einl, LXXVII.
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this, one instance of IjtutDC occurs, ~^iutc imc (das Or ab) 14, 47.

There is practically no apocope of c. All weak prts. retain

the *e, as well as the st. prt. subj. sing. There is no levelling

between the sing, vowel and that of the plural, but the vowel

of the p. part, is often taken over into pt. pi., e. g. toorbcn

Mark 1,5; toorfin 12, 8 are the usual forms. Such sing, forms

occur as ftcic 1, 19, [a^ 1, 10, bicip, 1, 10, treip, 3urei3 1, 26,

greif, ^od) etc. Two st. verbs are usually inflected weak: rilfte

1, 20; 3, 23 etc. and |cnetc (= schrie) 1, 23; 9, 24, etc. worfc

and iDorbc are subj. forms.

No e-forms could be found in Elsdssische Predigten^), nor

could any levelling be detected. There is almost no apocope
of final e.

In Friedrich Closener's StraBburgische Chronik ^) the c-forms

of the st. prt. occur comparatively often. All that occur in

the whole chronicle are given below.

ocrlote 24
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assume, one would expect the dental stems, especially the

t
-
stems, to be far in the lead in number of verbs as well as

in actual occurrences of e-forms.

There is no levelling at all. We find text ritten, bleib blibcn,

ftarb fturben, iDas*tDaren, etc. throughout, jieljcn never occurs,

3ogcn always being the inf. form. 3od) occurs several times but

the usual pt. is 3ogte which occurs dozens of times, e. g. p. 23.

There are thousands of st. prts. in the whole chronicle. Less

than 37o of all st. prts. have ^e.

Only two examples of e-forms of the st. prt. could be

found in the Chronicle of Jacob Twinger von Konigs-
hofen'). These are: fticge 235,20 and der gingc imc 236.4.

The 2. p. sing. ind. of the st. prt. ends in ^e, e. g. du rictc

238, 1, etc. 3ogete 251, 23; 264, 6 etc. and rufte 270, 13 etc.

are exclusive forms. There is no levelling in any class. The

se of the weak prt. is always retained even if the next word

begins with a vowel, as [olte ustragcn 255, 14; getroumbc imc

256, 10; tDoItc cr 257, 6, etc. The pt. subj. always retains e.

Two examples of the st. prt. in se were found in Dalimil's

Chronik von Bohmen^): toare (ind.) 3, 25 and oirtrugc 24, 35.

There is some levelling but only in class III. e. g. ftarben 17, 13;

roorbin 42, 30; in class I. we find bletb 29, 36; erfd)ain 37, 7;

(d)reib (pt.) 18, 1; fd)rcib (pres.) 18, 6; in class II. flugin 34, 6;

Dirlurtn 36, 1 etc. There are hundreds of examples of st. prts.

but only 2 with ^c. Practically all weak pts. drop final *c.

Almost all c's in final position are dropped.
No c-forms occur in Jorg Katzmair's Denkschrift uher die

Unruhen zu Munchen in den Jahren 1397 1403^). There are

some examples of levelling in class I., e. g. rit 468, 25; rait

468, 32 etc. Such ind. forms occur as rDarb(t), 1003, I|ucb, fanb

pat, ftarb, etc. Old uo is usually uc AH weak prts. omit ^e,

e. g. \awhi 472, 3; mucft man 465, 15; fuert 468, 26 etc. All

st. prts. subj. also omit final =e, as toar, crfurtb 469, 15, rourb

480, 33 etc.

1) Ch. D. S. Vol. 8. The date of composition was ca. 1400, the author,

a priest.

2) PuMished by Venceslav Hanka, BLV. 4P. Bd. The Ms. is dated 1389.

Only the first 53 pages were read.

3) Ch. D. S, Vol. 15. The dialect is Bavarian.
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In the Gesta Romanorum ^) there are no st. prts. ind. or

subj. that end in sc. All weak prts. too omit final ^e. There

is no levelling of radical vowels. Thus reit - rittcn p. 41,

Jdjrai); tDar6(t)
- tourben 41, fanb funbcn 47; 300^ 3ugen, etc.

ruft (prt.) (46) is the usual form.

No examples of the form under discussion were discov-

erable in Ulman Stromer^). Almost all prt. subjs. of st. verbs

omit c, as well as all weak preterites. According to Kern in

his discussion of the language of Stromer p. 308, there is no

levelling. He overlooked the forms ftarbcn 85, 17 and f^ib 26,

19. The vowels of the sing, and the plural are usually kept
distinct. Such forms occur as belaib 31, 12, rait 35, 21, |tarb;

barb and barff almost always for voaxb and roarff, fing 39, 17,

fit 39, 17, llicff 69, 1, fliff 65, 11, lies 42, 5, lieg 27, 4, loff (= lief)

76, 26, gefa^ (for gcfd)a^ always).

No case of the e-form of the st. prt. was found in Die

Weverslaicht^). Several were found in ^^Bat nuwe boich^^^). 3n

ben irftcn geviele id 30 einen 3iben 272, 16; gtnge 273; bo liegc ^e

304, 36; bo UejSe in ber rait ufe geoenfniffe 280, 8; bo beboide ber

rait 288, 6, so also 298, 6. These are all the examples
that were found. They represent a very small percentage of

all st. prts. Practically all weak preterites and st. subj. prete-

rites retain final ^e. Thus it would appear that the addition

of an extra ^c to st. prts. is independent of apocope. At least

we cannot say that it is due directly to this, as some ex-

plain it.

^)
*^ Gesta Romanorum, das ist der RomerTat". Hrsg. von A. v. Keller.

Quedlinburg und Leipzig 1841. The date of the translation is about the

end 0! the 14th century. The dialect is Bavarian.

^) ^^Puchel von mim geschlecht und abentewr". 13491407. Ch.

D. S. Vol. 1, Nurnberg. Edited by Theodor Kern, Leipzig, 1862. The

chronicle was begun about 1360 and was continued up till Stromer's death

in 1407.

) Ch. D. S. Vol. 12, Koln. This is in verse. The date is the latter

part of the 14th century.

*) Also in vol. 12, Ch. D. S. This is in prose. Author unknown. The

date is the very end of the 14th century.
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Folk-song').

In No. 4 of Liliencron's Volkslieder (author a Swiss) there

are no e-forms of the st. prt., save 3ogctc 50. There is no

apocope. In No. 13, Sc^Iac^t bci Campcn (Alem. 1339) there is

one example: t)cr fcnri(^ loiter sprache: grafe 11. There is

much apocope, but no leveUing. In No. 30 we find one in-

stance: Drum schwure ich m6)t gern vox 6i(^ 176. The vowel

of the p. part, is often taken into both the sing, and also the

plural, e. g. l)ob 174, fd}tDor 333, 3ogen 289 etc. This song is

Thuringian, ca. 1385. In No. 34, Die $(^Iad}t bei $cmpa(^

(Alem. ca. 1386) we find one instance, famc^). There are two

versions of this poem, one of which is according to Tschudi;

in stanza 26 (Tschudi) we find grif, other version grciff. Stanza

49 bore: toare (= wahr). No. 40 (13971400 Alem. scribe):

es roas im !)ornunge, brumb es in ubel gelunge p. 193, 2095.

No. 51 Johannes Engelmair's red vom concili zu Constanz.

(Karnthen-Bavarian) 1414-1418: oon bcm concili toil i(^ |d^retben

. . . tx)ie es sum erften vienge on 6769 p. 259; lonben: fande

p. 259. No. 115, p. 535 (Bavarian, much later form than the

date would indicate) 1462: 3tele: entfiele stanza 15; mon zoge

aus unb st. 29; rit (for rett) in st. 4.

Thus we see that a minimum of use was made of the

e-forms of the st. prt. ind. in the Folk-song. This may
be partly due to the fact that such forms were never popular
but belonged to the higher classes'), or to the fact that only
a very sparing use of them was ever made in verse.

The following examples occur in Die 3erft6rung ber Burg

^) Vol. 1 of Liliencron, Volkslieder, was examined pretty carefully

and the very few instances discovered are here given. The songs are

referred to by their number in Liliencron's collection.

-) Also given in Wack. Altd. Lesebuch. col. 1295.

^) See Riickert, Schlesische Mundart im Mittelalter p. 218 : In unserer

Mundart erscheinen solche (e-forms of the ind. st. prt.) Formen sehr friihe,

aber sehr vereinzelt, und es scheint, als wenn sie auch hier nie ein wirk-

liches Leben im Volke gefiihrt hatten, sondern mehr ein Product der Reflexion,

nur nicht gerade der gelehrten ziinftigen Grammatiker geblieben sind. . . .

W. (Weinhold) bemerkt mit Recht, da6 man diese'Form jetzt nur noch im

Munde alterer Burger hore, was auf dasselbe hinauskommt, wie unsere Be-

hauptung, da6 sie nie eigentlich volksmafiig gewesen ist."
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5al!enftcin *) : Do roart iter etncr erfto^en ; unb ^ bcnne cr ersturhe,

bo fragetcnt in bic unferen . . sp. 1303; ber pliese ein ^ornelin

sp. 1308; Unb aljo ndment ftu ben vox genanten Qans Sntber, unb

stiesse in (for ftiegcnt) ba ^ind^ 1305; Da ^im^e ftu mit ircm !rang!en

Itbe Don Srtburg unb fanb iren Vfiann sp. 1306. There are several

examples of rourbe that might be indicative forms. The sub-

junctives of st. prts. retain the final ^c and the radical vowel

has the umlaut sign. There is no levelling except in case of

the c-forms.

III. Gradual increase in number and more general extension.

From 1400 to 1500.

In this century the e-forms of the ind. st. prt. become

much more common than in the previous century. However,
not until after the advent of printing do we find any great

percentage of these forms. Whether there is any causal con-

nection between the rapid rise in the use of these e-forms

at this time and the general extension of printing, or whether

the connection is merely a chronological coincidence, is hard

to say. In my opinion, there is some causal relation. The

great difference between the high average percentage of c-

forms in printed texts and the low percentage that is found in

Mss., even though dating from 50 to 75 years later than the

printings, is too striking to be merely accidental.

The following c-forms of the ind. st. prt. occur in Hans
von Buhel's Diodetianus Leben^): Ijiefee: liegc 201, entflicffc:

rieffc 329, Ueffen: flicffe 1281, fticfee: cnliefee 1327 - all indicative,

and usually redup. verbs. But, Der feifcr erschracke aber fere

686; (Er schwange unb schwange mit grtjm unb ad) 1300. Other

examples: (ahe:) gabe 1517, entjiteffe (inline) 1529, laffe (= las)

1706, furc (: mure) 1977; but (abe:) (id)) !)ab 1979. Rarely do

1) Wackernagel, Altd. Lesebuch, col. 1303 ff. The date is the 14th

century and the dialect Alemannic.

2) Hrsg. V. A. V. Keller, Quedlinburg 1841. All the examples that occur

in the first 2500 lines are given. The date is ca. 1412. H. v. B. lived near

Bonn, but his dialect is not Middle-Franconian apocope is carried to too

great an extent for this dialect.

Hesperia 5. 2
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other words take on an extra *e; e. g. mottt: gel)orte 1965.

As a rule only st. prt. ind. forms admit of an extra c. There
is no levelling. Wk. prts. are practically all without c. Thus,

mad^t 335, 3U(ft 1407, f2irt 1593, rufft 596 and 309! 2371 are

weak forms.

In Conrad von Weinberg's Einnahmen- und Ausgaben-

register^) the following forms in e are found: gabc (6) 14, name

(9) 1, fame (10) 8, Itefee (10) 2, fdiancfc (16) 1, flunbe (ind. 30) 1,

enpljaUe (11) 1, Ier)t|e (11) 3, pbe (ind. 16) 1, fiire (ind.) 1,

33 examples in all. In the same section there are 110 regular

forms, most of which are in the expression gab x6).
Thus over

23 7o of all st. prts. ind. 1st and 3rd sing, have ^e. Often the

e is added even if the next word begins with a vowel, e. g.

gabe i(^ 8, 14 etc., liege id) 10, 28, Iet)^e i^ 27 etc. All weak

prts. except ]^ete omit ^e. There ist no levelling. Some other

words take on a superfluous e, e. g. l^eime, uffe (= aus); the

expression fame ^eime occurs frequently.

No example of the form under discussion could be found

in Hermann von Sachsenheim's Morin^. The rule is

for all final e's to be dropped. Not one weak prt. with se

was found. Only one example of levelling was noticed: tilt:

mtt 514. The old et of class I. (prt. sing.) is always at. Such

plural forms occur as [ungen 13, hmb^n 570, murffen 113,

3ugen 284, etc.

Chronicles.

Most of the chronicles of the series Chroniken der deutschen

Stddte were examined. Here the occurrence of e-forms is at

a minimum, although most of the chronicles are in prose. In

some cases there are very few preterites, this form having
been supplanted by other tenses, usually the perfect.

Ntirnberg.

1. Several instances of e-forms were found in the Chronik

1) BLY. 18. Bd. Basel 1438. All st. prts. were counted in the first

32 pages.

2) Hrsg. V. Ernst Martin BLV. 137. Bd. Date ca. 1453. From Ms. A
2946, Hofbibliothek in Wien. This is a didactic poem of 6081 verses. The

dialect is Swabian.
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aus Kaiser Sigmunds Zeit his 143V). The rule seems to have

been to permit the c, with only a few exceptions, only after ^.

We find (al|e 346, 6, gcf^a!)e 347, 14, ocrlefje 365, 3 frequently.

One example of roarbe occurs, 365, 1. The percentage of all

c-forms is very shght. No levelling was detected. All wk.

prts. omit *e, e. g. prac^t 361, 17, ocrprant 362, 7 etc., but the

final c of nouns is generally retained, as reife, etc.

2. No ind. st. prts. in t could be found in Endres Tucher's

Memorial^). Such forms as fa(^, gcji^a^, fros (11, 6) teas, etc.

occur.

3. In Nilrnbergs Krieg gegen den Markgrafen Albrecht von

Brandenburg^) several instances occur: \af)t 124, 24, gcj(i)a^e

abcr 161,21, 30^6 cr 155, 11 etc. Each of these occurs several

times. No examples of (a^ or gefdja^ were found but 301^

155, 12. Only one example other than ^-stems was found:

bote 127, 15. There is some levelling, e. g. trib 140, 28 but

rait 152, 4; reit 125, 7 etc. In the plural we find riten 156, 8,

3ugcn 148, 4, funben 166, 1, luffcn (= lieffen) 157, 7 etc. Weak

prts. aU omit .e, e. g. bradjt, befteUt 125, 22 ocrclagt 138, 10 etc.

Likewise with the prt. subj. sing, of st. verbs, as toiirb 125, 24

etc. On the other hand, there is very little apocope of ^e in

nouns, e. g. [a(^e 126, 3 etc.

4. In Sigmund Meisterlin's Chronik der Reichsstadt Num-

berg^), only two examples were found: le^c 106, 20 and fame

66, 23. There is considerable levelling. Thus we find ftrit

57, 2, but Imt 57, 19, fd)reib 87, 14, fd)raib 57, 25 etc. In the

plural of class II. we find 3ogen 41, 13 as well as 3ugen.

Glass III. shows many examples of the sing, vowel taken into

the plural, as coarfen 87, 5
;
toarben 59, 24 is almost the exclusive

form. There is very little apocope of ^e except in wk. prts.,

most of which drop the *e.

Bavarian cities.

No e-forms of the st. prt. could be found in any of the

1) Ch, D. S. Vol. 1.

) Ch. D. S. Vol. 2. Date 14211440.

) Ch. D. S. Vol. 2. 1449, 1450.

*) Hrsg. V. M. Lexer, Ch. D. S. From Ms., date 1488.
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Bavarian chronicles. This is quite different from the situation

in the 12th and 13th centuries.

i. In the Muhldorfer Annalen^) there is no levelling. We
find l|ub 385, 23 and l)ucb 384, 16 both ind., ftorb and ftarib

386,31, ftrait 384, 1, and rail 384, 11. Almost aU wk. prts.

omit .e, e. g. mad|t 387, 24, djauft 387, 6 etc.

2. In the Landshut^) chronicle there is levelling between

roar 287, 11 and roas 298, 9, toas being the usual form. No

levelling of radical vowels was detected in any class. We
find gefdiad) 313, 26, fd)lueg 315, 20, bclaib 300, 25 etc. as ind.

forms. Weak prts. usually omit final e, e. g. fa^t 297, 5,

fd)i(ft 316, 23 etc. There is not much apocope of c in nouns

and inflectional endings other than that of wk. prts.

3. There is much levelling in Leonhard Widmann's Chronik

von Regenshurg^). In class I. the old el has given place to i

from the plural, e. g. blib 185, 17, ritt 176, 7, ftteg 23, 2. toas

is regular but toar 16, 21 occurs. |ad| and gcfd)a^ 29, 13 are

exclusive forms. In the plural we find: 3o^cn 182, 11, tourffcn,

trafenb 25, 32 etc. There is very much apocope, e. g. dieser

gut alt vater 28, 28, die Sa^ 16, 21 etc. Almost all weak

prts. omit *e.

Augsburg.*

No c-forms of the st. prt. ind. are found in the Augsburg
chronicles until 1470. The first levelling is found in Erhard

Wahrau's Chronicle*), in the plural only. For instance we
find 3ugcn (usual) and 3ogen 227, 16, numett 227, 17, a verb

of class IV., analogous to the plural of class III.; fturbcn,

rourbcn etc. are exclusive forms. Most weak prts. ind. and

prt. subjs. of strong verbs 1. 3. sing, omit ^e.

Considerable levelling occurs in the Chronik der Grilndung
der Stadt Augsburg his zum Jahre 1469''). Thus we find in

class I f(^raib 288, 3 (always), erfd)ain 291,4; 295, 16, but er-

|d}in 292, 7, laib 290, 1, raitt 312, 12, but bcftrttt 297, ujtc^ 307,

)
Ch. D. S. Vol. 15. 13131428. Date of composition ca. 1428.

2) Ibid 14391505.

3) Ch. D. S. Vol. 15. 151143, 155255. From Ms.

*) Ch. D. S. Vol. 4. 11261445. Date of composition 1462.

*)
Ibid. p. 263ff.
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5, hVib 310, 12, etc. There is no levelling in the other classes

e. g. maxb - tourbcn, fanb
-

funbcn, etc.

Several examples of c-forms occur in Burkhard Zink's

Chronicle*), nearly all of which are in the rubrics. In the

first 50 pages we find roarbe (1, 17; 4, 24 etc.) 5 times, tourbc

(19, 26), and name (11, 24) twice. Euphony is not con-

sidered, e. g. roarbe es 49, 31 etc. There is the same

levelling in the first class that we find above. In class 11.

the u of the plural is often taken into the sing., as oerbrufe

7, 17, 3ug 21, 12 (often): in the plural the u is generally

retained as 3ugen 4, 7, [djiujjen 20, 14, fluljen 20, 21 etc. In

class III. the plural vowel often goes over into the sing. e. g.

iDurb 10, 3, funb 35, 6 etc. and vice versa toarben 3, 16; 33, 28

etc., but funben 4, 7, tourben 9, 12. In class IV. we find nomen

17, 14, with the vowel of the p. part, roar and roas both

occur (21, 31; 1, 16). In the plural roafen 33, 18. In class VI,

^ueb 1, 4, fuer, lueb, fc^Iueg, etc. As a rule weak prts. omit e.

No examples occur in Konrad StoUe's Chronicle^). From

p. 1 to p. 15 142 st. prts. without e occur and not one with

c; in the same section 92 weak prts. with e and not one

without e occur. There is some levelling but only in the

plural. The vowel of the p. part, is frequently taken into the

plural prt., e. g. ^olfen 3, roorben, but never in case of funben

2, bunben 6, etc. In class IV. we find quomen, nomen; class V.,

cr[d)roden, fpro(^en 7, etc. There is practically no apocope of

final se. All infinitives drop final n. tx)orbe 5, ftorbe 7, toorffe,

tDorbe 13, etc. without umlaut sign are subj. forms.

In the Ghrnnicle of Maintz*) several instances of the

st. prt. ind. in ^e occur, but only in 3 verbs : ftunbe ein sioettrac^t

6, 22; ftunbe 28, 22; 118, 20, gienge 166, 29, and rtebe in 37, 5.

There are very few preterites, the perfect being used instead.

The weak prt. often omits ^e but not as a rule. We find

gebac^te, toolbe, mufte, irtoerfet, fagete in 62, 28 etc. There is

very little apocope of ^e. Subj. prts. strong retain *e.

1) Ch. D. S. Vol. 5. Date about 1470. From Ms.

2) Thuringian, Erfurt. From the original Ms. Hrsg. v. L. F. Hesse

BLV. 32. Bd. The chronicle was finished about 1499.

3) Ch. D. S. Vol. 17. 13321452. Date of composition about middle

of the 15th century.
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No st. prts. ind. in ^e occur in the Braunschweig Chronik^).

Apocope is at a minimum here. All weak prts. retain c.

Usually the connecting vowel e is retained, even where it

is elided in Modern German, e. g. ma!cbe, ^orebc, etc.

One example of the form under discussion was found in

the Spiegel ber aten ^) up be tit bo 3^^\\xs mit UTarien unb 3of^P^

in (Egipten vide. No extended study of Low German has been

made. Enough work has been done, however, to find out

that these e-forms of the st. prt. are very rare in the North-

German dialects.

The following are all the examples that occur in Bruder

Bausch^) I/ete (= hiefi) 19, lete (= Hefi) 87, but let 149, 286

etc., beibe (ind.): ^eiben 251: men hete en u)iflefamen fin 357.

In Beinke de Vos^) there are no ind. e-forms of the st.

prt. unless we consider fdjeben a strong verb, as, mit sodan

worden fd)iebe ^e van dan 1366; fd^ebe 2264; wo Reinke orlof

nam unde fdjeibe ut 3855, etc. In his vocabulary p. 316 Lubben

gives for fd)eben: schw. v. Praet. fd)eibebe u. Jd)eibe. The weak

form is very rare in Reinke de Vos, fc^eibe being the usual

form. This verb is strong in the other dialects and may be

strong here with occasionally a weak form. Of course f^eibe

could be a contraction from f^eibebe, just as we often meet

such forms as anttoorte for anttoortete, etc. On the other hand

it could very easily be the strong form with an additional e.

One instance of the ind. st. prt. in ^e was found in Low-

Franconian: genaje, Germ. 26, 361, line 30 (14th century).

In Georg von Ehingen's Beisen nach der Bitterschaft *) many c-

forms occur. The statistics below are based upon the section

pp. 1 28, in which all preterites, strong and weak, were counted.

) Ch. D. S. Vol. 6. 15th century.

) Zs. !. d. Ph. 6, 437. No. 111. Mtinstersche Hs. vom J. 1444. I am
indebted to Professor CoUitz for this example.

) DNL. 11. Bd. Hrsg. v. F. Bobertag. 15th century printing, exact

date and place of printing unknown.

*) Nach der altesten Ausgabe, Liibeck 1498. Hrsg. v. August Lubben,

Oldenburg 1867.

<*)
BLV. Vol. 1. From the Ms. now in Stuttgart Library. The date

is 1455, and the dialect Swabian. Written in prose.
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ge[(^a^ . . . . . .14 gefc^ol^e 2, 26

ftarb 5 ftorbe 3, 11

bclib 1 bclibe 3, 36

ritt 2, rait (10, 36) . 3 rittc cr 5, 8

l/ielt 10 l|icltc 7, 3

gab 16 gabe 7, 17

voaxb 55 toarbe 8, 1

total 104 19

Thus about 15 7o of all st. prts. ind. of these verbs that

have c-forms in the prt. at all take on the extra c. In the

whole section read 294 st. prts. without c and 19 with e

occur, or over 67o of all st. prts. ind. 1st and 3rd sing, have

final c. In the same section 160 weaks prts. 1st and 3rd

sing, without .e and 41 with final ^c occur, that is, only about

20 7o of all weak prts. retain final .e.

Glass I. is about completely levelled between sing, and

plural, and in favor of the plural vowel. Only 2 examples of

the old ci (ai) in the sing, were noted: fc^tai and rait 10, 36.

Numerous instances of the other forms occur: ritt, |(^ic6, bclib,

rig, ftrit, f^rib, etc. The sing, vowel is never taken into the

plural. There is practically no levelling in the other classes.

Thus we have: 30ct|-3ugen (10, 9) always, fanb-funben (10, 10),

ocrluren (27), etc. But ftanb (4, 8) 4 times, ftunb once (16, 3),

ftonbcn 24, 29. There is some confusion of weak and strong

conjugations, e. g. ruofft (9, 9) always; prt. begapt (14, 17), etc.

This is exceeding early for levelling to be carried to such a

great extent. Compare this with the usage in Luther nearly
a century later, max is almost the exclusive form, occurring
62 times to toas 4 times (e. g. 5,16). Compare this with the

extent that toas is used by Hans Sachs and Fischart over a

century later. There is much apocope of ^e. No extra c's

are added except to st. prts. and barabe (10, 8). Most prt.

subjs. strong omit final -e.

Fastnachtsspiele*).

Only two examples of e-forms of the st. prt. ind. were

noted in Part I of Keller's Fastnachtspiele : aine: uherschaine 1,

^) Adelbert von Keller, Fastnachtsp. aus dent 15ten Jh. BLV.

Vols. 28, 28, 30. Nos. 28 and 29 contain only the anonymous plays, most

of which can be ascribed to one of the following: Rosenblut, Folz, Schem-

berg, or Gegenbach (s. III., 1077). These men are usually mentioned in
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394, 7 and fc^icbe 453, 16. Only one example could be found

in Part 11. : kame : namen 566, 5. No levelling could be detected*

Old ei of class I is usually written d, e. g. traib I, 438, 31,

[Im^ II, 756, 4, but greif II, 758, 24, oertrelb I, 495, 32, etc.

fa^ and gcfc^ad) are usual, but Ba [a^ id) II, 754, 25. Old uo

is, as a rule, written ue, e. g. l)ueb 460, 16, j^Iueg 486, 1 but

[(^Iuo(^ 446, 34. There is much apocope but not so much as

is found farther south in the same period. Here, contrary to

the general Alemannic and Bavarian custom, final sc is often

retained in pres. ind. 1st person of verbs and in the dative

sing, of nouns. In the poems ascribed to Rosenblut in Part III.

the e-forms are much more common. In most cases they occur

right at the beginning of the poem, and only there. It may
have been felt as ''high style" to use the e-forms. Further

on in the poem the writer would drop back into his ordinary

style. This is also the case in Hans Folz. The following

examples are found in Rosenblut: gef(^ae: [a^c III, 1107; tourbc

cr III, 178 but tDurb, III, 1188; clage: geschahe, 1331 first two

lines of Don 6cm IDolf ; 3d\ gicnge cins nac^ts at the beginning
of Die Sttefmutter, 1331. The proportion of all st. prts. that

have e is very slight. There is considerable levelling: f(^U(^,

[(^ttit 1144, but graif 1094, fc^raib 1096, Iat)6 1097, Iat)t 1098,

f^ncib 1148, reit 1142; 30^ 1094, 3of|en 1141; [ungcn 1125,

ftarben 1132; \a^ is usual but fo^ 1124; was occurs exclusively.

In Hans Folz the following examples are found: warte:

^arte and finge an (in first lines of (Ein liet gcnant 6er pofe rau^,

In ber flam toeig. HI. 1279); fame 1296; tage: pflage (at the be-

ginning of Ystori vom Romischen Reich. Date, 1480). There

is some levelling in class I: rit: mit 1310, f(^ret)b 1198, pleib:

befd)reib 1221, etc.; ^anhtn 1213; toas is usual but gar: war in

Der largcn Spiel.

One example of the st. prt. ind. in *e was found in Ulrich

Fueterer's Lanzelot^): lage p. 30. There are thousands of

connection with the Fastnachtspiele of the 15th century. All the plays

given by Keller are from Nurnberg. Vol. 30 contains the Sptele and Sprii(^c

that are assigned to the various authors, Bosenblut, Folz, etc. Vol. 46,

which is also in the collection, was not examined.

^) Prose romance of the last of the 15th century. BLV. 175. Bd. Nach

der Donaueschinger Hs. Bavarian dialect.
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regular forms of the st. prt. There is no leveUing in class I.

In the plural of class II we find flu^cn 11, 30^en 15, but 5ugcn

31. rufen is always weak. We find here the usual South-

German apocope.

Medieval Drama.

The following examples occur in the Frankfurter Passion-

spiel^) 6ret)bc 799, {^e fprai^c 818, l)e rourbc i)n . . . 822, lagc cr

1708, ftarbe: roarb 1708, rourbe 1727, rtebc 1870, li^nam: name

1909, name 2393, haht (= bat) 2507, i(^ m/e ''Daoibis fonc"

mb hade in . . . 3322; idj h(xht in, bas 3330; fame 4210. These

are all the e-forms that occur in all 4408 lines. One often

finds no *e where he would expect it to be added, e. g. quam:
lame 870, 3328; was: l^affe 1353, etc. The latest instances of

the 2nd p. ind. of the st. prt. sing, in e that I have found

occur in this play, *e being the almost exclusive 2nd p. ending,

e. g. du tourbe 3684, ginge bu 4335, ginge 2604, 5u |Iuge 2606,

etc. There is very little apocope of e. No leveUing could

be detected except in rourbe.

Several e-forms are found in the Alsfeld Passion Play^,
but only in case of nasal and liquid stems: vorname: man: be

fann 2390, quame t^ 2799, idf (ale (soil) 3720, 3740 etc., vorhale:

uberal 3544, gebarre eins !t)nbes lipp 4726, gehare: gar 6062.

These are all the examples that occur in the whole play.

No examples of the form in question occur in the Wiener

OsterspieV) but we find indications of levelling e. g. fanben

102, 144. Nor do any c-forms occur in the Redentiner Oster-

spiel*). We find here no evidences of levelling.

Several instances of the st. prt. ind. in e occur in Der

Seele Trost^): do jobarjbe ^ei unzwei I, 193, 11, parfte (sic) I,

*) Published by R. Froning in Bas Drama des Mittelalters, Ktirschner

DNL. 141, II and III. The Frankfurt Passionplay isfrom a Ms. bearing the date 1493.

) Froning II, III. From a Ms. of the last of the 15th century. It

is in verse, as are all the plays of the series under consideration.

) Froning I. From a Ms. 1472.

*) Froning I. 1464. Redentin in Mecklenburg.

^) In Frommann's Deutsche Mundarten I and II. Der Seele Trost

is a collection of didactic stories in prose. Koln, 15th century. From manu-

script. All the examples are given that could be found in the selections

given by Frommann.
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225, 66; Dcr pais gave erne cincn brief I, 196, 17, oloc I, 200, 25.

In this last example the c may be merely orthographic as

also 3oe, 6oe, etc., I, 202, 28 and elsewhere. Other examples:
6at groioc (grub) l)c up I, 213, 52, but groif ft up I, 214; broigc

f)e I, 215, 55, broigc it I, 222, erfloigc unb I, 223, 64, rcibe II, 1, 69,

floigc unb I, 225, 66, II, 6, 75, II, 80, oerloirc II, 11, 80. Other

examples are found in a selection from the same in Wackernagel's
Altd, Lesebuchf e. g. bctrogc Hmclius sp. 1314, brcibe in uf3 sp.

1315, affe cr sp. 1316. There is some levelling but only in

class I, e. g. bliff (= bheb) I, 206, 34, [d^riff (= schrieb) I, 209,

42, bcgriff I, 216; reit, bleif, etc. are usual. All weak prts.

retain .c. There is practically no apocope of *c.

Die Erste Deutsche Bibel ^).

In Matthew and Mark combined 1033 examples of st. prts.

without se occur, and 41 with ^e. The following with .c occur

in Matthew: ftunbe auf 33, 44, glenge aus 108, 15, fc^tebc 15, 35,

fa^e 107, 5, fa^c 00a 79, 61
, fprac^c 42, 23, fteigc 28, 7, ftaigc 31, 31,

fd)Iieffc 30, 6, oergabc im 70, 33, offe 43, 44, faffe 48, 32, (affc an

109, 54, gc3amc 98, 46, ^icngc 108, 28. The following are some

of the examples from Mark: fa^c, tourffe Z Oa 171, 41, gicngc

122, 43, ricffc er 122, 51, lagc 123, 11, fc^icbe 124, 34. Thus in

these two books about 47o of all st. prts. 1st and 3rd sing. ind.

end in *c. There is very little levelling^). Apocope is carried

1) Hrsg. V. W. Kurrelmeyer. BLV. Vol. 234 ff. The references are to

page and line, unless otherwise specified.

*) This applies only to M, the earliest printing and to a few subsequent

printings. Below is a list of the various printings and some variant readings

to illustrate the matter of levelling. M, Erste deutsche Bibel, Strafiburg

ca. 1466; E, Eggensteyn, Strafiburg ca. 1470(?); P, Pflanzmann, Augsburg
ca. 1473 (?) ; Z, Zainer, Augsburg ca. 1475

; Za, reprint of Z
; A, die Schweizer-

bibel; S, Sorg, Augsburg 1477; Zc, Zweite Ausgabe von Zainer 1477; Sa,

zweite Ausgabe von Sorg, 1480; K, Koburger, Mrnberg 1483; G, Griininger,

Strafiburg 1485; Sb, Schonsperger, Augsburg 1487; Sc, zweite Ausgabe

Schonsperger, Augsburg 1490; 0, H. Otmar, Augsburg 1507; Oa, Silvanus

Otmar, Augsburg 1518. The references are to chapter and verse. Jerem.

50, 7 fanbcn, Zc Sa, others funben ; 51, 7 trancfcn Z Sc (00a u) ; 36, 20 ctt

pfuflen MEWZ-Sa, empfaHcn K Oa; 37, 14 ujarbcn Z KSb 0; 38, 6

marffcn Z Oa, murffcn MEP; morbcn occurs in ZcSa alone 52, 23, 25, 30,

34; Lam. 2, 8 fanben ZcSa; 2, 19 ucrbarben ZcSa, also 4, 5; 4, 9 roarbcn

ZcSa, so 5, 5; 4, 9 jtarben ZcSa. Thus we see that levelling in the plural
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to a great extent. The subj. prt., strong and weak, may or

may not have e. Most weak preterites drop the ^c, as the

figures from Luke will show. In this book 298 weak prts. without

e and 18 with c occur, or only about 67o of all weak prts. retain

the^c. In this same book 21 st. prts. 1st and 3rd sing. ind. have

e. No account was taken of the number of regular forms.

A few examples of the c-forms are given}: toarbc 212, 5 Z Oa.

affe 212, 5, t)fibe 224, 7, |prad|c 229, 2, gicnge in 229, 51, |aftc

229, 61, ent|d)Ucffe 237, 26, Jtcige ah 237, 27, etc. The foUow-

ing are found in John: ftctgc auf 351, 45, niebcrftclge 360, 12,

fame 365, 50, gicnge jc^unt 386, 29. In Tobias (vol. 7) the

following are found: flo^e allein 3,51, gienge 9,61; 16, 31,

bclcibe in 10, 2; 16, 32, rieffe 11, 37, briete 17, 44, etc.

Das Deutsche Heldenhuch ^).

In the prose summary of 11 pages at the beginning of

this, 4 examples of the st. prt. in -e occur: bclibc 8, 7, gcftarbc

8, 8, fa^e 10, 22, ficngc cr 11, 2. Only 4 cases occur in the

first 72 pages of verse: tourbc 59, 14, empfinge: flinge 53, 37,

fa^e 61, 28, beite: u)t)5er[citc. The forms in sc occur much more

frequently in the prose rubrics throughout the poem, e. g. gabe

cr 42, lage cs 126, 4, an[a^c 154, 3, empfinge 170, erfai^e 342, etc.

There is some leveUing e. g. greiff 49, 6; 53, 22 beite 69, 6,

belcib: f^reib 26, 28, but belibe 8, 7, griff 44, 13; jugen 88, 28;

of class III does not occur before Z. It is most frequent in Zc and Sa.

Very little evidence of levelling in the other classes was detected. In case

of the c-forms of the prt. ind. almost nothing can be made out of the variant

readings of the different editions. The critical readings for Matthew will

illustrate. The references are to page and line. 12, 27 jd|ieb M S Oa,

jd)tc6cZcSa; 15,35jd)tc6e all; 28,27 |tcigcall; 30,6j(i)ItcffeM P, jdjlicff Z-Oa;
31, 31 jtdgc auf all; 32, 44 jtunbe auf all; 43, 44 afjc all; 48, 32 jafje all; 60, 60

|prad)c all
; 66, 54 tratte K Oa, others have a different word

; 70, 33 ncrgabe tm

all; 79, 61 er|al)e cinen 00a, others fad); 97, 22 gienge all; 98, 46 gcaame all;

107, 5 |ad)e in all; 108, 15 gienge aus all; 108, 27 gienge I)in all; 108, 28

{)inge all; 109,51 |prad|e M P, jprad) Z Oa; 109,54 jajje an all; 110,6

fiengc M, others have a different word
; 113, 61 jd|rat) Za S K G Sc, fdjn) Zc

SaSbOOa.

1) Neu herausgegeben von A. v. Keller BLV. 87. Bd. According to the

earlist printing G, place of printing and date unknown. According to

Goedecke and Martin it was Strafiburg 1477 (see Keller 765). Otherwise

Zarncke in Germania 1, 62,
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[ungcn 34, 2, tourben 50, 40 etc. are the usual forms, but toarbcn

10, 37, ^alffcn 26, 15 etc. [ad) is the regular form, mas occurs

exclusively, oafcn 52, 20. The pres. inf. very often drops the

final n, e. g. erioinbc 30, 17, treibe 30, 33, [aume 69, 16, finbc

98, 18 a fact, together with the fact that t and u have

become ct and au, that seems to indicate that it is not a

Strafiburg printing. As late as 1494 we have the long vowels

1 and u kept throughout (e. g. in Brant's Narrenschiff) in

Strafiburg. The omission of =n of the inf. is not characteristic

of Strafiburg, but occurs very frequently in the Thuringian
dialect at this time.

Decameron.

In the prose translation of the Decameron*) a very high

percentage of c-forms is found. I give below some statistics.

a) liquids I. r.

No regular forms occur fide 36, 31 . . . . 5

jure 36, 24 .... 2

b) nasals m, n

tarn 43 fame, !ome 19, 23 .

nam 31

geroan __,
3

77

c) labials,

20gab

l|ub

ftarb

trepb
beleib

greriff

Wuff

I)alff

lieff

fd)Itef

15

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2. f

name 30, 21 .

fd)tene 44, 13

1. b

gabe 21, 6 .

^be 21, 11 .

Jtarbe 27, 17

treibe 30, 11

fd)obe 45, 29

greiffe 31, 18

fd)ufe 53, 25 .

Ijalffe 57, 8 .

lieffe 62, 24 .

11

13

1

25

31

14

3

1

1

2

7

1

1

11

1) Long supposed to be by Steinhowel, but now generally admitted to

have been made by Arigo (see p. 32 below). Published by A. v. Keller in

BLV. Vol. 51 as belonging to Steinhowel. I take it up in this order because

of convenience in comparing it with SteinhSwel's Aesop in regard to the sc

of the St. prt. My results confirm the contention that the Decamerone and

the Aesop are not by the same author. The Decameron was printed at Ulm

by Johann Zainer of the 70's of the 15th century. My statistics are for

pp. 1873.
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d) gutturals 1. g

gmg
lag

fing

trug

Stoang

9efd)a(^

tjoarb

fan6

ftunb

Tpai

rer)t

I)tclt . .

all others

voa^, n>as

lies

fafe

14

2

1

bctrogc 19, 8

gingc 19, 24

lagc 22, 4 .

(d)Iugc 24, 37

fingc 27, 15 .

range 27, 16

ftctjgc 38, 7 .

flange 51, 2 .

Iruge 56, 24

21

2.

117

h *.

flod^c 20, 15

[prac^e 23, 9

gefd)al)c 27, 2

ge{d)ad)c 37, 25

fal)e 35, 14 .

fad|e 31, 29 .

30(^e 39, 26 .

ftadje 43, 32

128

e) dentals 1. 6

29
4

35

2. t

twarbe 19, 13

fanbc 19, 18

fd)iebe 27, 17

ftunbe 27, 32

fdialte 26, 11

pait 29, 27 .

ret)te 31, 11 .

gepote 38, 38

f|ielte 48, 6 .

11

f) f-stems 1.
f

190 oerlofc 65, 7

2.
Jf

. 3 licfte 24, 6 .

. 5 fafte 21, 11

ajfc 41, 18 .

8

1

28
2

2

9

1

2

1

1

47

1

15

1

1

4

19

8

_1
50

36
11

4

J2
63

1

3

10

10

2

26

12

13

__2
27
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Summary.
Stems in without sc with se per cent

I, r 7 100

m, n 77 25 24
b 39 50 56

f 6 11 65

g 21 47 69

!|, d} 128 50 28
6 35 63 64

t 11 26 70

( 190 1 V
ft

8 27 77

total 515 307 37

If teas and fprad) are left out of account, over 58 7o of

all st. prts. ind. end in c. As a rule weak prts. omit ^e. There

is practically no levelling of sing, and plural vowels, ei or ei)
is without

exception the radical vowel of the sing, of class I. No evidence of

levelling in any class was seen except in class II 3ugcn (usual)

and 3ogcn 66, 38. No forms as toarbcn, jangcn, [c^tDorcn, etc. occur.

Occasionally other words besides st. prts. take on an extra ^e,

e. g. palbc, innc, tobc (nom.), [(^ncUe, etc., but as a rule only

st. prts. ind. 1st and 3rd sing, permit *c.

In a translation by Steinhowel, his Aesop^), made at about

the same time as the Decameron and said to been printed

by the same printer at Ulm, the c-forms occur very rarely.

Out of a total of 255 st. prts. 1st and 3rd sing. ind. that occur

in the section pp. 78136 only 9 have final >t. These are:

rDQtbc (88) 1, eriatbc (89) 1, f^tebe (93) 1, battc (123) 2, fticgc

(99) 1, fal)e (104) 1, lage 1, lQ|e (133) 1 a little over 3%.
This difference between the use of c-forms in the Aesop and

in the Decameron is inexplicable unless we assume that either

they are by two different translators or were printed by
different printers. The latter is out of the question altogether.

Were the two translations made by the same man, it would

be almost unthinkable that the same printer, issuing both

1) Hrsg. V. Hermann Oesterley. BLV. 117. Bd. According to 0. the

Aesop was printed at Ulm by Johann Zeiner in the 70's of the 15th century.

Steinhowel was horn in Swabia in 1420. He graduated in medicine at

Padua and settled as a physican at Esslingen. In 1450 he moved to Ulm
where he remained until his death in 1482.
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perhaps in the same year, should make such a great difference

in the language in each case. Such an event is of course

possible, but highly improbable. By far the more reasonable

assumption is that the translations are by different authors.

Other examples in Aesop: fttegc 157, ocrpan6c 170, gefiele

178, giengc 183, luffc (= lieffe) 184.

There is also a very great difference between the Aesop
and the Decameron in regard to levelling. As was shown

above, in the Decameron there is practically no levelling of

radical vowels of sing, and plural. In the Aesop, on the con-

trary, there is much levelling. This is especially true of

class I. Here without exception we have the plural vowel

taken into the sing., e. g. ergrif 98, rife 118, belib 153, jig

(= zieh) 133, roi^, etc. There is also considerable levelling in

the plural of class III. Here it is in favor of the sing, vowel,

e. g. fprangen 120, bargen 120, but bunben 101. In class II. there

is also some levelling, as, jol^en 86, flol^en 112, u being the

rule. This, with the other differences, makes it very probable
that the Decameron and the Aesop are not the work of the

same printer, or are by different authors, very probably
the latter.

In the 1490 version of the Aesop^) the e-forms occur much
more frequently than in the Ulm version but not nearly so

often as in the Ulm printing of the Decameron.

Contemporary with Steinhowel and Arigo, Niclas von
Weil shows no e-forms whatever. All of his translations as

published by Keller^) were examined carefully and not a

single st. prt. ind. ending in ^e was found. One wonders why

^) Printed at Basel. A selection from this version is contained in

Wackernagel's Altd. Lesebueh, col. 1439 ff.

2) BLV. Vol. 57. This is a reprint of A, the oldest printing, perhaps

made at Esslingen by K. Fyner 1478. At this time Swabia is the district

in which the greatest percentages of the use of e-forms of the st. prt. occur.

The fact that Niclas von Weil does not employ them may perhaps be

accounted for by the fact that he was not a native of Swabia. In his

Translations p. 350 he says : "Ich bin biirtig von Bremgarten usz dem Ergow :

und hab mich anefangs, als ich in Schwaben kam, grofies flyfies gebrucht,

daz ich gewonte ze schrtben at fur ei". He says nothing, however, about

the c-forms of the st. prt. that are so prevalent in his time around him.

He does, however, combat the use of final e in all places where it is used
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such a marked difference in this regard exists between him

and Steinhdwel and Augo, or between the printers. In each

case it is prose translations from foreign languages, each printed

in Swabia and that in or near the 70' s of the 15th century.

It is hardly possible to ascribe all the difference to the printers.

Niclas von Weil did not follow the popular movement but

very probably felt this e, along with most other e's in final

position, to be foreign to the South-German dialect and accor-

dingly treated this >t like the rest, that is, he dropped it.

Arigo: Blumen der Tugend.

Vogt*) would ascribe to ''Arigo" both the Decameron and

the Blumen der Tugend. One of the points of similarity that

he calls attention to is the use in both of c-forms of the st.

prt. Karl Drescher is quite of the same opinion^. On p. 203

he gives a list of st. prts. ind. that occur in the Bl. der Tugend
of Arigo (but not in connection with the question of the

identification of him with Steinhdwel): "St. Verba also mit

unechtem --c,
22 (^ome, 22 umfinge, 22 fancfe, 22 aufgabe, 22 ftarbe,

22 gabc, 23 roarbc, 26 fprad)c, 29 auff)ube, 30 toarffc, 30 fieic,

103 u)a[e usw. Zusammen ca. 530 Falle. Die unechten -e sind

by the Middle and North-German dialects. In his writings all words of

wathever class are as a rule without e. Practically all weak preterites

omit e.

1) Zs. f. dt. Ph. 28, 448482. The date of the Blumen der Tugend
is 1468. Among other similarities between the language in the D. and that

in the Bl. d. T. which Vogt takes as evidence of the identity of the trans-

lators, he notes the custom in both of attaching extra e's to words, by

Vogt placed all in the same class. After calling attention to the super-

fluous e's in words other than st. prts., which as a matter of fact are rela-

tively rare, he refers to the e's in the st. prt. 1st and 3rd sing. ind. He

says: '*Die bekannte Anhangung des e an starke Substantiva ist liberaus

haufig, zB. Dec. lobe, trojte, mege, note, etc.
;
TBI pu(i|e, teple, anfange, lujte,

etc., aber auch bei dem unflectierten Adj. wird es zugefiigt. Beim Verbum
sind nicht nur starke Praterita wie jtarbe, gtnge, gabe, flogc, tnarbe, |ad)e^

fome, jtunbe, l)ube in dem TBI. die Regel, im Dec. mindestens eine ganz ge-

wohnliche Erscheinung, sind nicht nur Praterita prasentia wie mage, bebarffe,

tDiDe, mei^e, tiblich, sondern das e wird auch den verschiedenen Arten des

Endungs-t in auffalliger Weise angehangt" p. 475.

^) Quellen und Forschungen No. 86. Arigo, der Ubersetzer des

Decamerone und des Fiore di Virtu.
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also im st. praet. ganz besonders zahlreich". We cannot tell

anything about the percentages of c-forms as he gives no

figures for the regular st. prts. We can see, however, that it

is comparatively high, perhaps as great as that in case of the

Decameron,

Tristrant und Isalde.

In the first 30 pages of Tristrant und Isalde ^), the following
e-forms occur:

furc 17, 16 . .
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very little levelling in A outside of that in class I. With
e-forms of the ind. st. prt. there seems to be here as in most

places a decided preference for final position in the clause or

sentence. No considerations whatever were had for euphony,
e. g. toarbc er 12. 18, befal^c t)n 5, 11, (al)e im 19, 2, toiebcrrictc im

8, 11, fame ein Utann 27, 1, liege er 27, 17 etc. The following
sentence defies all rules : His er bo gefe^en ward, warde er , , , .

gelobt. 9, 16.

In ''Die cronica van der hilliger stat van Coellen'^ ^) printed
in Koln by Koelhoff in the year 1499 the forms in question
occur frequently. No statistics were made. The percentage
of such forms may be estimated at 3 or 47o of all st. prts.

Some examples are given: entftonbe ein 648, 13, l^ielbe ou(^ 658,

30, afftonbe ein 648, 13, l^ielte 666, 13, ftunbe 729, 37, oerlore 665,

30tgl)e 719, 34, rourbe 724, 9 etc.

There is practically no levelling except in the plural of

class III, where the plural often has the vowel of the p. part.,

e. g. ftoroen 667, 22 etc. but (usually) fturoen 664, 11. All weak

prts. retain ^e. There is no apocope of final ^e in any class

of words.

No st. prts. ind. 1st and 3rd sing, in ^e occur in the

language of Berthold von Ghiemsee^), nor in the selections

given in Wackernagel's Altd. Lesehuch from Petermann Ette-

lin's Chronik der Eidgenossenschaft (Basel 1507) and from Geiler

V. Kaisersberg's "Der Has im Pfeffer'", StraBburg 1511.

In Sebastian Brant's Narrenschiff^) no e-forms occur. Here

apocope of se is at its height. Practically every e, inflectional

or otherwise, is dropped. This is in no way due to negligence,

as it is well known that Brant exercised a close supervision

over the printing of his Narrenschiff. There is no levelling.

The ei of the sing, of class I is retained without exception.

has surely overlooked the fact that in the 1498 printing referred to above

many c-forms occur. It seems that as 14 ^/o of all st. prts. in this have e,

he should have noticed and noted the occurrence of such forms in Augsburg

printings before the middle of the 16th century.

') Ch. D. S. Vol. 14. Koln No. 3.

^) At least there is no mention of such forms in W. F. Lubke's extended

study of the language of Berthold, Mod. Phil X, 208 ff.

8) Ktirschner DNL. 16 B. Basel 1494.
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IV. Great frequency of occurrence. From 1500 to 1600.

In this century the forms of the st. prt. in ^e are exten-

ded very much over tho whole of Germany. This is due largely

to the extension of printing, the practices of the printers of

one locality being copied more or less by those in another

locality. This applies, in my opinion, especially to the use of

c-forms of the st. prt. by the printers of South-Germany, parti-

cularly of the Alemannic and Swabian cities. Although the

printers, as well as the authors, of Middle and North-Germany
make use of these forms, their use of them at no time ever

reached very high percentages as compared to the usage in

the South. Thus we see Luther making a slight use of

these forms, in my opinion, whether in him or his printer, a

conscious borrowing from the Oberdeutsch. But this in Luther

is confined to a very few forms, two or three of which however

are used almost exclusively. Although never used to a great

extent in a large part of Germany, yet in the 16th century

these e-forms were extended more or less all over Germany.
But withal, the South-German dialects still maintain by far

the distinction of being the great center of these e-forms.

No example of the form under discussion could be found

in Thomas Murner's Narrenheschworung^), although Balke

calls attention to the occurrence of such forms in the poem,

citing as an example gefd)a^c but giving no reference. Such

forms do occur in Murner but very rarely unless we identify

Murner with the author of Till Eulenspiegel. The variation

between the usage of e-forms of the st. prt. in Murner's poems
and that in Till Eulenspiegel would not militate against the

view that Murner is the author of the latter, knowing as we
do the great difference in this regard between prose and verse.

Shumway^) calls attention to several instances but gives no

references. The examples that he gives are for only classes I

1) StraBburg 1512. DNL. 17. Bd. Edited by G. Balke.

^) Daniel B. Shumway, The verb in Thomas Murner. Americana

Germanica I, No. 3 p. 17 ff.

3*
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and III, ocrli^c, Derlt)t)C, It)^e and only one example in

class III: ^alfc.

In Till EulensjpiegeV) 2122 st. prts. without >t and 71 with

c occur, or nearly 47o have .c. I give some of the examples
of the c-forms; trugc 22, 15, gienge 43, 36, ficngc 24, 13, trangc

63, 17, 3ol|e 28, 17, flol|c 44, 20, (al|c 27, 7, ftunbc 35, 12, banbc

28, 12, bote 48, 31, liegc 54, 10, gojfc 57, 35, Ucffc 46, 7 etc.

The following figures relative to levelling might be of interest:

mas 216, roar (24, 2) 1 1
; \(x% fa^ 54, fatfc 27. In class I we find bletb

16, blib 2; trctb (27, 29)6, trib (24,26) 3; fci)nei5 (25, 18) 12, Jd)mtt 3

never fd)nctt or f^ntb, [tetg 5
ftig

1
; fd)tr)ctg (38, 16) 14, fd)rDig 2, etc.

Thus in class I the ei predominates. In class II there is some

levelling chiefly in the plural. For the sing. 3ug and [ut occur

once each; in the plural jol^cn and jugcn are about aquaUy
divided. No example of the plural vowel taken into the sing,

of class III occurs. The a of the sing, in liquid+ cons, stems

is frequently taken into the plural, e. g. toarben 24, 16 (the

usual form) and ^alffcn 22, 21, etc., but never in case of the

nasal+cons. stems, e. g. fungen 58, 7, fprungcn 58, 7, trungen 59, 26

etc. AU the c-forms with only one exception have the vowel

of the sing. In every case of levelling, if there is a difference

of radical consonants, the radical consonant always foUows the

radical vowel, e. g. f(i)net6 but fdjnitt always. 30I1, 30(^ but 3ug,

[o5 (usual) but fut ; plural 3ol)cn and 3ugen, never 3u!)en or 3ogcn.

In class VI ftunb is usual, but once ftot 30, 10. There is very
much apocope of final *e. Over 50 7o of all weak prts. drop
the c. The prt. subj. of strong verbs (1st and 3rd sing.)

generally omits e and very frequently the umlaut sign is also

dropped.
In the Pfmrer von Kalenherg *) aU weak prts. drop final c,

as well a most st. prt. subjs. 1st and 3rd sing. There is much

apocope of *e. Among hundreds of examples of ind. st. prts.

no e-forms occur.

In the Histori Peter Lewen des andern Kalenhergs^) many

1) StraBburg 1515. Ktirschner DNL. 25. Bd. Volksbucher des 16ten

Jahrhunderts. Hrsg. v. F. Bobertag.

2) End of 15th or beginning 0! 16th century. Vienna printing. In

verse. DNL. 11. Bd. Hrsg. v. F. Bobertag.

) Frankfurt ca. 1557. Also in verse. DNL. 11. Bd. Ed. F. Bobertag.
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e-forms occur, but they comprise only a small percentage of

all st. prts. All that occur in the whole poem are given:

tDurbc ein 71 (vomb i^r 279, vowcb allcs 720); mwcb is the usual

form 365, 833, 1045 etc.; waxb is very rare; erfc^racfte: porfte

183; afte 496, bcgabc 501, fanfe: crtranfc 692, !amc 789, fa!|c cr

791, cmpfanbe: fanbe 855, 58, 3ot)c 882, but ^od) 902, gabc crft

948, ftiefec 1145, bliebc 1213, auflafe 1222, gcficle 1241, bu(^c

1308, ocrfa^e 1367; [ac^ is the usual form, 243, etc., but fa^

cu(^ 731; teas 1035 and wax 1105, 1160, both occur. Glass I

has been almost completely levelled out in favor of the plural

vowel and this t has been lengthened in many cases to ie.

Practically all weak preterites omit c.

In Johann von Morzzheim's Spiegel des Regiments ^) not one

st. prt. ind. in c occurs out of a total of 70. There is no

levelling of radical vowels. In class I ci occurs always, e. g.

fdircib 50; roar 33 and teas: mas 53 both occur; [a^ 125, 157,

etc. and fa 592 but never fa^. Practically all words irrespective

of class omit e.

In Pauli's Schimpf und Ernst ^ only 3 st. verbs have forms

with .c in the prt. ind. 1st and 3rd sing.

30^ 4 jolfe 4

\adi 2 fal|e, fac^c .... 17

toas (3) 81 fienge . . : . . 1

roar 8

all others .... 414

509 22

Thus about 4*^/ of all st. prts. ind. have e. Up to No. 26

there are 149 weak prts. without sc and just one with .c, or

less than 17 of all weak prts. retain e. There is almost no

levelling, except in class II, 3o^en etc., but futtcn. In the

sing, of the first class we find ei without exception, e. g. ((^rci,

trcib, fc^ttcib, etc.

The e-forms of the st. prt. ind. are much more numerous

1) Hrsg. V. K. Goedeke. BLV. 37. Bd. ''Getruckt zu Oppenheim".
At the end of the poem we find "Geendet seligklich 1515". All 957 lines

were read.

) Strafiburg 1522. Selections in Ktirschner DNL. 24. Ed. F. Bobertag.

Statistics are based upon pp. 150.
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in Jorg Wickram's RoUwagenbiichlein^). All the st. prts. in -c

that occur in the selection in DNL. Vol. 24 are given.

f(^rcr) . . . .

fid

was 30, tear 45
!am ....
trcib .

gab

^ub .

Wm '

fieng .

trug .

gtcng .

cri^rad

3ogr 30*
(a(^ .

fanb .

voaxb .

all others

. 4

, 4

75

, 29

6
, 21
. 4

, 2

, 9

, 4

, 9
. 1

, 7

. 2

. 5

. 31

. 7

. 17

168

fc^rctc 1

fide 2
toare 2
fame

blibe

tribe

gabe

^ubc

l^luge

fienge

truge

12

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

gienge 3

erf^rade 1

3o!|e 3

|a^e 9

fanbe 2

toarbe 12

affe 2

liege 1

416 137o 65

There is some leveUing here but mainly in the first class.

The old ei of the sing, is usual but occasionally forms like

tribe, blibe, griff p. 188 occur. In the plural of class II, 3ugen,

3ogen and 3u^en all are found. In the plural of the third class

the u is always retained e. g. truntfen, funben etc. There is

very much apocope here. About as many weak prts. have

the ^e as st. prts. do. About half of the st. prt. subjs. omit

final e.

Valentin Schumann, Nachtbuchlein
'').

toas 2, wax 25 .

ffiljr . . . .

fam ....
nam . . . .

27
1

13

12

roare

fure

fame

name

53

1) DNL. 24. Bd. pp. 233270. Wickram was "Stadtschreyber zu Burck-

haim". The date of the first printing 1555, place unknown. The 1565

version was printed by Sigmund Feyerabend at Frankfurt a. Main.

2) Kiirschner DNL. 24. Bd. Leipzig early in the 16th century. Prose.

All the St. prts. in the whole section that is given where counted.
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53 13
trib 2, trcib 1 . . .3 tribe 2

Waffe 1

[d)n)eige 1

gieng . . . . . .11 giengc 2

ftacfc 1

\a6), fa^ 4 (al)e 8

(pra(^ 63 fpra(^c 1

\tmb 5 [tun6e 5

fanb 2 fanbe 4
voaxb 11 toarbe 2

all others . . , . 99 loanbe ..... . 1

251 147^ 41

The sing, of class I is about equally divided between the

ei and t. The plural of class II usually has the vowel of the

singular as 3ogcn etc. The plural of class III is divided between

the a and u, perhaps with the sing, vowel predominating, e. g.

^alffcn, toarbcn, but njurffcn; (prangcn, trancfen, bcfunncn etc. In

the same section 86 weak prts. without >e and 9 with c occur

a percentage of e-forms much less than that of the e-forms of

the st. prt. Usually the weak preterite ends in et as in Luther.

Michael Lindener, Rasthuchlein und Katzipori^).

toas 1, toar 30 , . .31 toare 1

tarn 5 fame 2
nam 8 name 1

gab 8 gabe 1

fd)rtbe 1

brunge 1

3og 2 3oge 1

gieng 8 gienge 2

fieng 2 fienge 1

fal^e 7

gefc^a^e 1

toarb 3 U)urbc(p.288)l,tx)arbc2 3

fanb 2 funbe 1

All others .... 51 bate 2

fc^nitte .... , 1

120 187o 26

No example of ei was found in the sing, of class I. The

e-form often has the plural vowel when the form without e

^) Leipzig 1558. DNL. 24. Bd. All st. prts. that occur in the selection

from this book given in Kiirschner were counted p. 278 ff.
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retains the sing, vowel, e. g. 6rungc, murbc, funbc. Most weak

prts. drop final c.

Hans Wilhelm Kirchhoff, Wendunmuth
*).

was 6, wax 30

gicng . . .

trug . . .

fadj ...
\tadi . . .

ftunb . . .

tDar6 . .

^ielt . .

trat . .

All others

. 36

. 26

. 8

. 2

. 1

. 8

. 22

. 5

. 2

158

toare (340)

gtenge . .

Iruge . .

fa^fe . .

ftoc^c (345)

(tunbc . .

unberioanbe

toarbe . .

l|telte (340)
tratte . .

18268 67o

In the sing, of class I ei is the rule, only one example
of i occurring in the whole selection. In the plural of class III

a is never borrowed from the sing. e. g. funben, ocrfc^tDunbett,

etc. tDorbcn occurs, the o being taken from the p. part. Most

weak prts. drop c.

Jacob Frey, Gartengesellschaft V).

!am
nam

gab

gteng .

\a% (ac^

tDarb .

fanb

Ucfe

trat

fc^eiS

a6 . . .

All others

. 17

. 16

. 15

. 14

. 2

. 1

. 30

. 2

, 11

, 1

2

3

161

fame 232
name 215

gabe 214 .

betroge 220

gtenge 235

\a\nt . .

3oI>e . .

tDurbe (214)

(214) 4

fanbe 220

liefee 219 .

tratte 222

(^iffe 224

mafje 226

alfe 234 .

Ir toarbe

1

2

1

1

1

4

13

5

1

2

1

1

1

1

272 ll7o 35

roar occurs 16 times, roas 46. In the sing, of class I ei and i

1) Frankfurt 1563. DNL. 24. Bd. My figures are based upon pp. 308350.

2) DNL. Vol. 24. The edition of 1575 is followed; the place of the

printing is unknown. Prey was "Stattschreyber zu Maurszmunster" See

Goedeke Grdr. 159. The earlist edition bears the date 1556.
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are about equally divided, e. g. ftetg, rcit, (c^ctg etc. and bitb,

oercoig etc. There is no levelling in class III except in rourbc

and toarbc. Most weak prts. drop ic. St. prt. subjs. forms with

se and without *e are about even in number.

Martin Montanus, Gartengesellschaft 11 *).

fam

ttig

gieng
roarb

ftunb

fanb

batt . .

reit . .

All others

19

2

12

9

2

2

2

5

97

fame 244 . .

3oge, 30^e 240

ftige 244 .

gingc 244
roarbc 241

ftunbc 242

\anht 248

(al|c 242 .

batte 245
rittc 246 .

32150 177o

loas occurs 9 times, toar 15. Only one verb in class I has

the old et in the prt. sing, ind.,
- reit. In all other cases we

find t, as blib, trib etc. In class III a of the sing, is often

taken into the plural e. g. toarbcn 246, etc. Most words, in-

cluding weak prts. omit final *c.

In the same author's Wegkilrtzer-) we find a much higher

percentage of e-forms. This difference is most probably due

to the printers and not to the author. The date is about the

same in each case, both written in prose. All the c-forms

are given.

bcfal)I

nam

lieff

gieng

fieng

30(^

bcfal)le 256
name 261

befane 225

Iteffe 257 .

fprange 257

jtiege 255

fd)luge 256

gtcnge 256

fienge 260

fa^e 254 .

gefd)al)e 255

3oi)e 260 .

24

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

12

1

_2
28

1) Strafiburg 1557. DNL. 24. Bd.

) Frankfurt 1565. DNL. 24. Bd. Schwanke 316318.
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24

ftunb 2

fanb 1

waxb 7

tljet, tl^at 6

tratt 2

All others

1

63

ftunbe 257

fanbe 256
roarbc 256

lljetc . .

tratc 254 .

haU 254 .

lafc 255 .

^iefec 255

28
3

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

40106 27 '/o

roar occurs 11 times, mas 5. Here also the ei of the sing, of

class I is practically supplanted by i. This i is very often

lengthened and such forms as blieb, trieb, ftiege, but
(d)nttt, |cJ)U)ig

etc. occur. Thus in the sing, of class I we find ei, i and ic.

In class III verbs whose stems end in r 4- cons, almost always
have a in the prt. plural e. g. loarbcn 256, toarffen etc., but

those with n+cons. never, e. g. funben 256 etc.

Only one example of a st. prt. ind. in sc occurs in Paul
Rebhun's Susanna^), ware: offenbarc 1, 1, 20. Throughout the

play there is an alternation of scenes containing either all

masculine or all feminine rimes. In case of the example given
the sc is added merely to produce a feminine rime. The
reverse is very often the case. In the scenes with masc.

rimes the final ^e is often dropped in both words and that

contrary to Rebhun's usual practice, e. g. (bic) gab : (id)) l)ab,

etc. Strong preterites occur frequently both in rime and verse

but only one example with se is found in the whole play.

Luther. ^

The use of e-forms of the st. prt. by Luther is different

from that of any before him and from that of most writers

until the beginning of the 18th century. Although the per-

centage of aU such forms is greater in Luther than that in

the First German Bible, yet practically all of this is to be

accounted for by the use of fal^c, which occurs almost exclusi-

vely. Of course other forms in ^c occasionally occur, yet their

occurrence is so rare that it leaves the percentage essentially

^) Paul Rebhun's Dramen. BLV. 49. Bd. Susanna, 1535, Zwickau.
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unaffected. Thus in Luther the use of the st. prt. in -e is

practically confined to
[a!)e,

but this form, with very rare ex-

ceptions, is the exclusive form whether in his Bible or elsewhere.

In Genesis*) (a^e occurs 63 times; fa^ does not occur;

fIol)c 8 times 39, 12, 13, 15; 14, 10; 16, 6 etc. Other examples:

giengc 37, 14, trcibc 39, 10, ftunbe 41, 17. In Matthew fal^e is

found 25 times; \a6) or [at) does not occur. No other e-forms

of the ind. are found in Matthew. In Mark [a{)c occurs 32 times,

{)ubc (6, 2) only once, and flo^c (14, 52) once. In Luke, we
find

fal|e 38 times. No other e-forms occur. Thus to summa-

rize: In the four books of the Bible that were read we find

[al|C
158 times, flo^e 9 times, all others combined 5 times. No

example of [al)
or jac^ was found anywhere in the Bible, even

when the next word begins with a vowel. Other examples
from the Bible : (d)Iuge I. Maccab. 5, 3, Ia(e 5, 14, 3oge aus 5, 65,

etc. Other examples found in Luther: lagc am K 15, 320, ficlc

325, 34, tDurffe (?) 325, 37. In all the ''Geistliche Lieder'' given
in DNL. 15. Bd. (al)c does not occur but

(ol) (once) and (a^:

gcfd)a(^ p. 361 occur. In all these poems not one example of

a st. prt. ind. in .c is found. One example occurs in the Fables,

ftunde p. 434. Other examples: lafe E, 1, 4, rourbc 1, 18, ftunbe.

Two examples of fatje are found in Wider Hans Worst In Gen.

24, 53 we find gab but gabc in the corresponding passage in

the sermon on Genesis, 1527.

In all my reading in Luther I have been able to find only

one example of
fali)

and two of [ac^, each time riming with

ge[d)ad). roar is the exclusive form. There is some levelling

but chiefly in the plural of classes II and III. In class I the

old ci without exception is kept. In the plural of class II we

usually find the vowel of the sing. e. g. 3ogcn, jol^cn, flo^cn etc.

In class III the plural of the verbs with stems in liquid+cons.

very frequently has the of the p. part. e. g. roorffen, toorbcn,

Matth. 25, 5, etc, but never in case of n+cons.-stems as trunden,

funben etc. There is some apocope of final e, especially in

the weak prt. Perhape more than half of all weak prts. in

1) For the readings in the Bible the critical edition of Bindseil und

Niemeyer was used. There is very little difference in the variant readings

in regard to the e-forms. My other readings in Luther are referred to by

letter : K. = Ktirschner DNL. 15. Bd.
;
E. = Enders I.
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Luther retain the connecting vowel sc but drop -e, as batoct,

mac^ct, ncnnet, etc. Frequently both e's are dropped. In the

various editions of the Bible and parts of it there is a great
confusion of subj. and ind. forms of the st. prt.

Hans Sachs.

The occurence of eforms of the st. prt. in all the poems
of Hans Sachs except his Meisterlieder is very rare indeed. In

the 12 Vastnachtspiele published in Braune's Neudrucke Nos. 26

and 27, among over a hundred examples of strong preterites

ind. 1st and 3rd sing., with 43 verbs represented, not a single

preterite indicative 1st and 3rd sing, ends in se. The situation

in the Einfache Sprilche *) is about the same. In all the Sprtiche
read only two examples in e occur: gabe 21, 273, ocrgienge

18, 7. There are in the same poems 401 examples of st. prt.

ind. without c, 214 weak preterites without ^c and not one

with . In his strophic poems*) there are many forms in sc.

Here much freedom was permitted and almost any liberty was

taken to secure a rime. This liberty consisted both in adding
and in dropping off end-vowels. Often a final consonant was

dropped: sometimes even ^c was added after a consonant had

been dropped, e. g. furc: tourc (= rourb), entrune: ftune (= ftunb)

etc. Here levelling is carried to a much greater extent than

in his other poems, this largely on account of the convenience

in forming rimes. All examples that occur in the selection

in DNL. 20. Bd. are given'). No statistics were made but

the percentage of all st. prts. that have c is not great. The

references are to page and line: ftune: entrune 48, 52, 3, fure:

route (= rourb) 61, 11, frafee (: Strage) 62, 36, gepare (: bare) 62, 6,

einliege: ftiefee 64, 4, 8, toarfe (: J(i)arfe) 65, 38, name: fame 67, 1,

getdiriebe (: licbe): pliebe 72, 13, prone (= brann) (: fd)one) 72, 5.

) Edited by B.Arnold, Kurschner DNL. 20. Bd. The loWowing''Sprtiche''
were read: Nos. 2(1530), 3(1530), 4 (1530), 7 (1533), 11 (1539), 12 (1540), 14

(1540), 18 (1545).

) DNL. 20. Bd.

') For other examples of the st. prt. in e see D. B. Shumway's Gottingen

dissertation, Das ahlautende Verbum bei Hans Sachs. Every st, verb is

taken up in detail and occasionally forms in se are given. There is, however

no attempt at completeness in this regard. To many verbs that in the

list below have c-forms (there are no such forms) cited by Shumway at all.
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Dcrlore: gcporc 74, 67, (jungc:) fprungc 74, 74, (gcroonc:) entrone

76, 139, umbfingc: entfinge: gingc 77, 174, fal|c 78, 219, gicnge

(: 3unglinge) 79, 235, tricbc (: licbc) 79, 236, abfd|rDunge 79, 258,

punbc (: olftunbc) : ftunbe (verb) 80, 282, brattc 80, 288, fd)rtcbc

(: licbc) 80, 281, pcf^Iicffc: cntlicffc 81, 321, gcparc (: jare) 81, 327,

tx)a[c: afc (= afe) 82, 341, (licbc:) pcfc^riebc 82,349, gingc: onfingc

82, 2, cri(^inc cr 89, 3 (pure:) fucre 91, 56, rDa|c (: Strafec) 93, 63,

fagc: U)a[c 94, 1, f^atnc: fame 95, 53, toarffc (: Idjarffc) 69, 27,

iwarc (: gate) 97, 1, toucrc (= tourbc): anfurc 98, 15, (ftras:) toas

99, 51; the next two lines end toarc (: Jarc); fame: f^toamc

99, 5, fturbc: ocrburbc 103, 17, burd|6rungc: [plunge 103, 31, gc

lange (: S(^Iangc) 104, 39, ware (: jarc) 105, 1, ocr|(^tDun6c (: munbc)

107, 74.

From this it is seen that nearly all of the e-forms of the

st. prt. ind. occur in the rime. If there is a difference between

radical vowels, that vowel is used that suits the rime; when
not in the rime, it seems that the vowel of the plural is pre-

ferred. All the examples above are for the period 152454.
Later Hans Sachs came to exercise more care in the use of

final c's ').

Levelling is carried to a much greater extent in Hans

Sachs than in Luther. This applies to all his poems, strophic

or otherwise. It consists, in the main, in the frequent transfer

of plural vowel into the sing, of classes I, II, and III, none

of which occurs in Luther. The reverse is very frequent in classes

II and III but never in class I. In class I we find trcib, scrreig,

\6)xaxi 74, 69, f^iDcig 64, 18, [djncib 64, 22, fd^cin, etc.; tricb, blicb,

rife 103, 18, [(^ricbc, [^nit, crfd|inc, fc^Iic^ 64, 15 etc. In class II:

309* 3119 (frequently), bot, ocrlur etc.; pi. 3ogcn, jugcn 102,29,

I) Among the rules imposed by the Mastersinger guilds upon the

members of the guilds at this time in Ntirnberg we find these prohibitons:

1) Verstofie gegen die Sprache der Lutherischen Bibelubersetzung and 2) ''un-

gehorige Flexionen. Unterdriickung der Flexionssilben, oder Hinzuftigung

(maje fiir mas etc.)" see Goedeke GrundriB 139. It is very probable

that No. 2 was largely due to Lutheran influence. Thus we see that the

influence of Luther tended to lessen rather than to increase the use of e-forms

of the strong preterite. This applies to the percentage of all st. forms that

have e and to the number of verbs that permit the *e, but not to the ex-

clusive use of such a form as jalie, which is practically the only c-form in

Luther, but more about this later.
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44 etc. In class III roart, loarf, fcfjlang, etc.; murt 103, 21, 75

102 etc., tDurff, fturbe, oerburbe, brungc, (djlungc etc.; plural: u is

usual but iDarfen 68, 38. In class IV many such forms as num:

fum 6, 32, numb etc. analogous to class III occur. There is

very little levelling in any of the other classes, toas and voax

are about equally divided in occurrence, roas usual in rime

and wax either in verse or rime; toafen occurs in Braune

Neudrucke2Q, 6, 117.

There is the usual South-German apocope. Most weak

prts. and st. prts. subj. omit final c. Many words other than

verbs may take on an extra =c but not nearly to the extent that

st. prts. (ind.) do. For instance, we find 6cn IDeine: allcinc

95, 50. This is true only in the strophic poems.

Fischart.

The examination of the language of Johann Fischart^) is

interesting in that it shows very clearly the difference between

prose and verse in regard to the use of the e-forms of the

st. prt.

In the first 2166 lines of ^^Eulenspiegel Reimweifi'^ (exclu-

sive of the prose rubrics) 318 st. prts. without *t occur within

the verse and 107 in the rime; in the same selection only 5

with c occur, all within the verse: toarbe, toare 262, licffc 335,

gabc 1995, and bate 2081, or only about 1 7o of all st. prts.

have .e. In all the rubrics throughout the poem 62 st. prts.

without .e and 18 with -e occur, or over 22 7o of all st. prts.

in prose have ^e. Of the 62 examples without c 41 are final

in the clause, or 66 7o are final; of the c-forms 15 are final

and 3 are within the clause, or over 83/o are final in the

clause. Some of the examples are given: 3ogc p. 38, ajjc 70,

blicfie er 118, ubcrtoanbe 126, toufdjc 155, fobe cr 228, fame' 172,

gabc 268, toarbc im 305, 408, lube 353, l)ienge 353, [rfltebe 374,

(djunbe 377 etc. Only 4 examples occur in Der Flohaz: !amc,

griffe 844, l^toetge 220, l|ube.

Levelling in class I is about complete, and in favor of the

plural vowel; but
[d|tt)cig Eulens. 2163, belt 566, (djneib p. 212,

*) Only JDer Flohaz, Neudrucke 5 (1573) and Eulenspiegel Reimweifi

(1672) in DNL. 18 II. were examined.
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(c^eig p. 29. The plural of class II has the of the sing. In

class III the u of the plural is often taken into the sing, but

onty in the rime, e. g. !unb: funb 269, funb: Jtunb 2093, gclung:

jung 336, but banb 834, brang 862
;
the plural usually has u but

toarffen 453. In case of the n+cons.-stems the a of the sing,

is never taken into the plural. In the first 6 chapters of

'^Eulenspieger mas occurs 7 times, wax 27 times, was usually

in rime and wax in rime and verse. No example of
(al)c was

found. Redup. verbs as
Ijielt

etc. occur as ^ult, ful, luf, etc.

Hymn writers*).

No c-forms of the st. prt. are found in Ghristof Schwerer

(GathoHc, last quarter of 16th century); was 10, 13 (: (Bras) and

war (in verse) 12, 42 both occur. Nor in Paul Speratus (South-

German) ;
but there is much apocope. Nor in Erasmus Alberus

(North-German Protestant, contemporary with Luther); roar is

the rule; old ei of class I is often retained e. g. ftrcit 35, 11.

One example occurs in Burkard Waldis (14901556): 3tDei

Sd)tx)crtcr sake ich glii^cn 52, 43; roar is the rule; old ei in class I

is often retained e. g. bletb 53, 68. No examples in c occur

in Nicolaus Hermann (Bohemian Lutheran, first half of the

16th century), although very many st. prts. occur. Levelling
is going on: td)reib 61, 79, bel(^nitt 61, 70, trteb 67, 16, etc.; |ung

57, 24, wuxb (very frequent) 67, 19; 68,46 etc. [ung mb Hung:

fprung 69, 72, but rang (: bang) 72, 37; was and roar are about

equally divided, was 58, 25, toar (: Ba^r) 58, 28; fa^: [prac^

58, 9 but er|a^ 60, 29. There is very much apocope. Many
weak prts. as tan^et 63, 139 (as in Luther) occur. No e-forms

are found in Ringwalt (Lutheran, last half of the 16th century).

In class III the p. part, vowel is often transferred to the pi.

prt. e. g. morbcn 83, 46, but tourben 83, 38, funfcn 83, 40 etc.

In the hymns of the authors named above many st. prts.

occur but in all only one example with ^c. Thus again we
see that there is very Kttle use made of the c-forms in verse.

Paul Gerhardt and Friedrich Spee will be taken up in the

next period.

^) DNL. No. 31. Das Deutsche Kirchenlied des 16. und 17. Jahrh,

Edited by E. Wolff. The reference to the language of the various hymn-

writers is confined to so many of their hymns as are given here.
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Gotz von Berlichingen, Lebensbeschreihung^).

In G(5tz von Berlichingens Lebensbeschreibung the following

e-forms were found; (c^rpc (65) 4, no^mc (31) 1, fame (79) 2, er*

Hre (71) 2, gabe (71), trugc (118) 1, (al)e (34) 10 (exclusive form),

fIol)e (53)2, gefcf)a!)e (51) 5, lic^c (61) 2, ftunbc (118) 1, tourbc

(31) 4, tDurb (34) 12, funbc (HI) 1, l^ieltc (91) 1, t)crrictf|c (100) 1,

bate i^ (24) 1. For (o^t p. 144 the editor conjectures [a^e as

a probable reading. The examples given represent a com-

paratively large percentage of all st. prts. when we remember

that in the Lebensbeschreibung most of the prts. are paraphrased

by the perfect.

Levelling is far from being complete: rcit 34, (d)rer), ritt 47,

trancf 85, tourff 41 etc. wuxb (usually); pi. trunrfen 85, [prangen

65, tDurffen 41
;
max is the exclusive form, rufen is always

inflected weak (34, etc.). There is much apocope of final .e.

A striking difference between the use of the forms in

question in verse and in prose is manifest by the fact in the

^^Strqfiburgisches LiederbucK^ (1592) published in Alemannia I,

1 59 and among hundreds of st. prts. in ^^Das grofie Rottweiler

HerrenscMefien. Anno 1558. von Lienhard FlexeV\ Alemannia

VI, 201 224, not one instance of a st. prt. in sc occurs. In

the same period in Alsatian and Swabian prose very high

percentages of e-forms are found. There is very much apo-

cope of se in both the Liederbuch and the Herrenschiefien.

Federmann's Reisen in Siid-Amerika^.

In the first 52 pages of this, the following examples of

the st. prt. in se occur:

^) About 1562. The edition printed at Niirnberg 1731 was used. In

the publisher's Zuschrift p. 3 we find ... jo nahme ich mir gletd) oor . . No
statistics of the forms without se were made. All c-forms occurring in the

first 125 pages are given.

2) BLV. 44. Bd. E. Klupfel. This book was published at Hagenau
1557. Federmann was a native of Ulm. All the c-forms that occur in the

section pp. 1 52 are given.
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3of)e 26 .

ge((^at|e 37

gcbrad)e 44

fat)e 6, 4 .

tDurbc 6, 10
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gtcng

60
5

ftanb 1

[^ic6 2

a)ar6t31,u)urt(9,26)l 32

fanbt . .

rictl^ . .

f|tclt . .

Itefe . .

[as(s) . .

All others

4

1

7

6

2

70

gtenge 9, 1 . .

^iengc 10, 25 .

3oge, 30^c 19, 37

fa^c 2, 5 . . .

ftanbc, ftucnbe 29, 18

((^icbe 2, 8 . .

toarbc 18, 9 . .

toanbe 19, 2

fanbc 23, 27

rict^e 27, 3 . .

l|teltc 8, 2 . .

lies (lieS) 7, 15

fagc 11, 33 . .

30190 147o

Other examples: \a))t 31, 32; 35, 40 etc., [d|Iieffc 35, 29, giengc

38, 11, name 38, 24; 39, 3, fuere 39, 1
; 41, 20, fpielte 42, 6, be-

|^al)e 43, 13. In the same section pp. 1 30 there are 151

weak prts. without .e to 39 with ^e, or only 20 7o of all weak

prts. retain ^e. LeveUing is mainly confined to classes I and

ni. In class I i is the rule without exception, e. g. grif, litt,

trib, rife 23, 12, plib 23, 15, fdjrib 23, 28 etc. Such plural forms

occur as erf^inen 23, 28 etc., bitbcn 6, 28, jogen 18, 4 (always),

tDorben 19,34, roarben 27, 16 (usually); rourben was not found,

^alfen 15, 11 etc. Stems in n + cons. have u, e. g. funben 6, 3

etc. Apocope is carried to a very great extent. Final .e is

generally dropped in 1st p. pres. of all verbs, in subj. prt.

(strong and weak), in ind. weak prts., and in nouns that

usually end in ^e. Old uo is written ue, e. g. ftuenbe 29, 118,

[(^uef etc. Most of the e-forms of the st. prt. occur in final

position.

Amadis^).

ftale 32 1 3oge 34, 3oI|e 36 . . 6

bcfal|Ie 42 .... 1

loare 17 1

name 13 ... . . 15

18

fal|e 15 9

tDt^e 24 2

tDi(^e 24 ... .

_j_
2

19

*) BLV. Ed. A. V. Keller. This is according to the oldest German prose

version of the Amadis, printed by Sigmund Feyerahend, Frankfurt a. M.

in 1569. Statistics were made for pp. 1346. Only the forms in ^e are given.
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18 19

f^tDammc 30 ... 1 Itc^c 26 ..... 2

lame 15 9 erfd)ra(fe 15 .... 2

fc^icne 41 .... 1 fanbc 15 1

gabc 14 3 ftunbe 16 3

bliebe 32 2 f^icbe 25 .... 1

rlcbc 37 1 botte 14 1

traffc 17 1 tratte 15 2

fdiluge 14 .... 2 ilitttt 16 2

gtcnge 16 .... 4 bate 24 2

fienge 15 1 ritte 35 1

fttcge 15 2 !|iclte 44 1

lage 20 2 frage 13 1

f(^tDange 29 .... 1 riffe 15 1

3oge 34, jolje 36 . . 6 W^W^ 28 .... 1

|a^e 15 9

total 86.

In the same section read 162 examples of st. prts. ind. without

e occur, or 35 ^/o of all st. prts. ind. have c.

Levelling is complete in classes I. and XL and nearly so in

class III. In the 4th and 5th classes, as the vowels of sing,

and plural were always the same, only with a difference of

quantity, there is no problem of the interchange of vowels. In

class VI. frequently the vowel of the p. part, is taken into

the sing, and plural prt. roar is the usual form but was 44.

No example of
fat)

or fa^ occurs. Such plural forms occur

as bliebcn 26^ 3ogen 38, flo^en 44, fanbcn 15, (tunben 25, ftanben

43 etc.

Wormser Chronik^).

Only 5 instances of st. prt. ind. 1st and 3rd sing, in e

occur in the first 75 pages of Friedrich Zorn's Chronicle : 3ogc

(16) once, fa^e (45) 3 times, [tunbe (75) once. There are 56

examples of the st. prt. without ^e in the same section, or

about 97o of all st. prts. have ^c. This is from Ms. So the

147o in Zimmerische Ghronik. Compare this with the high

percentages in the Amadis, 27 7o and Federmann's Reisen,

35 7o, both of which are from printings. Although no proof,

^) By Friedrich Zorn. Worms 1570 with contributions by Franz

Berthold von Flersheim 1604. From Frankfurt Ms. Most prts. are para-

phrased by the perfect. The contributions of Flersheim are mostly in Latin.

His German is essentially the same as that of Zorn.

4*
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yet this
[is

some indication of the difference between manu-

script and printings. Of course other figures might be picked
out that would seem to indicate the reverse, but upon the

whole the higher percentages are almost always from the

printings.

In Zorn's Chronicle levelling in class I has been completed.
The sing, of class III sometimes has the u of the plural, e. g.

rourb 46. No example with a in the plural occurs: funben 14,

rourbcn 19 etc. As a rule all weak prts. omit final e.

Between 10 ^/o and 157o of all st. prts. ind. in Herzog
H.Julius von Braunschweig's prose play ^^Vincentius Ladislaus'^^)

have c. Some examples are given: fa^c i^ 397, 15; 405, 34;

406, 2 etc. (no example of fat)) biffc cs 411, 15, barftc 414, 34,

rittc 412, 13, i^ait 421, 28, gabc 422, 4, erfut^re 422, 24. No

example of rourb was found. All weak prts. have =c unless a

vowel follows. Hitherto in the use of final se in the st. prt.

no attempt at euphony had been made.

fiel . . .

td)tDur . .

fu!)r . .

befal/I . .

All others

SpieB Faustbuch^.

a) liquids

14

5

13
, 1

153

fide 4

j(^a)urc 3

ful)rc 5

befa^le 1

186 13

nam
!am

f^ien

All others

b) nasals

name 24

32 fame 22
3 [^iene 16

befunne 1

branne 1

_J_
45 64

1) Wolfenblittel 1594. DNL. 22. Bd. Das Drama der Beformationszeit.

2) Volksbucher des 16. Jh. Edited by F. Bobertag. DNL. 25. Bd.

Strafiburg 1587. My statistics are for the whole book.
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I|ub ...
gab . . .

trctb 1, trtcb 2

bleib . . .

All others

c) labials 1. b

. 11 ^ube

. 20 gabe

. 3 triebc

. 1 blicbc

grubc
. 1

36

4

5

6

2

1

"l8

aarf

f(^Iteff . .

All others

2

10

14

2.
f

lourffc 1

grieffe ...... 1

fdllicffe 1

d) gutturals 1. g

f(^Iug

gteng

Iprang

fieng

3og .

lag .

AH others

7

22
4

45

f(^Iugc 4

gicngc .15
fprangc

floge ......
ftiegc

penge

3oge

lagc

trugc

l^tDtge

mislungc

34

crfd^rad .

All others

2. f, d

3 erf(^ra(Ie

1

|ta^ 2

gcf^ac^ 6

fa^ ......
All others . . . . 22

30

3. h^
ftad|c 1

gef^a^c 8

\aiit 56

!ro(^e 1

66
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e) dentals 1. b

fanb

Derf^toanb . .

toarb 36, tDurb 3

bot.

tfiat

bat.

^ielt

trat

ritt .

others

aS .

All others

5

39

50

1

12

2

5

2

1

funbc 1

ftunbe 8

Derf^toanbc .... 5

rourbe 11

l^tebc 1

lube _. 1^

27

2. t

botte

t^ate

bote

rtct^c

^icltc

trate

rttte

23

f) [-stems 1.
(

. 2 erroiefc

2. n

2

15

1

12

affe

liefte

flojfe

Tno{{e

30

Summary.
Stems in without 'C with se

m, n

b

f

9
I

6

t

f

ff

total

186
45

36
14
45
4

30
50
23
2

30

13

64
18

3

34
4

66
27
35
2

8

per cent

7

59
33
20
43
50
68
35
60
50
20

3

14

8

1

4

1

4

35

465 274 37 7o

Omitting toar which occurs 151 times and which has no e-
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forms, we have 314 to 274, or 47 7o oi all st. prts. ind. tst

and 3rd sing, have e.

If stems in liquids and nasals are left out of account,

38 Vo of all st. prts. with voiced stems and 54 7o of those with

unvoiced stems have final ^c. In the table above we notice

the high percentage of the stems in ^, ^ and those in t, per-

haps to be accounted for. But we wonder why the nasal

stems should also have such a high percentage.

As wiU be seen from the list of e-forms above, when there

is a difference between the radical vowels of the sing, and

plural the forms in -c may have either vowel, but there is a

decided preference for the plural vowel. There is no attempt
at euphony in regard to the c-forms, e. g. name an 185, 20,

ftunbe in 186, 23 etc. There are a few examples of old ci in

the prt. sing of class I. The plural of class III has almost ex-

clusively V but roarben occurs once, fanben once, Der{d)U)anbcn twice.

The plural of class II has o always, as 3ogcn, flo^en etc. rufcn

is usually inflected weak. Almost aU weak prts. end in ^c. There

is very little apocope of final e. No words except st. prts.

admit of an extra t. Some old c's are retained as i^mc etc.

The Berlin edition (1590, B ')
of the first Faust-book has

no forms in c except fa^e which occurs exclusively. Thus

we see the great variation that exists between printers. The

Frankfurt printers, as we have seen in serveral cases, made a

very great use of the e-forms throughout the whole 16th

century. The North German printers are more sparing in

their use of these forms and often confine themselves to Luther's

forms, fa^e and
fIot)e. By the middle of the 17th century there is

not so much difference. But even then the Swabian, Alsatian

and Franconian printers as a rule employed more e-forms than

those to the east and north.

Schiltbilrger Buck *).

a) liquid stems.

pel 17 fiele 2

fdjalle 1

All others . . . 58 oerlo^re ....
_j,

1

75 4

1) DNL. 25. Bd. Volksbiicher des 16. Jh. The edition of 1605 is

followed by Bobertag. The earliest version was of the year 1598, place of

printing not known. My statistics are for the whole book.
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tarn . .

All others

gab
bitcb

^ub

2. bleib 1

All others

Kef

traff

griff

b) nasal stems

. 27 fame

. 11

38

c) labial stems 1,

14

1

1

1

2.
f

gabe
blicbe

^ube
triebe

[(^obe

Iteffe

traffe

grciffe

d) guttural stems 1. g

gteng

trug

[d}Iug

3og. . . .

ficng . . .

ftctg 1, fticg 2

(prang . . .

I)teng . . .

All others .

trancf .

Others

32
1

1

6

9

3

4

1

8

65

gtcngc . . . .

truge . . . .

(d|Iugc . .

betroge . . ,

3oge . . . .

fienge . . . .

fteigc 1, ftiege 1

fprangc . . .

fjicnge . . . .

2. !

1 trande

1

2

7

1

1

9

1

2

1

1

25

3.1), c^

fal).

!ro(^

[pra^

brac^

2

26

1

29

ial)e .

fro^e .

Iprac^e

gcldja^e

brad^c .

lic^e .

flo^c .

14

2

2

7

1

1

_1
28
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maxb 58, tour5 1

ftunb

fanb

All others

e) dental stems 1. 5

. . 59 iDurbe 17, roarbc 7 . 24
luanbe 1

. . 4 ftunbc 8

. . 4 fanbc 4, funbe 4 . . 8

lube 1

.

_. 1

68 42

2. t

tl|et
7

trat 4

I)telt
2

rcit _j
3

16

tt|cte 7

trate 3

bate 2

l)telte 2

ritte _^
1

15

lie6

tag.

Jtiefe

l)ies

big .

f) {J-stems

8 Iteffe 5

1 t)erga(fe 3

a(e (affe) 2

5 faffe 4

3 ftiefte 2

flofie 2

2 liieffe 1

roud^fe 1

fraffe 1

_2 We _; 1
20 22

Summary.
Stems in without *c with t per cent

I, r
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If we omit wax (56), which has no forms in c, almost

38 7o of all st. prts. have ^c. There are several instances of

old ci in the sing, of class I, almost the latest that I have

noted it. Here different from the Faust-book, e-forms of the

same verb may have the vowel of sing, and plural e. g. {tcige

and fttegc, toorbc and tourbe, etc. In class III a of the sing,

has entered the plural often in case of the liquid.+ cons.-stems

but only rarely in case of the nasal + cons, stems.

V. Period of greatest vogue. From 1600 to 1700.

In this century, more specifically, in the period 1650 1675,

the occurrence of the c-forms of the st. prt. ind. reaches the

highest point that is attains to in all of its history. After this

it begins to dechne in frequency. By the middle of the follo-

wing century the e-forms are confined to some half-dozen

verbs, and by the end of that century to only about two, [a^c

and tDurbe. Today rourbe is the sole survivor of a family that

at one time was so very large.

In Aegidius Albertinus' Lucifer^s Konigreich und Seelengejaidt *)

about 127o of all ind. st. prts. have final ^e. AU the examples
that occur in part I are given:

wave 68, 10 . .
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voiced stems. Glass I is completely levelled out in favor of

the plural vowel. The sing, of class III never has the u of the

plural; both a and u occur in the plural, e. g. ftarbcn, rourbcn,

]tanben (usual), ftunben 42, 17 etc. There is very much apocope

of final *c. The final -e of most nouns, inflectional or other-

wise, is dropped, e. g. Ilam, Baum, fjoU, Reb, Jiig, etc. No words

except st. prts. and occasionally pronouns have an extra .c,

e. g. 6emc, i^mc, cDcmc etc.

Martin Opitz*).

All the c-forms found in my reading in Opitz are given: r^tcf

33, 6; fa!|c 33, 11 occurs 9 times no case of fa!) gcrictl^c

108, 22, fdinittc id) 109, 24, liiefec 120, 32, [^tene occurs 6 times,

Ilteltc twice, (d)tDtegc 126, 24, lafe 126, 24, 3090 136, 11, blte|e

Trostg. II, 221, riffc Trostg. Ill, 265, ftritt' cr Trostg. Ill, 293,

30V i^ Trostg. IV, 292, gebott' auf Trostg. IV, 293, or a total

of 29 examples. Excepting roar, which is not counted, 275

regular forms occur. Thus about 77o or 87o of all st. prts.

ind. have -c. This is by far the highest percentage found in

verse so far. This is largely accounted for by the frequent

occurrence of such forms in the prose sections of the Schdfferey

von der Nimfen Hercinie (pp. 107147), all of which were

counted in with those in verse. In the prose sections the

c-forms are usually in final position e. g. gertctl)c 108, 22, ((^icne

109, 25, ^ieltc 119, 1, fd|ienc 132, 18 etc. In ihe Deutsche Poetereyy

Neudrucke No. 1, pp. 1 27, four examples occur: aufgtngc p. 5.

antriebc p. 8, gc((^a^c U, iDurbc 18; these constitute almost half

of the st. prts. that occur in the section read. In Opitz's

verse the c always counts for a syllable (see DNL. 28, 137,

15, Trostg. I, 184, II, 148 etc.). This choice of forms either

with or without e renders verse-making much less difficult.

There is very little evidence of levelling going on. The plural

1) Vermischte Gedichte DNL. 27. Bd. The following poems wre read:

1) An die Deutsche Nation, 2) Geburtsgetichte, 3) VomAhwesen seiner

Lieben, 4) Neujahrs Getichte, 5) An eine Jungfrau, 8) Nachtklage,

Oden, Schdfferey 'Don der Nimfen Hercinie Vesuvius 147 163

Trostgedichte in Wiederwertigkeit des Krieges, all 4 cantos. All the

St. prts. ind. except toar in my reading in Ktirschner were counted.
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of class III usually has u, but occasionally the o of the part,

is taken over, as toorbcn (very frequent), fponncn etc.

Several examples of the form in question occur in Paul

Fleming's poems ^).
All examples that occur in Ktirschner

DNL. 28. Bd. are given: 3d| l)ort', id} sdh\ ic^ griffe \it [a ^icr

37, 17; 3^ bunde fte mit mtr ... 25, 9; wurd' 23, 31; sdhe fommen

22, 122 but . . . mb \aii erbafmlidi oils 20, 68; oorlicb: trieb' 22,

116; schien' 21, 81, liejSe 20, 37, $tri%: wiche 19,26, griinc:

schiene 43, 23, iebe: triebe 71, 27, umfinge in title of sonnet

No. 25; sunge: 3unge p. 100, sonnet 25; 3^ kdme gleCd) bax^H . . .

sonnet 29.
16:1 sah\ sonnet 32, liejie (ind.): hiejSe (subj.), sonnet

32, starV ich sonnet 60; als cr fie fc^Iafcnbe funde ... in title

of sonnet 79. In almost every case when the radical vowels

of the sing, and plural are different, the c=forms have the vowel

of the plural, e. g. bunbc, twurb', |unge, etc. There is no levelling

except in class III.

Friedrich Spee (15911635)*.

rietc 238, 94, t)er{tunbc (: lUunbc) 239, 142, fame: naljmc 257,

57, ricfc 260, 6, fanbc 261, 14, fame: Derna{}me 264, 21, empfanbe:

gef^toanbe 264, 129, ocrf^rounbe : umtounbe 280, 9, (Stunbe:) ftunbe

281, 75, tDurbe 379, 56, (iebe:) Dertriebe 403, 19, t^ate 410, 107

fd)Iuge 410, 104, mare 410, 92; 413, 197, ilfaid 410, 141,

gabe 412, 169, (DatersUebe :) t)ertrtebe 416,311, tourbe 418, 384,

lage (: Klage) 420, 1, (3at)me:) fame 427, 89, fame (:
a^me)

427,

97. On page 427, 4 stanzas in succession begin with rimes

each containing fame, 1. kame: sa^me, 2. kame: a^mc, 3. kame:

benakme, 4. kame: Blumenframe; il)r IXa^me: nahme 461, 7; IDds

bann ware frdnf unb reubig 427, 93, but Dd war dlles fri(c^ unb

freubig, 95. The Hirtengesdnge have very many e-forms. The

following examples all occur in Ein Hirtengesang pp. 446 453:

truge: f(^Iuge 29, roare 29, t^ate 35, liege 77, toare 95, 181, ware

(: offenbare) 97, (Utorgenftunbe:) erftunbe 139, (purpurfarbe:) [tarbe

151; the next line begins with ftarb. In the whole of tEru^-

nac^tigall not one example of fa^e occurs; many examples of

^)
DNL. 28. Bd. Edited by H. Oesterley. No statistics were made.

*) DNL. 31. Bd. Das deutsche Kirchenlied des 16. und 17. Jahr-

hunderts, von E. Wolff. Trutz-Nachtigal, 1649. All the c-forms that occur

are given. No statistics were made.
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fa!) occur, as 236, 25
; 258, 87 etc. Here, as a general rule,

the voiced stems have the e, just the very opposite to the

situation in Albertinus. Glass I has been completely levelled.

The plural of class II always has o, e.g. 3ogen, flogen 268, 126,

8, flo^en 292, 62 etc. In class III the c-forms almost always
have a whenever the u is not used for the sake of the rime

except iDurbe (never toarbc) e. g. fanbc 26, 14, cmpfanbc: ge

[{^roanbc. In case of the regular forms only tourb has the u of

the plural. When not influenced by the rime, the plural of

class III practically always has a, e. g. [^roanbcn 360, 7,

brangen 371, 20, but cntbunben (: ITTorgetiftunbcn) 319, 139, (3ungen:)

fprutigen 353, 43 etc. One example of was (: Unterlafe) 246, 68

occurs late for was. Occasionally words besides st. prts. add

an extra e, but not at all to the extent that the st. prt. does.

More often the ^c is dropped for the sake of the rime, e. g.

mag: meiner Jrag 270, 20, (o (^oner Ham: Sterncnfram, etc.

About 107o af all st. prts. in Spee have =e, a percentage
much larger than that in Opitz the largest found in verse

at any time or in any author. This cannot at all be attributed

to the influence of Luther. Spee was bom among the Jesuits,

was educated by them, became, lived, and died a Jesuit.

Besides, he has none of the forms so common in Luther, as

ja^e and flo^e. The influence of Luther can, it seems to me,
be claimed for a post-Lutheran author who uses only such

forms and who may or may not use them exclusively.

The situation in Paul Gerhardt is quite different. Here

was a man who was completely under Lutheran influence,

in language as well as in other respects. In all the hymns
of Gerhardt given by Wolff in Das deutsche Kirchenlied des

16. und 17, Jahrhunderts. DNL. 31. Bd. pp. 127215, among
hundreds of regular st. prts. only 5 examples with ^e are found,

all in the rime: ((^offc: bcfd}Ioffe 137, 9, tEage: lage 180, 25, fal)c:

gcf(^a^e 181, 63. We see here, as elsewhere, that the influence

of Luther is not in favor of the frequent use of e-forms. It

no doubt was to a large degree responsible for the use of

such forms as occur in Luther's works by authors who otherwise

would not have had any forms in c at all. This seems especially

true of the prolonged use of [a^e in the 18th century. This could

not, however, explain the adoption of rourbc as the regular form.
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Philipp von Zesen, Adriatische Bosemund^)

fa^i 2
fa^e

11 . . . .

ferine ....
fanb 13 fanbc (: ftranbc) 14

ftunb 13 jtunbe 17 . . .

Ia|e, lap 18 . .

fan ..... . 1 bcfann* er 36 . .

gefdja^* es 52 . .

f(^Iu^g 5 Ic^Iugc 53 . . .

All others .... 410

444 10 7o 49

This was a North-German printing. In the same period in

the South-German prose printings as a rule almost half of all

st. prts. end in -c.

Zesen employs a very peculiar spelling. It consists mainly
in the insertion of ^ after every long vowel and often after

short vowels, or what are usually short. In the sing, of classes

IV and V this would indicate that these classes have been

levelled out in favor of the plural vowel. Some examples of

his peculiar spelling as found in the st. prt. ind. : fd)rtl)b, fdjil^b,

bli^b, fd)iDt^g; too^g, bo^t, fa^m, na^m; bral)d}, ga^b, la^g, tra^t,

fto^I, etc. In the plural of class III we very often find the a

of the sing, as toarben 14, 30 (almost the exclusive form) etc.,

but (ungen etc.

Moscherosch, Gesichte Philanders von Sittewald^.

a) vowel stems

fc^ri)c 2

b) hquid stems r, I

ocrlo^r 1 oerlo^rc . .

fu^r 3 fu^rc 71, 4 .

fd)tDure 105, 23

fid, fu^I 2 fide 131, 23

bcfal)! 1 befal}Ie 151, 18

roar . . . . . .110
117 8

*) Amsterdam 1645. Neudrucke Nr. 160 163. A list of all the c-forms

that occur in pp. 1 66 is given. Zesen was born in Dessau, studied in Halle

and Wittenberg. Cf. Goedecke Grundriss HI. p. 95 ff.

2) Strafiburg 1650 DNL. 32. Bd. Statistics were made for pp. 1198.
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tarn

na^m

[pan

trtcb

gab

^|ub

blieb

griff . .

lieff
. .

All others

c) nasal stems m, n

. 46 fame 85, 1

11 na^me 61, 12

ranc 90, 1 .

1

58

d) labial stems 1. b

1

25

4

1

tricbe . .

gabe . . .

^ube 37 . .

fd)rtcbe 83, 21

blicbc 195, 36

31

2. f

1 grteffc 72, 10 .

2 licffe 54, 24 .

6

13

9

1

23

e) guttural stems 1. g

3og

ficng . .

gicng, gung

trug

flog

lag

fd)lug

rang

3oge 72, 17 . . .

fiengc 56, 1 9, fungc 75,9

gtcnge46, gunge 71, 26

trange 72, 18 .

truge 46 . .

floge 61, 3 . .

lage 79, 5 . .

fd)tDiege 120, 18

fd)Iuge 176, 33

loge 189, 16 .

15

3

24
2

3

1

2

2

1

1

31 54

erfc^racf

\aii 102, 1

(pradj .

All others

2. f

1 erfi^^racCe 129, 19

3 fol)e 56, 4 . .

ge(d)a^e 72, 20

172 fpra^e 34 . .

f(^ad|e 79, 25 .

4 ftri(^e 83, 21 .

179

69
6

1

2

2

80
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f) dental stems 1. 6

fanb . . . .
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If we omit tear and (pra(^, 55 7o of all st. prts. ind. 1st and

3rd sing, end in e. In this table we notice the high percent-

ages of the dental stems. But one wonders why the g-stems

should have such a high percentage too.

Levelling is still going on in the plural of class III, e. g.

fanbcn 49, Dcrfd)rDanbcn, tDarffcn 84; but rourffen 33, roorben 47

(frequently), {tunbcn 79, 9 etc. There are no examples with u

in sing, except tourb. In this class practically all the c-forms

have 0. toas occurs once, the latest occurrence that I have

noted, barffc es 131, 9 is an analogical form, rufen is usually

inflected weak. Almost all weak prts. have c. There is much
less apocope of final ^c than a half-century before this date.

At this time the number of e-forms occurring is at its highest

point.

Below are some of the results of Kern's investigation of

the st. prt. in Grimmelshausen^). Only a summary of the

number of the forms, made according to the stem-ending, is

given.
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The percentages of the various stems differ considerably
from those in Moscherosch. The greatest difference is in the

g-stems 47o in Grimmelshausen, to 64 7o in Moscherosch.

Other classes also show great divergence. We see that from

the earliest times the percentages are not at all uniform for

any class of preterites. Furthermore, there is considerable

shifting of the balance, at one time in favor of the voiced

stems and then again in favor of the unvoiced stems.

J. G. Schottel.

In regard to the c-forms of the st. prt. in the language of

J. G. Schottel, H. G. G. von Jagemann says: The inorganic ^e

in the 1. and 3. sing. pret. is occasionally found after ^: bic^e

(by the side of the queer 6tcl)tc) in B and G; frtcl)c, Iiel)c, 3tcl|C

for the 1. person, by the side of the irregular 3tcl)ct for the

3. person, likewise t)cr3tel)e; flolje; (at)e for the 1. person by the

side of
faf|;

once the se occurs after another consonant: fol)tc^)".

My own examination of Schottel confirms Jagemann's state-

ment as to the c being found only after ^^). I have found

only fal|e and flo^e, which, however, are the usual forms.

Schottel's language, as is well known, is modelled on that of

Luther. In the matter of the st. prt. also, he agrees with

Luther. This again bears us out in saying that the influence

of Luther tended to lessen rather than heighten the percentage
of the use of the e-forms of the st. prt.

In Andreas Gryphius' Horrihilicrihrifax^) only one example
with c occurs: cntfc^Uefee p. 76. In this play there are 42

examples of the st. prt. without ^e. $al| occurs twice, (al)'
once.

We shall see that the Silesians, with the exception of printings

of their prose novels made in the South-German cities, made
a very sparing use of these e-forms.

Pfitzer's Faustbuch^) has many more forms of the st. prt.

with e than those without it.

1) The Language of J. G. Schottel. Pub. Mod, Lang. Assoc. 8, 420.

2)
I have examined only his "Friedens Sieg" Neudrucke Nr. 175.

^)
Braune Neudrucke Nr. 3. Breslau 1663.

*) Ntirnberg 1674. Published in the Spemann Collection, edited by

H. Dtintzer. My statistics are based upon pp. 38136.
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a) liquids r, I

fiel .

roar .

fd)rour

Mr .

befall

nam
!am

^ub

f^ricb

loff

lieff

gteng

fleng

fd)Iug

lag . .

3og . .

All others

erfd)rad .

Jpra^ .

1

52

2

3

1

fteic 74 .

roarc 38 .

fd)roure 46

ful)rc 46

59

b) nasals m, n

4 name 38

8 fame 38 .

fdjiene 46

12

c) labials 1. b

Ijube 104
triebe 38

bliebe 46

gabe 66 .

tc^riebe 93

11

2.
f

roarffe 107

fd)Iteffe 107

[offe 64 .

lieffe 130

traffe 131

d) gutturals 1. g

10

2

1

1

1

3

gtenge 38

fienge 49

fd)Iuge 104

fd)rotege 59

lage 63 .

3oge 110

[ttege 120

18

2. I

erjd)ra(fe 110

3.
c^, li

27

27

fpra^e 72 .

jalje 72 . .

gef(^a^e 104

3

18

2
4

17

12

12

J[
25

4
3

2

8

18

2

2

1

1

_2
8

12

4

3

4

7

2

_2
33

5

23

_2
30
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Or, if we omit wax and fprad} as well as toarc and fprai^c,

74 7o of all st. prts. ind. 1. 3. sing, have e. With a very few

exceptions all weak preterites retain e. No extra c's are

added except in case of the st. prt. but are retained in bcmc,

i!}me, etc. rufen is inflected weak, rufftc 92 etc. Such plural

forms occur as rourffcn 115, f^rDummen 113, Der|d)rDan6cn 113,

ftunbcn 115, worden 105 (often), fprangcn 121 etc.

In the selection in Kiirschner DNL. 37. iBd. from Anton
Ulrich Herzog von Braunschweig's Durchleuchtige Syrerinn

Aramena^' (Nurnberg 1678) almost all the st. prts. end in .c.

The only forms without ^e are mar 7, fur 1 8. All the forms

with e are given:

toare 455, 13

fame 455, 13

fonne 458, 44

|(^tenc 460, 23

trtebe 455, 25

!)ubc 456, 21

bitebe 460, 16

gabe 460, 33

gienge 458, 33

f(^tt)tcgc 459, 19

fprangc 460, 27

l^tDungc 461, 24

fprad)c 457, 31

3 gef^af^c 458, 17

4 hxadft 460, 22

1 fal|e 460, 41

1 fanbc 455, 15

1 tDurbe 458, 11

3 fodjtc 455, 14

1 !^ielte 461, 3

2 bliefc 458, 30
2 Itietfc 455, 11

2 [affc 455, 19

1 rifle 458, 13

1 Derbroffe 458, 42
2 liefte 459, 20 .

oermaffe 459, 30

Or a total of 52 examples with *c: that is 87^/ of all st.

prts. ind. 1. 3. sing, have e, the highest percentage found

in any author. This, like all the other high percentages, is

in a South-German printing. The fact that in this case the

author is a North-German would lead one to beheve that even

as late as this, the printer is very largely responsible for the

great number of superfluous e's.

Almost all weak prts. have final e. No other words have an

extra e except beme, it)me, etc., in which it is merely a retention.

In Hofmann von Hofmannswaldau's prose intro-

ductions to his Heldenhriefe (DNL. 36. B. pp. 579), only verbs

whose stems end in
*!)

have =e. Out of a total of 120 st. prts.

ind. 1. 3. sing, in this selection only 5 have *e: gef^a^e es 27,

18, gefd|al)e aud) 34, 30, jalje 28, 3; 74, 6, flol^e 28, 12. These

verbs have no forms without e. About 47o of aU st. prts.
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ind have ^e. This is true and that within two years of the

high percentage of e-forms noted above. Here again we have
an example of a very low percentage of e-forms in a Middle-

German printing. Perhaps if this had been printed in the

South, these prose sections would have had a great many c-

forms. Of course the verse would have been unaffected by
the change. No e-forms, or practically none, are found in

Hofmannswaldau's verse.

We find the same situation in case of Lohenstein's
Arminius und Thussnelda, a selection from which is printed in

Kurschner DNL. 37. Bd., 462 - 479. Out of a total of 154 strong

preterites that occur, only 8 have ^c: (al)e (462, 15) 7, and

3ol)e (465, 6) 1.
fal) occurs once. Thus about 5^/o of all st.

prts. end in *e. Arminius und Thussnelda was printed at

Leipzig in 1689.

Another striking example of the difference between the

South-German printings and those of the North and East in

regard to the e-forms of the st. prt. is Christian Weise's
Die drei drgsten Erznarren in der ganzen Welt (Neudrucke
1214. Date 1673). Here the percentage of e-forms is very

insignificant. No statistics were made. The only e-forms

that were found are rourbe, rittc (14, ritte auf 18), falje \^m 32,

78, 83 etc. and [d)tene 25; faf) occurs about as often as fa!)e;

toarb and rourbe are about equally divided in occurrence, rufen

is always inflected weak, e. g. 27, 30, 60. 63 etc. The plural

of classs III often has u still, e. g. bcfunben p. 6.

In the first 102 pages of the selection (DNL. 40) from

Abraham a Santa Clara's Judas der Ertz-Schelm {Sslzhurgj

1686) the following strong preterites with and without ^e occur:

tear 70 roare 13, 5 . .

na^m 1 nal)me 42, 3 . .

gab 1 gabe 31, 27 . .

fanb 1 fanbe (43, 28) 3,

cmpfunbe (28, 3)

[tunb 66, 3 ... 1 truge 68, 10 . .

fa^e 19, 17 . :

gienge 25, 12 . .

tDurbc 28, 5 . .

All others .... 5 gefc^al|e 97, 33 .

4

1

5

2

9

J[
79 34 7o 41

13

2

4
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If max and toarc are omitted 76 7o of all st. prts. end in .c.

There is no consideration, it seems, in regard to euphony, e.

g. gabc if)m 31, 27; 40, 1
; fanbc cr 43, 28; tourbe er 51, 22 etc.

Other examples of e-forms: roarc HI, 2, 3; 123, 23; 123, 33;

124, 32, 33; 125, 31; 138, 35; 149, 8 etc.; rourbe 116, 10;

licJte 149, 22; [prad)c 154, 8; trugc er 173, 6; ftunbe 172, 24;

crfdjiene 257, 15; [d)ore il)ncn 259, 23; fd)mtte it^rc Kleider ab

259, 34; gabe 297, 15; lube 327, 19; fame aus 338, 12; tware es

339, 1, 2; Es ge[(f}al|e aber 352, 17 etc.

The greater part of all prts., strong or weak, have given

place to the perfect. This accounts for the smaU number

occurring in the long section read. Most weak preterites retain

c. Many strong verbs have weak prts., e. g. glei^te 37, 28;

41, 34 etc.; laufftc 41, 35; ruffte 42, 31 etc.; tringte 170, 15;

Ta)a6)\tt 49, 16; [c^einte 54, 37 (always) etc. Practically all final

e's in nouns, masc. or fem. are dropped, e. g. die tErdum 14, 10;

die Sad) 16, 10; die (bnab 17, 10, die $(^lang 17, 25, die ITteng

28, 16 etc., but bas Strolje 21, 6. The number of superfluous

e's outside of those in the st. prt. is very small; they are

practically all in the st. prt.

In Ghr. Renter's Schelmuffsky 1696, Neudrucke 57, 58)

several strong verbs have e-forms in the prt. ind.:
(alje, with

one exception ([a!) p. 22) the exclusive form; ocrfa^e 41, aus*

(a^e 49, gef(^al)e 40, !ame 40, ftunbe 68, 83 etc., ro^e 50, gtenge

55, tDurbe (usual), lieffe 81, 3oge 81, tl|ate 23, [c^iene 28, roare 33,

etc. The percentage of all st. prts. that have ^c is not very

large. In class III the u of the plural is often transferred to the

sing., e. g. trun! 74, [ung 67, 76, |prung 70, bunb 81, but fanb 67 etc.

This is the latest specimen of the 17th century that has

been examined.

At this time and from now on the number of e-forms ra-

pidly decreases. It had reached its highest point, as we have

seen, in the South-German prose-printings from 16501680, in

some cases going as high as 75 80 7o of aU st. prts. After this

time the decline is very rapid. By 1750 only fal)e, gef^a{)e,

Po^e, and lourbe are at all common. Of these [a^e and rourbe

alone have been kept until the present time, the former occurring

only very rarely and in authors who wish to be archaic, not

necessarily Biblical, and the latter in universal use.
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VI. Rapid decline, especially toward the end of the period.
From 1700 to 1800,

Anselm von Ziegler, Asiatische Banise^),

a) liquids.

tear 210 toarc 111, 13 . . . 1

ful^r 26 fu!)rc 112, 1 ... 1

ftet 35 fide 127, 34 . . . 3
All others . . .

^
19 crfd)oUc 141, 7 .

^
1

290 6

b) nasals n, m
fd)ten 14 fd)iene 14, 27 ... 25
All others . . . 99

113 25

c) labials 1. b

BIteb 5 bliebc 49, 6 . . . 1

tricb 2 triebc 91, 20 . . . 1

abriebc 99, 4 . . . 1

All others . . . . 94 fturbe 102, 7 . .

^
1

101 4

2.f
All f-stems without e 147 with c

d) gutturals 1. g

gieng 21 gtengc 96, 21 . . . 2

funge 48, 16, [ange

64, 20 ... . 2

fd)Iug 6 f(i)Iuge 98, 6 . . . 1

lag 5 lage 101, 35 . . . 1

trug 4 truge 133, 33 . . . 1

All others .... 62

98 7

2. f

All f-stems without .c 14 with .c

3.
d), I)

fal/e 11, 28 ... 65

gefd}0^ 2 gef(i|a!)c 97, 9 . . . 1

All others . . . . 38 fIot)c 141, 16 . .

^
1

40 67

^) Leipzig 1707. There are earlier editions but this is the one followed

in Ktirschner DNL. 37. Bd. My statistics are based upon pp. 1 171.
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e) dentals 1. 6

waxb ...... 57 rourbc 11, 34 . . . 63

fanb 23 fanbe 45, 27 . . . 2

[tan6(52>22)2,ftun626 28 ftunbe 150, 38 . ,
^

1

108 66

2. t

f|iclt
10 ^ielte 24, 15 ... 18

6urd)fIocl)te 126, 38 . 1

rict^ 8 rietl|c 28, 3 ... 2

All others . . .

^
22

40 21

f) f-stems 1.
f

rotes 2 crtoiefe 23, 11 . . . 4

All others . . . 6

8 4

2.n

Iic6 82 liege 38, 24 . . . 3

riefe, rig 4 bitJe 151, 29 . . . 1

All others . . . . 52 riffe 144, 39 . .

^
1

118 5

Summary.
without se with ^e percentage

a) liquids I, r 290 6 2

b) nasals m, n 113 25 18

c) labials 1. b 101 4 4

2.
f 147

d) gutturals 1. g 98 7 7

2. f 14

3. d), li
40 67 63

e) dentals 1. 6 108 66 38
2. t 40 21 34

f) [-stems 1.
I

8 4 33
2.

ff 118 5 4

1077 205 167o

All that is noteworthy in this table is the almost complete
absence of e-forms in the labial and guttural stems except in

case of ^-stems, and the number of such forms in the {)-stems,

mainly due to fol)e, and in the dental stems, perhaps partly

due to a sort of confusion with the weak preterite.
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Levelling in the Asiatische Banise is not yet complete,

especially in class III. Such forms for the plural are found as

fanben 118,12; 166,12, tourffen, (ungcn, brungcn, etc. rufen is

usually weak. Only strong preterites admit of an extra final =e.

There are, however, some retentions of old ^c, as bcme, tljmc,

tDeme, etc.

In all the poems of Brookes that are given in Kurschner

DNL. 39. Bd. a total of 110 strong preterites 1. 3. sing. ind.

occur, of which 11 have -c: licfe (5, 3) 2, floffe (7, 5), fingc

(7, 29), tricbc (7, 171) 4 (always in rime, usually with iebe),

fal|C (16, 1) 3
(|al)

4 times). That is to say, 10 7o of all st. prts.

have .e, a very high percentage for verse, especially at

this time. The =c in the st. prt. always counts for a syllable

here as well as elsewhere, e. g.

2di fdl)c mft betrdd)tcnbem (Bemiitc 1, 16, 1, and

Die (Erbe fdl)e jUngft ber Ciifte fd)6nes BIdu H, 3, 1; but

Sal) idf Don ungefal)r 1, 16, 17. This choice of forms is very con-

venient for verse-making.

Faustbuch des Christlich Meynenden ^).

In the 5auftbu(^, t)on einem ^riftlid) XTtetjnenben, the per-

centage of e-forms is very great for such a late date.

gricff 8, 14 .... 1

rief 2

gteng 1

fieng 2

toarb 3

fanb 1

!|ielt ...... 2

All others . . 57

69

fd)rr)e 14, 28
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Die Insel Felsenhurg ^).

In Die Insel Felsenhurg many c-forms of the st. prt. occur,

but the percentage of all st. prts. that have e is very slight,

(a^c is the exclusive form; the c is never dropped even when

a vowel begins the next word, e. g. fal)c ein 27, 30, [al)c untcr

31, 35 etc. Other examples: tourbe (almost exclusive, vooxh

occurring very seldom), fd)icne \^x 33,26; 39; 34; 83, 1 etc.,

3oge 43, 27, gcfdjat^e 46, 34; 50, 14 etc.; (Es be(tunbc abcr 73, 10,

fd)rr)C 88, 7; rufen is very often inflected weak as 25, 14; 90, 30,

110, 30, etc. In class III the u of the plural often goes over

into the sing.: (ung 5, 31, oerbung 9, 22, rourbe, etc., perhaps on

the analogy of ftunb^tunben.

Hagedorn.

The following examples of c-forms of the st. prt. were

found in Hagedorn^): Dort fing' cr an: Ijier h'egt cr fdion. 27, 163;

fd)ienc (ind.) Vorrede 6, 5; bod) [d)tcnc er mir. Vorrede 9, 16;

ge|d)at)e Vorrede 10,5, ent[d)iebe (in prose) 70,27; er!)ielte 70, 28

(in prose); cs tourbe aber (in prose) 71, 16. Thus in the short

prose sections which comprise a very small part of the whole,

all but one of the e-forms that were found occur.

The only st. prts. in c that were found in Gleim^) are

fal)c
and tourbc, each being used according to the demands of

meter. Thus, Das bd(^t er, [d^e ITtorgcnrot 9, 26 but Derfpottcnb

(d() er lins oercfnt 21, 87 etc. So with toarb and tourbe 25, 57;

32, 216 etc.

Gessner.

The e-forms are very rare in Gessner's language, even

in his prose although he comes from a locality where the

st. prt. in se is very common. This may probably be attri-

buted to the fact that Gessner was a philologist. In Der Tod

Abels fa^ is found 58 times, [a^e once: (Eoa }a^e bas 3<t"i"^^i^^

if)rer (E6d|ter mit geboppeltcm $d)mer3 (DNL 41 1., 173, 10). One

other example of a st. prt. in >t occurs in Der Tod Abels: 3^t

1) DLD. Nos. 108120. Printed at Nordhausen 1731.

^) Versuch einiger Gedichte: Hamburg 1729. DLD. No. 10.

) Preufiische Kriegslieder DLD. No. 4.
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^inge fie tt)cinen6 an 5er ITte!)aIa Soulier 139, 2. ^ub occurs

10 times, ^ob 10 times. No example of tourbe occurs.

Albrecht von Haller.

Many e-forms occur in Haller's language. Zagajewski in

his study of Haller's language^) gives many examples as oer

f(!)ix)an6c etc. The percentage of aU forms in sc is not large.

The sing, of class III often has the u of the plural, e. g. bunb,

funb, etc.
;
the plural of this class often has u still. The preter-

ite is rarely used, it being paraphrased by the perfect.

Bodmer.

Bodmer furnishes us with the striking example of a man
who at one time in some of his writings used practically all

e-forms and at another (and later) time no strong preterites

in c at all. For example, in the Erster Discours des zweiten

Teils 1722 (Die Discourse der Mahlern) DNL. 42. Bd. pp. 11 18

the following e-forms are found: roare 11, 32, fiele 15, 21, nal)me

11,28, befonne 12,25, be!ame 13,5, ronne 14,11, gabe 15,24,

traffe 11,20, marffe 13,2, Jtiege 12,4, fienge 12, 12, brangc 13,34,

gienge 13, 35, boge 14, 5, lage 14, 23, oerbarge 14, 31, fienge

15, 18, truge 15, 23, (alje 14, 33, fanbe 11,22, ftu^nbe 11, 23,

lube 13, 5, ummanbe 15, 17, unterfjielte 12, 2, bote 15, 24, Ia[e

11, 17, betDte(e 12, 7, (affe U, 12, fortriffe 13, 34, [diloffe 14, 25,

liege 14, 29 a total of 46 instances. Only 9 examples with-

out >t occur: Iteg 2, na^m 1, \and 1, j^ien 1, toarb 3, lag 1.

Thus 84 7o of all st. prts. ind. 1. 3. sing, end in .e. This -e is

not dropped for the sake of euphony, e. g. 11, 12; 11, 32;

12, 7; 12, 12; 15,21, 23,24 etc.

In the first canto of Die Rache der Schwester (1767, in

hexameters) 126 examples of the st. prt. without =e and 3 with

e occur; 45 different verbs have forms without e. The e-forms

are: (a^e 332, 322 and entflol^e 302. In case of fal|e 322 and

entflotje 302 the final .e is added to complete the final spondee
in the verse. Other examples in the poem are: [al)e 1003,

*)
K. Zagajewski, Albrecht von Bailer's Dichtersprache. Quellen

und Forschungen No. 105. Langin in his dissertation on Herder's language

Freiburg i. Br. 1891, p. 66 cites the following from Haller: Iice, gienge,

umficnge, fanbe, annal)me, laje, toare, faije, and triebe.
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1067, 1182, gefd|at)c (end of verse) 1340, 1372. roarb and tourbc

are used in accordance with the demands of meter. Glass III

is not completely levelled, e. g. fd)iDung 137, ((^toang 871,

fprang 866; in the plural, ent|prungen 873, trundEcn 990 etc.

In Bodmer's drama Karl von Burgund (DLD. No. 9, 1771)

all st. prts. are without ^c even [al| 15, 3; 15, 33 etc. toarb is

the exclusive form.

In the Vorrede to the first edition of his Gato (1732, DNL.
42. Bd.), Gottsched writes lafe 42, 20; but las au^ 42, 26; fal)c

44, 18; ^iclte aufeer 45,4. In the text of Gato several examples
of

[al)
occur but none of fa^e. Gottsched is known later to

have combatted the use of these preterites^) and very likely

followed his own preaching. No extended study of Gottsched

has been made. This much, however, has been found out,

that st. prts. ind. in ^e are very rare in Gottsched's writings,

even in his early writings. Glass III is far from being levelled

either in the sing, or the plural, e. g. 46, 8; 51, 22; but roiebcr-

[tunbcn : befunben Gato 1075 etc.

Gellert.

The only c-forms that were found in Gellert are [al)c and

rourbe. Only the Vierter Teil of his Sdmtliche Schriften (Leip-

zig, 1784. Weidmanns Erben und Reich) was examined.

Some examples are given: id) ]a\:fe, faljc i(^, an(a^e p. 147; 3^
fal)c t!)n 103, [at|e Sie 183

; fal)
is the usual form, occurring

dozens of times in the book, toarb is the regular form, tourbe

occurring only very rarely, in almost every case final in the

clause, e. g. 105, 350, 362 etc. It is seen that the form
faf)e

occurs frequently even when the following word begins with

a vowel.

In Gramer's Gedichte, dritter Teil (Garlsruhe 1784), the

only st. prt. in ^e that occurs is tDurbc, the occurrence of which

is very rare. In the whole book toarb occurs 23 times, tourbc 3,

fa!) 9, [al)e not once. One would expect [at)e to be very com-

mon in the language of a man like Gramer. It often happens
that where we should expect the influence of Luther we do not

find it. If [a^e occurs in Gramer's language at all it is very seldom.

*) See below.
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Several strong preterites in =e are found in Winckel-
mann's Gedanken uber die Nachahmung der griechischen Werke,
etc. (1755 DLD. No. 20). All that occur are given: gcfdjalje

10, 35; 23, 4: (a^c 22, 35; 35, 33; tourbe 13, 28; 35, 4. No
case of fal) or ge|^al) occurs.

Klopstock.

Only fa^c, rourbe, and flo^e were found in Klopstock. [a^c

is common but tourbc and flo!)e occur very seldom. The order

in which the c-forms occur in the first two cantos of the

lUeffias^) and the odes will be followed.

Canto I

I. (1748, the first version) line 303 reads:

Serap^ (E 16a fal) f^t auf efnmal 6cn (Eroigcn oor [t(^

In II. (the version of 1799):

Un5 auf (Efnmal |d^e Dor \i6) (E 16a ben $(^6pfcr

I. line 467:

Ijeiligc ^dnbe vox t^m. Still f^tDcigcnb (d^e bet fjCmmcI

The corresponding in 11. is

Stdunenb ((i)tDieg (E Ida, unb {(^coeigenb ]aiiz ber f)fmmcl

I. line 534:

(BdbricI fdl|c ben Iltfttler in [iigem Mftigcn Sc^Idfe

The later version has

(BdbricI \ati tl)n vox (t(^ in liigem Mftigcn S^ldfe

Canto II

I. line 31,

VOo i(^ gottU^ cr |(^dffen 3U erft mx^ \dliz; bu Ijiitte

In II. exactly the same.

I. 116,

Unb ent fld^ ben Hrmen ber XTIutter; bie dngftlic^ i^m nd^Itef

In II:

ilnb ent fI6l|e ber Uliitter Hrm, bie fingftltd} il)m nd(f|Itef

I. 123,

Unb bie un [(^ulbige Seele, mit leffcm Ro(^eIn ent fld^e

^) Only the first two cantos of the ntej|ias (DNL. 46. I.) and the first

70 odes in DNL. 47. Bd. were read. In case of the ITtejftas the readings of

the 1748 and 1799 versions are cited.
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II:

iXnb mit leifem R6d|cln ent fI6l| btc Seeic ooU Unf^ulb
Line 130 in both versions:

Don 5em Ddter, unb fdt) ben HTc[ fi'as im (Brdbmal ba ^ergc^n

fal)e
is never used when the dactyl is complete with fa^. See

also 157 (1748), 251, 254, 422, etc. So with
flol/

195 etc.

I. 133,

Satan t|6rt* es, unb fd^e be ftiirst burd) bic ffnung bcs (Brdbmals

In II:

Sdtan l)6rt' es, unb fd!) be ftiir3t bur(^ bie 6ffnung bes (Brdbmals

Line 276, both versions: 3^n fdlje fein Huge
L 737,

XDflltgt bor efn, btn tttef ffas 3U tobten. Der glef(^en tEt)at fd^e

II. tDfUiget ein, bm XTIef ffos 3U tmtn. Sett bem (Bolt (^lif, \a\)

1. 777,

i)fer ftanb er fltU. (Er (dl)e bie IDelt unb bm gottli^en fjfmmel

In II:

(Er (dl|e bie tDelten

Line 833, both versions: 3e^t \alit bm (Erb!rets

Other examples of tal)e: II, 818; III, 569. From the

examples above it is seen that the e-forms can stand in any

position in the verse, even in the last foot; the most common

position, however, seems to be in the 5th foot always
a dactyl. They are never used when the next word begins
with a vowel. The following summary might be of interest.

In canto I

1748 toarb occurs 2, tourbe 1, fa^ U, fa^e 2.

1799 roarb occurs 2, rourbe 1, \a\) 10, fa^e 2.

In canto II

1748 toarb occurs 2, tourbe 1, (al) 17, fa!)e 7, flo^ 5, flo^e 1.

1799 iDarb occurs 7, rourbe 0, (al) 17, [al|e 4, flot) 5, fIo{|e 1.

In the later version several e-forms were dropped as well

as many other forms avoided that were felt to be archaic, e. g.

juriide, etc. Frequently preterites of class III have the u of

the earlier version changed to a in the latter e. g. (^lung 11, 209,

ftunben 505 etc.
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The following examples of the st. prt. in =e occur in the

Odes: His idf 3um erftcnmal 6t^ \aii^j

His i^ bxdi fa^e, unb 6u mic^ nid)t fanteft.

An des Dichters Freunde 86, 871771.
In the edition of 1799 the second [a^e is changed to \a^.

HXi^ nur flol^e bte Ru^, unb mein (Bcfpieic (onft.

Petrarka und Laura, line 19.

dibit, id) (a^e bid)

Gegenwart der Abwesenden, line 19.

Other examples of fal)c: Der Jungling (1764), line 1; Die

Frtihen Graber (1764), hne 12; An Freund und Feind (1781),

line 59. In all these odes we find
[al) 36, fa^e 6, and flo^e once.

Lessing.

Several st. prts. in ^e occur in Lessing. One form, (a^e,

although not the exclusive form, occurs almost always when
a consonant follows. On the other hand toaxb is the usual

form; tourbe occurs only occasionally. For certain readings in

Lessing the following figures were made: toarb 42, rourbe 7,

fa^ 23, fa^c 26, fc^tcne 2, flo^e 1, ge[c^a^e 1, Itefje 1. Some examples
with and without c are given:

1. In the first 52 letters in Vol. 17 (Lachmann-Muncker)

fa^c occurs twice (in Nos. 2 and 6), (a^, not at all; toarb and

tDurbe are here about evenly divided.

2. Fabeln (Lachmann-Maltzahn), Book I, No. 25 foI)e, Book II,

No. 1 fa^ id); No. 17, Der Sud)s fa{)c, bag . . .; Book III, No. 3

ic^ (a^c tl)ren IDanbcI; No. 12 fal)e twice; No. 15 fa^c; No. 21 ber

tDoIf fIo{)c,
but Der Pfeil flo^ in bte Jertte, Anhang.

3. Poems. The forms in se are used according to the

demands of meter and to suit the poet's convenience. The >t

is never added before a vowel. Examples : (a^e : na{)e (Der

Eremit in Vol. 1), fd)iene (: mine) 1,227; fal)e 1, 229, fal) id)

1,236; (Bul)ne) : (d)tene (Der muBige Pdbel 1751). The -e is

consistently dropped because of a following vowel only in verse.

4. Der Junge Gelehrte. : ge(d)al)e 1, 273; (al)e er etroa auf

bie (Erbe? 1, 275; tourbe 1, 277; liefte 1, 324; 3d) fal) es ni^t

1, 334.

5. Minna von Barnhelm. All examples that occur are

given, fa^e 1, 553, 561, 585; [a^ i^m nad), but Das Jraulein fa^c
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mid? 587; falje alfo 587. The only case of
\af) that I have

found in Lessing that is not followed by a word beginning

with a vowel occurs on p. 587. In the whole play toarb occurs

6 times, tx)urbe does not occur. Lehmann is mistaken when

he says (p. 213) that fal)c is the exclusive form in Lessing.

6. The only e-form that occurs intheao!oonisfa!)e;examples:

VI (Lachmann-Maltzahn), 416, 419, 425; faf)e HdjiUes 431 etc.

Other examples of [a^e found in Lessing: I, 249, 250; II,

141; faV fie II, 146 ((Emilia (Bdotti), 539; VI, 40; (a!)c es 41;

190; VII, 290, 291. Thus we see that [at|c and toarb are the

usual forms in Lessing, while fa!)
and tourbe occur only oc-

casionally. At present the situation is exactly reversed.

Wieland.

In Wieland's early writings, prose and verse, the e-forms

of the st. prt. occur frequently, especially \a^^. Later Wieland

removed these forms from his language altogether. The

latest example that I have found in Wieland is
fal)e, Oberon,

canto VIII, stanza 44 (Gruber edition 1824). This is in aU

editions, as the =c is necessary for the meter. This is the only

example in the whole poem. Some examples from other works

of Wieland are as follows*):

1. Der Gepryfte Abraham.

Unb cr sdhe mit ctnem Bh'dc bte mcnfdjli^e Seek 107, 83.

jal^c in the last foot of the hexameter:

Da !am au6) Ijenod) unb [a^e 110, 207.

Other examples of the same: 110, 209; 118, 511; 145, 386;

155, 144 etc.

fa!)e
in the dactyl of the first foot:

Sal^e bic Hfd)e bes cinsigen So^ns
- ..110, 210: but the next line:

Sal? fie unb f(^tDan!ete md)t ... 110, 211 etc.

fa!)
is often used in a spondaic foot between dactyls where

fal}e would have completed the dactyl. Wieland seems to have

avoided as much as possible a succession of dactyls. The 1799

revision of the early cantos of the Messias seems to show
that Klopstock felt somewhat the same way about the matter.

^) In the case of Der Gepryfte Abraham and the Gesicht des Mirza
the references are to the edition of Wieland's works by Fritz Homeyer,

Berlin, 1909. I. Abt., H. Band.

Heeperia 5. 6
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Examples of
falj

in this position: 120, 29; 120, 30; 121, 80 etc.

Other examples of
fal^

in a complete dactyl: 120, 56; 121, 77;

123, 158; 123, 162; 151, 6, 15 etc. Other examples of fat)c

in a dactyl: 143, 290; 145, 393. Only one example of tourbe

is found in the whole poem, 124, 203; wuxb occurs once:

Ittemals w4rd t(^ es mt)be, bie frommen (5c(angc 3U l|6rcn,

124, 203. He may have used voaxb here as in line 207. In the

verse we often find the u of the plural of class III in the sing,

e. g. f^tDung 106, 47; fd)Iung 129, 409 etc. We find such forms

as late as Oberon but only in the rime e. g. (nti}rtcnrunb :)

ftunb 12, 21, but ftanb : fanb 12, 23. In Wieland's early works

l|ub and !)ob are about evenly divided in occurrence.

2. Gesicht des Mirza (in prose). In this, fa^e is almost the

exclusive form. Only fa^e and rourbe have the ^e. Examples:

3(^ ^ub metrtc Hugen auf unb sake eine toeitc (Ebnc 298, 26; fa^c

x6) 300, 5; UTan fatje nidits 301, 18. 3d) fa^c aud) 301, 36; 302,

21; 303, 38; 3d| fal)c auf 303, 35; other examples: fol^c 299, 19;

302, 38; 303, 4; rourbe 302, 23 etc. In the prose there is no

regard, as is seen, for euphony.
Other examples in the same volume: (a^e: 6, 204; 13,98.

There is some levelling in class VI, e. g. ^ob 303, 33; 261,

132 etc.; l^ub 261, 122; 298, 21, etc.; beId)rDur 261, 118. In

class III we find \tanb 303, 11, but ftunbcn 304, 3; 261, 134,

ftanben 162, 374. rufen is sometimes inflected weak, rufte

261, 136, etc.

3. In Musarion only one example of (a^e occurs:

Unb oil e (B(ft. Hie sah e man bie IlXu [en I, 155, but

Unb bd er sdK es |et mujdrton I, 168.

In the whole poem (af)
occurs 10 times, (a^e once, toarb 5

times, tourbe twice. In Geron der Adelige (al|
occurs 14 times;

fa^e does not occur; roarb is found 1 1 times, tourbe twice (485, 492).

4. In Die Geschichte der Ahderiten as printed in DNL.
53. Bd. (ed. Prohle) there is no example of

[al^e.
In book I,

chapter 5, p. 51, in Vol. 19 of the edition by Gruber we find

[a^e man. I have not investigated the cause of this variation.

Some figures from the first three books of the Abderiten might
be interesting. In book I we find [a^ 17, toarb 2, tourbe 25.

In books II and III only roarb and ojurbe were counted: book II

xoarb 1, tourbe 11; book III roarb 0, tourbe 37.
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From our examination of Wieland we see that in his

early prose toarb is the usual form; in his later prose (cf. Ab-

deriten) rourbe ;
in early prose fa^e is almost the exclusive form

;

in later prose fal)
is the only form found.

In his early verse both forms, |a^e and \(x% are employed
in accordance with the demands of meter, \(i^t predominating.

Later aU
\a)cit

forms are discarded. In the matter of levelling,

Wieland, like the most of his contemporaries, makes use of

double forms in classes III and VI.

Herder.

I have made no special study of the use of the c-forms

of the st. prt. ind. 1. 3. sing, by Herder, but have depended

upon the results in Langin's dissertation^). Langin gives

several examples of the form in question from Herder: Bei

H. finden sich noch einige solche Praeterita, am haufigsten

von jcl)cn
und seinen Gompositis, doch nicht durchgangig.

fat|C I, 208, 211, 314, 320, 345, 373, 411, 418. II, 8, 252, 258, 13.

IV. 85; anfalie I, 17; daneben behebig fal) z. B. I, 398, litte 1, 18,

gefd)al)e I, 193, ferner rourbe 1, 211, III, 199, neben tiberwiegendem

ix)arb I, 5, 153, 154, 157, 211, 262, 266, 312, 313, 368. II, 60,

ni, 198, 199, 200 usw." His references are to the Suphan
edition of Herder's works. Herder's later language shows

scarcely any of these e-forms.

Goethe.

In Goethe's early writings the forms of the st. prt. in >t

occur comparatively often. In some cases the very frequent

occurrence of such forms may be ascribed to the copyist. How-

ever, we must not be too insistent on robbing the youthful

Goethe of all these forms on the ground that these preterites

in se do not belong to his dialect. They were, on the con-

trary, very common in Frankfurt at this time. As has been

seen above (see p. 74), as late as 1725 in a Frankfurt prin-

ting 30 7o of all st. prts. end in ^e. Furthermore, in many in-

stances such forms are most assuredly Goethe's own.

*) Theodor Langin, Die Sprache des jungen Herder. Inaugural-

Dissertation. Freiburg i. Br. 1891.

6*
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1. In Gotz von Berlichingen^) (1773) fa^e occurs twice and

flo^c once fa^c 50, 5; 71, 3. (Es fIol)c Jreunb unb Jcinb 102,24.

In the whole play roarb occurs ten times, rourbe 4.

2. According to Lauterbach ^
there was apocope of final c

in the first version of Werther^s Leiden. In all, over 100 cases of

apocope were corrected in the second version of which 60 are

in verbs. With reference to the ^e of the st. prt. Lauterbach

says (P. 21): Die paragogischen sc des starken Praeteritums,

die in I. einige Male sich finden, aber in II. getilgt werden,

gehoren nicht G.s Mundart an; sie sind eine Eigenheit der

suddeutschen Schriftsprache jener Zeit und werden z. B. bei

HaUer angetroffen, desgl. in G.s Jugendbriefen''. The various

critical readings of the Weimar Edition relative to these forms

show fal)e, l)ielte, tourbc and fo(^te *). The omission of ^e in the

second version mentioned by Lauterbach applies only to fa^c.

On the contrary, H. uses, with only two exceptions, in the

whole book, ^iclte instead of
l^ielt

of the earher version.

Readings for (alje: II, 14 fat^c h^-'; 35, 16E^- h'*
* H

fal|';

49, 6 fat)e
E^- h^- fa^' HS-G^ 81, 14

(al|e h^; 104, 22 \a%
Weimar Ed. has no readings, but the Weigandsche Buch-

handlung (1775) reprint of E* has
fa!)'

as also the Fleischhauer

Ed. 1778, 146, 15; 134, 5 fat)e id) HS-BG^G,I has
faff i^. Ex-

amples of
I|tcltc: 14, 1 erlftclte H; 17, 7 erl^teltc H; 20, 6 unter-

^icltc H; 26, 23 f|teltc H; 55, 18 I^icltc H; 64, 16
t|tclte

E^-^ H;

86, 7, 9
l|icltc

H. Other examples of ^ieltc and its compounds
in H: 92, 24; 97, 10; 99, 18; 119, 19; 120, 16; 152, 21; 92,25

fo(^te. In the whole book (II) toarb occurs 20 times, tourbe

12 times. In the early editions and in H we find very often

ftunb and ftunbcn and compounds which S without exception

^) The references are all to the Weimar Edition unless otherwise speci-

fied, that is to the variant readings and not to the text of the Weimar
Edition.

*) Martin Lauterbach, Das Verhdltnis der zweiten zur ersten Aus-

gabe von Werthers Leiden. Quellen und Forschungen Nr. 110.

') E^ Die Leiden d. jungen Werthers, Leipzig. In der Weigand-

schen Buchhandlung, 1774. E^ is a reprint of E^ E, second ed. 1775.

E*, ^ are reprints of W. h^, % Himburg, Berlin 1775, 1777, 1779. These

contain the first version. H (second version) 1786, Ms of second version by

Vogel and Seidel with corrections by Goethe. See Weimar ed. 19, 329.

The subsequent editions are all well known.
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changes to ftanb and ftanbcn. In like manner l)ub ist changed
to ()ob. There seems to have been no consideration for euphony
at aU e. g. 134, 5 fa!)e id} HS-BG*G; 152, 21

{|tclte i^ H; etc.

3. In the tE^eatraUfd)e Scnbung ^) many examples of fal)e and

^teltc and occasionally other prts. as xDare, gabe etc. occur.

Harry Maync has a paragraph (51, 292) on this subject under

the heading Das paragogt((^e ^c", which is very interesting.

He would ascribe most of the strong preterites in ^c to the

copyist. I quote the paragraph: Ferner zeigen Briefe und H
tibereinstimmend die vielfach gebrauchten, in den Lesarten

samtlich verzeichneten Praeteritalformen l^telte, fat)e, nat^mc; auch

dieses (spezifisch stiddeutsche) paragogische ^e des starken

Praeteritums wurde, obwohl es sich (51, 144, 4) auch in einem

freilich erhebhch alteren Verse und ferner im Werther von

1774, in Briefen der zehn Jahre (z. B. unterljielte, Itttc Briefe

4, 128, 17; 5, 211, 2) und selbst noch im ersten Druck von L

(vgl. zu 21, 261, 8 und zu 22, 260, 20. 275, 4; 346, 21) ein

paar Mai findet, durchweggetilgt, wie es Goethe in der 2. Werther-

Ausgabe von 1787 consequent getilgt hat (vgl. Lauterbach S. 21);

desgleichen tl)me statt il^m. Es sind das (vgl. Burdach, Verhandl.

d. 37. Versamml. deutscher Philologen u. Schulmanner in Dessau

1885, s. 173) Eigentiimlichkeiten, dienicht dem Dialekt, sondern

hochstens der unter oberdeutschem Einflufi stehenden Schrift

des jungen Goethe angehoren. In Babes Briefen sind diese roare,

Ittte, fa!|e, Kegel; sie gehen wohl auch in H wesenthch auf die

Abschreiberin zurtick". I give below a hst of all the st. prts:

in -e that occur in the Ms of the (E{)eatralifd)c Scnbung. Vol. 51 :

fal)e 3, 19; 22, 16; 27, 18; 140, 12; 156, 1; 176, 8; be|abc. Vol.

52: ocrtolie 29, 16; (atje 45, 16; 200, 8. Examples of l|tclte and

its compounds: Vol. 51: 42, 16; 77, 4; 79, 27; 105, 8; 106, 12;

107, 1; 121, 5; 129, 6; 133, 22, 23; 144,4. Die fcbe hielte mf*

in (dnftem Hrm gebunben. Maync says with reference to this:

Dieses schon durch den Vers gesicherte l)teltc eines in die

erste Jugend zuruckreichenden Sttickes war naturlich zu kon-

servieren" 51, 305. Other examples of ^icltc: 155, 26; 159, 5

163, 21; 177, 21; 187, 12; 194, 11; 195, 13; 199, 24; 203, 20;

214, 21; 215, 14; 216, 9; 227, 16; 229, 20; 232, 13; 236, 17;

1) Weimar Ed. Vols. 51 and 52. Edited by Harry Maync.
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238, 7; 241, 13; 256, 4; (Vol. 52) 4, 20; 6, 1; 23, 24; 24, 2

27,13; 32, 7; 43,21; 46,22; 49,15; 49,18; 62,22; 71,11; 72,5

74, 24; 76, 16; 80, 1; 80, 5; 83, 14; 96, 27; 97, 10; 97, 28

98, 9; 105, 8; 118, 10; 134, 26; 137, 5; 148, 9; 151, 15; 155, 12

157,4; 164,23; 188,10; 189,3; 228,7; 275,20; 72,4 l^ielf.

Other verbs with ^c: (51) 3, 10 roarc; 12, 24 bliebe; 33, 15 aus^

gabc. (52) 104,4 liege; 119,13 gabe; 219,11 fd)tene. The

following figures are for Vol. 51:
fat) 69, (al)e 6, l|telt 23,

!)teltc 30. No summary was made for vol. 52. In this volume

^telte out-numbers !)telt by far. fa^e occurs 3 times.

It can scarcely be believed that all these st. prts. in ^c are

to be ascribed to the copyist. Goethe, as well as Babe, makes

use of many such forms in his early letters. The fact that

Goethe incorporates into his story a poem containing {)ielte

would lead us to suspect that he may have used the same form

in his text. Furthermore, this is before the time of H, the

Ms. of the second version of W^erther, which has many cases

of l)telte,
and which, although not written by Goethe, certainly

passed under his supervision and received corrections, but

not in this regard. Of course it is very probable that the

copyist added the sc in many cases, and we might say in aU

cases outside of fal)e and ^ielte, and many of these.

Other examples in Goethe: In a collection of DolfsUeber

made by Goethe at Strassburg (DLD. No. 142, p. 32 line 16),

we find the line: (Es gahe fetnen flaren S^ein". This of course

very probably does not belong to Goethe. (al)e, 3um S^a!e

(pears (Eag DNL. 107, 22, 18. In (Elaoigo, Original Edition

(see 3ubtIaumS'Husgabe 11, 96, 15) we find falje just once. This

has come down through all editions. The first line of {)ei5en

rosletn was printed by Herder in Don 5eut{(i)er Hrt unb Kunft,

Hamburg, 1773, and again in his Dolfslteber Leipzig 1779 thus:

(Es saW ein Knab cin Roslein rot. Only one example of an

ind. st. prt. in =e occurs in the Urfaust, Schmidt' (1894) p. 78,

ftric^c.
In Goethe's Faust Jragment (1790) published by

Holland, Spaziergang, P. 97 [a^ occurs. This is the latest that

I have found such forms in Goethe.

In regard to levelling, we find that up to about 1790

Goethe uses double forms in classes III and VI. The two

most common examples of this are (tunb, ftanb; ^ub, ^ob both
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originally of class VI. In the case of a work dating from before

S (Goschen 1787), [tunb and l)ub are usual. S, in nearly every

case, makes the change to ftanb and l)ob. Other examples from

these classes with u occur, but only rarely.

Schiller.

I have not made a special study of Schiller in regard to

the strong preterite. Consequently I must rely upon the re-

sults obtained by others. Below are some of the examples

noted in Pfleiderer's article on Schiller's language*). The

references are S, Sqillers $(^rtften hrsg. v. Goedeke 1871 and

Br. Briefe. I quote in the order given by Pfleiderer. gebarc

1, 222, 56 (Reim), \6)lo]]z i, 29, 57 (im Reim; der Herausgeber

des Schw(abischen) M(agazins), in dem das betreffende Gedicht

erschien, laBt, um etwas grammatikalisch korrekter zu sein,

die Form ((^los in Klammern beidrucken!) Ijtcllc 1,90, HI (im

Vers). 2, 299, 21 A; fIo!)c 2, 178, 21; geMcl|e 2, 391, 17; ich [a^c

1, 57, 4. 110, 19. Br. 19, 26; t)erliel)c 1, 36, 18; lube 68, 23;

rig' 1, 281, 46; fd)mt6' 1, 346, 29; oerfprai^e Wiirtt. Repert. 132".

He says relative to [a^c (P. 382): Bei Schiller ist spater haupt-

sachlich (al)e
noch sehr ublich". Schiller seems to have used

[a^e occasionally as long as he lived, the latest example noted

being in Die Braut Don tlTefftna 1, 1498. This form is found

right often in the Hbfall ber Hieberlanbe. Pfleiderer gives many
more examples of e-forms from Schiller's early writings, only

part of which will be repeated here. {a^e 28 times from the

Schriften and 3 times from the letters; ^ielte t(^ Br. 1, 201, 23;

gefd)a!|e S. 7, 154, 11; es ftrttte Br. 1, 116, 11; fIof|e S. 3, 401,

7; 5^ 134, 2805; 5^ 247; 7, 98, 21; 3ufd)riebe S. 10, 415, 10; Ifuh'

2, 213, 14 (Die Ausgabe von 1802) etc.

^) Die Spra(i)e 5cs iungcn Sdjiller. PBB. 28, 273424. It seems to me

wrong to say Die Falle bei Schiller sind, soweit sie nicht im Vers oder gar

im Eeim stehen, meist durch ein gewisses Pathos der Rede hervorgerufen"

P. 381. Eberhard Paulus, 3ur (Be|(^td)tc ber Sd)rtftjprad)e in $d|iDaben im

ISten 3f|., comments on this: Fur Schi. bemerkt Pfl(eiderer), dass die Formen

mit parag. e teils im Vers, teils in pathetischer Rede stehen. Fiir die von

mir untersuchten Quellen kann ich solche Unterschiede nicht feststellen"

222. Nor can I find any such distinction in any writer from Notker to

Nietzsche.
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Thus we see that the st. prt. ind. in ^e is very much more

common in Schiller than in Goethe. This is very likely due

to the fact that Schiller was from Swabia, the locality where

these forms from the very first have been most numerous.

Various other writers of the second half of the 18th cen-

tury show c-forms, usually only [a^c and tourbc, but occasion-

ally other preterites also. I shall give a few examples from

some of these writers.

In the poetifd)e Sdjriften von F. W. Zacharia, Amsterdam

1767. Erster Band, neueste Ausgabe Der Renommift, p. 19 we
find fatje (:nal|e); but p. 21 (nal^:) \a\).

Such e-forms occur very
seldom in the language of Zacharia.

In Vol. I of the tDanbsbeder Bott)e (Matthias Claudius)
1774 we find p. 55 3^ |aV iljn; p. 56 er flol}efort; befi^nittc p.

87; 3(^ [aV cinft eincn Knabcn 3art 127.
fa!)

is the exclusive

form in prose and the usual form in verse; toarb is the only

form in prose, tourbe occurs once in verse p. 159.

No example of (a^e occurs in Klinger's StDtUtngc (DNL.
79. Bd.), but in his Sturm unb Drang (DNL. 79. Bd.) 86, 2 we
find |a^e Sie. In these plays of Klinger the plural vowel of

class III is very frequently found in the sing. e. g. (c^lung 38. 22
;

56, 13; ]und 55, 39; ftunb is the exclusive form. The plural of

this class very often has the u. l}ub is regular.

In Leisewitz's 3uliu$ oon Parent (DNL. 79) we find: roas

i^ in jebem fal)e 339, 5 but fat| i^ 339, 33. \tanb 340, 3; 344, 33

etc. is the exclusive form.

Neither (at^e nor tourbc is found in J. J. Engel's )err

oren3 Star!" (DNL. 136); fa^ and roarb occur very frequently:

jat) 324,37; 336, 10
; 340, 12 etc. toarb 328, 12; 333, 32; 334, 26 etc.

In Adolf Freiherr von Knigge's Reife na6:i BraunfdjrDetg"

(DNL. 136) we find gefd)al)e 220, 38; 292, 17; fa!|e 299, 29, rourbe

occurs exclusively. \a\)
is the usual form e. g. 251, 252, 272,

287, etc. No example of gejd^a^ was noted.

[a^c is the almost exclusive form in Karl Philipp Moritz's

Hnton Reifer (Berlin 1785, DLD.). Examples: fal^e er 16, 12;

So[al|eer21,3;(aliel9, 30;28, 14;35,27;42,l;51,4;51,7;154etc.

an(al)e 32, 10 etc. fal) occurs very seldom, e. g. 25, 24; 350, 25.

gefd)al)c 16,23; lietje (ind.) 174,27; rourbe and toarb are used

indiscriminately, tourbe prevailing.
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Examples of strong preterites in -c can be shown from

many more writers of this period. It is rare to find a man
in this century whose writings do not somewhere show forms

of the st. prt. in sc. Enough examples, however, have been

cited to show the status of the matter.

VII. From 1800 to the present.

As has been said, by the year 1800 the forms of the st.

prt. in se have almost completely vanished from the written

language. This applies of course to those forms in sc exclusive

of xDurbe, which, as is well known, soon comes into universal

use. However there are some few scattered examples of other

forms in =e, chiefly confined to [a^e. At the beginning of the

century there is a considerable use made of (a^e, especially by
those who have a high regard for Biblical language. The

influence of the philologists, too, was still in some cases

somewhat favorable to the use of fa^e. Adelung's dictionary,

coming through its various editions, and enjojHbig a very

general recognition, lent the weight of its authority to the per-

petuation of fa!)c, for, as is well known, under the verb fel|en

only (at)e (without parallel forms) is given as the prt. sing. ind.

Furthermore, the Grimm Brothers very frequently make use

of the form fQl)e in their Kin5cr unb {)ausmdr(^cn.

No special study of Ahe 19th century in regard to the

c-forms of the st. prt. has been made. The few examples that

I give below are largely the result of accidental finding. It is

very seldom that one runs upon a strong preterite in .e except
CDurbc in this century.

Ludwig Tieck occasionally employs the form fa!)e in his

early writings. This form occurs frequently in Jrans Stcrnbalb

(1798). In his later works no examples of fal)c seem to occur.

Friedrich Blatz^) gives an example of ftunbc from Immer-

mann and ftunbe from Kerner, but cites no references in either

case. Relative to these e-forms he adds: Erst die neue Prosa

hat dieses Anhangsel endgiltig beseitigt".

The following example was found in Ruck art's Samtliche

Werke (1882) 5, 60: bie Hnmut!), btc er falje.

1) Hculjo^b. (Br. Dritte Aull. Karlsruhe 1895. I, 509.
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The latest example of fa!)c that I have found occurs in

Friedrich Nietzsche's aifo Sprad) 3arotl)u{tra (Leipzig, 1904).
We find here: (at)c 16, 349, [aF)e er 18, 355, 366, 375, 383; fa!)e

i^ 120. This use of fa^e is evidently due to a desire to sound

Biblical, or perhaps more exactly, merely archaic, [a^ is by
far the more common e. g. 22, 27, 53, 84, 86, 99, 103, 112, 141,

170, 174, 185, 190, 204, 229; 245, 263, 328, 344, 360, 366, 377

etc. Not until the 4th part does
]df:iz

occur anywhere except

right at the verry beginning of the various parts. Very
likely after getting started the author would forget that he

wished to write in an archaic manner. When he would begin
a new book, he would remember to write fa^c for

\af). waxb

and iDurbe both occur, tourbc by far the more usual: toarb 36,

48, 97, 107, 401, 464, etc.; tourbe (es 23), 25, 56, 104, 119, 154,

176, tx)urbc (ich 185), 188, 194, 195, 247, 218, 228, 308, 343,

349, 352, 377, 452 etc.

Thus to-day these c-forms, which once were so numerous,
are confined in the written language to tourbc, in universal

use, and fa^e, found only in authors who manifestly wish to

appear archaic.

As to determining the relative frequency of occurence of

tDorb and tourbc nothing has been done. Langin^) is of the

opinion that to-day the use of roarb again exceeds that of

tDurbc. I cannot say how it is. The relative frequency of

occurence of these two forms varies in the various types of

literature and in the different classes of writers. Of late there

has been, it seems, on the part of the philologists and gram-
marians an attempt to resuscitate roarb. But even in the

language of those informed on the subject of German Philo-

logy, toarb and tourbc are usually used indiscriminately. On
the other hand, among the rank and file of writers generally,

tDurbe is almost the exclusive form.

In the modern dialects there are some traces of an extra

vocalic syllable in the st. prt. ind. 1. 3. sing., perhaps nothing

more than a prolonged pronunciation of the final consonant.

It is very probable that this has nothing, or at most, very

little to do with the phenomenon discussed above. It is found

1) Cited aboTC p. 103.
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to-day only in isolated districts and in territory where these

c-forms of the written language were never at all common.

In those regionswhere these e-forms of the written language were

so very numerous, the dialects have lost the preterite altogether^).

In the modern Mecklenburg dialect, according to Karl

Nerger ^) ,
there is something similar to this final c in the st. prt. The

Indicative form of the st. prt. has been lost and the Ind. mood

has adopted the Subj. form. But here, where there is a sort

of extra syllable, it is merely a retention of the voiced pro-

nunciation of the final consonant, perhaps like English gaoe etc.

Kurt Jacki in his article on the strong preterite') enume-

rates in detail the various South-German and Middle-German

dialects that have lost the ind. prt., its place being taken by
the perf.: Der Indicativ praet. fehlt im heutigen Hochale-

mannischen ( 1), im Niederalem. ( 21), ist im Schwab, spurlos

geschwunden ( 37), im bayrisch-osterreichischen Sprachgebiete

so gut wie ausgestorben ( 51), im Ostfrankischen geschwunden

( 69)". There are no traces of it to be found in Lorraine

( 81) ;
in Middle-Franconian the ind. prt. is not at aU general

( 93). North of the Main the preterite is the rule; in Thu-

ringia any st. verb may have a preterite ( 105). For Mansfeld

he gives such forms of the st. prt. with an extra syllable as

fpuna, puna (= banb) (111); ftun(a) in Stiege and Mansfeld, ftana

and ftuna in Mansfeld ( 114); lofa, rota, brota (for lief, rict, brict)

in Mansfeld ( 115).

In der Mundart der Mansfelder Grunddorfer gilt jetzt

anscheinend die Kegel, daB sowohl im Ind., als auch im Conj.

^) Relative to this see the discussion of the South-German use of para-

phrasis for the simple preterite by H. Wunderlich in his Deutj(f|cr Sa^bau

I, 222 ff. Stuttgart 1901. Also Hans Eeis, Das proet. in bin jiibbt. lUunb^

artcn, PBB. 19, 334337. After discussing the loss of the ind. prt. (strong

and weak) in the South-German and Middle-German dialects, Reis accounts

for it about thus: In the South unaccented ^e was dropped; thus ex jpieltc

would become er jptcit {=^ cr jptcit, pres.). This rise of ambiguous forms led

to the avoidance of the prt. altogether and caused the substitution of the

perf. instead. This was first true only of the weak prt. and by analogy, he

thinkS; it became the rule for st. verbs also.

*) (5rammattf 6cs mc!Icnburgtf(^cn Dialc!tcs alterer unb neucrer 3cit.

Leipzig 1869 20.

) PBB. 34, 425529.
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praet. die langsilbigen Vb. und die kurzsilbigen auf mhd. 3

endungslos sind, die kurzsilbigen aufier denen auf mhd. 3 aber

dieEndung.a haben, alsoz.B.fuI, nemp,ialt, jos rofa,fDuma( 116).

ftanta im ostlichen Erzgebirge" ( 125). Relative to the endings
he says ( 127): Bemerkenswert sind nur die 1. und 3. sg. Im
ind. praet. sind sie gewohnlich endungslos. Nur im ostlichen

Erzgebirge nehmen sie regelmaBig, im Osterlandischen bisweilen,

nach dem Muster der schwachen Praet. und des Ind. praes. die

Endung 3 an" And again ( 138): Die 1. und 3. sing, hatte

im Ind. praet. in friiherer Zeit schlesisch oft die Endung =3 . . .

Zu Weinholds Zeit horte man es jedoch nur noch vereinzelt

bei alten Leuten (Weinhold s. 126). Inzwischen mag es ganz

ausgestorben sein". In 144 he sums up the various localities

where an extra 3 in the strong preterite is still heard: 1) im

Osterlandischen, 2) im ostlichen Erzgebirge, und 3) im Mans-

feldischen."

B. Grammarians.

Under this head will be considered not only the treatment

of the st. prt. in =c in the formal grammars, but also the crit-

icism of these forms in general. We may expect to gain full

confirmation of the statement that the use of the st. prt. in .e

is very characteristic of the South-German dialects, more es-

pecially of the Alemannic. In like manner, it wiU appear
that not until the 18th century was there on the part of the

grammarians any united opposition to the usage of such forms,

and that the rapid decadence in their use in the 18th century
was not only contemporaneous with, but also largely due to

this opposition.

The earliest opposition to the strong preterite in ^e that

I have been able to discover came from Niklas von Weil.

Although this author says nothing specifically about these forms,

yet he does nevertheless (cf. p. 32.) combat all forms of words

in "C as being contrary to the South-German usage (cf. BLV.

57. Bd. p. 350). Furthermore, the fact that not a single example
of a st. prt. in ^e could be found in his works and this too at

a time when, around him in Swabia, in some cases as high as
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37/o of all st. prts. have *c, shows that he opposed the usage
of such forms not only in theory but also in practice.

However much the grammars of Albert Olinger and Lau-

rentius Albertus may be mutually dependent, they are quite

independent in regard to the strong preterite. A considera-

tion of these two grammars together with that of Johannes

Glajus reveals many interesting things in regard to the exten-

sion of the st. prt. in t throughout Germany in the last half

of the 16th century.

Olinger*) as a rule employs only the forms in =c; the cases

without it are very exceptional. This is a very fair indication

of the status of the matter in Alemannic, and agrees very

closely with what we have already seen. Verbs are divided

into 4 conjugations as in Latin, and each class is treated at

length. In illustrating the various tenses, Olinger gives for the

imperfect: Imperfectum praeteritum, t(^ [(^ricbc/scribebam (66).

With reference to the pluperfect he says: Et sic Plusquamper-

fectum, praeposito auxiliari verbo, ich ^atte/vel toare/per numeros

& personas (68) ;
and in discussing the optative : Et praeteritum

perfectum & plusquamperfectum optativi, similia sunt plusquam-

perfecto indicativi, mutato tantum verbo auxiUari ^attc/in

!)ctte/& roore/in tocrc (71). But in his conjugation of fcin we
find: Imperfectum, ich tDar/& quidam, roas. Plusquamperfectum

(76) Ich roare gewesen, du toarest etc. (no 3. p. given). For the

imperfect of toerbcn (79) he gives: 3(^ toarb vel toare . . . cr

toarb; plural, toir roarben vel toarcn, toarbct, toarbcn. There is

absolutely no consistency in the use of roar and roare. tourbe

or tDurb never occurs, as this class is almost everywhere level-

led out in favor of the sing, vowel.

Under the heading: De prima conjugalionc (81), Olinger gives

as principal parts ( I omit the inf. and p. part.) :
i(^ schreihe/idi

schriehe; t^ bleibelidi bliebe; i^ Tptd]Q/id} prisse;i6^ ((^cinc/t(^ schinne;

i(^ ftreite/t(^ stritte; ic^ Ieibc/t(^ litte. Other examples for the prt.

f^rctic, ^ueffe (^ieffe).

In the paradigm of [(^reiben we find: Imperfectum. 3(^

schriebejdu schriebest/er schrieb (82) The optative of all verbs

^) Die bcut|d)c rammati! bes Albert linger. Hrsg. v. Willy ScheeL

Halle 1897. Published first at Strassburg 1573.
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except the auxiliary verbs almost always omits sc just the reverse

of the indicative. E. g. Optativus (83). Praesens& Imperfectum.

01) obcr roolt (Bott 6as i^ schriehlbu f^riebft/o^ 6as er schrieb.

De secunda conjugatione (83). Exempla. i^ finbc/id) fande;

tc^ trtn(f/i^ tranche. Sie fd)tDimmcn, fingen, ftntfen etc. Excipiuntur
haec: x6) 3tnbe/t(^ zunde] id) fd)tnbe/id) schunde; i^ l)inde/id) hancke

oel huncke. In the conjugation of binben we find (84). Im-

perfectum, 3(^ banbe, bu banbeft, cr banbc/toir banben, etc.

De ^er^ia conjugatione. Exempla. tc^ giege dcI geuge/id) gosse ;

t(^ ncu6e/i(^ nosse; i(^ tDirffe/t(^ warffe; but i(^ l)ilfe/td) /laZ/.

t(^ [auf/i^ 5o//<='; sic nemmen, ahhxe6)tn etc.

In an Appendix (86) we find the queer rule: Quae in

penultima syUaba simplicem consonantem habent, mutant in

praeteritis in duplicem & e contra: ut, Bieten/i^ hotte/i6:i Ifdb

gcbottcn/(5tegen/i^ gosse/Xitmrmn/i6:i name/non bote, gofc, namme.

In the paradigm of gicgen, the imperfect is given as: 3^
gojje, bu gofjeft, cr goffc, toir goffen etc. (87).

De quarta conjugatione. In this class there is a complete
confusion of strong and weak verbs as the examples will show.

i(^ Ic^re/t(^ lehrete-j t^ uebc/i^ uebete; i(^ falle/i(^ fuele; x6) btlg/i(^

dalge] i(^ Iig/t(^ lag; i^ pttte/ic^ pate; t(^ fd)i(fe/t^ schuckete; id}

barffc/t(^ dorffte; id) !ane/ic^ kondte; \&i fomme/t^ A;ame etc.

Paradigma passivorum verborum (90).

Indicativus Imperfectum.

3(^ ward gcf(^Iagcn, bu wardest etc.

Other examples in ^c: <Es verdrosse (92), ich fiiengc (95),

guenge, stuende etc. ^^a^e (95), sasse (95), hefahle vel hefalch (95);

^atDcn/i(^ Me^e (95), 2;o^e etc.

Thus we see that nearly all ind. st. prts. 1. and 3. sing, end

in .e. The form in ^c is not discussed at all but is merely

given without comment as the regular form. In the ind. 1.

sing, the e is usually kept except in the case of the auxiliary

verbs where it is usually dropped. The vowel of the 2nd sing,

st. prt. ind. is always the same as that of the first and third

sing. in contrast with the situation in Glajus, where the

2nd sing, always has the plural vowel.

In the grammar of Laurentius Albertus (Osterfrank") ^),

1) Hrsg. V. Carl Mtiller-Fraureuth. Strassburg, 1895.
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based upon the East-Franconian dialect and published in the

same year as that of Olinger, all st. prts. are given without ^e.

But the forms in ^e are allowed. Albertus gives a very-

interesting rule as to the use of final =e, which we may interpret

as explaining partly at least the reason for the use of the

strong preterites in e. This suggests a wholly new solution

of the question of the cause of the origin of these forms. Perhaps
after all it is to be best explained as due to a sort of feeling

that to employ the forms in ^e was to write in elevated style;

the final e's were very probably considered highly ornamental.

I give Albertus' rule: Observandum deinde, quod omnia

simplicia primitiva verba, in prima indicativi praesentis temporis

persona, monosyllabica sint: id) rcb Loquor, ic^ let Doceo, i(^

ftrctt Pugno : quibus vel propter orationis numerum, vel propter

rithmas et nostrum genus versuum, aut etiam in cantilenis, et

nonnunquam ex consuetudine litera ^e accedit/als t(^ Hc5c/erc/$trcite

&c, quae litera in communi quotidianoque usu dicendi non

exprimitur, nisi orationis gravitas requirat. Idque servatur in

alijs omnibus verborum temporibus et personis, et in omnibus

orationis partibus: als/unbc als er i^ne ctgentlii^e gcfraget ^ettc/

sprache unbe anttoorttette Jener i^me l)intDt6er/quae ita simpliciter

leguntur: unb als er t^n cigentlid) gefragt hett/sprach unb antroorttet

jener i^m l)inroiber &c. This rule applies, as is seen, not only

to the addition of superfluous e's (as in [pra^e etc.) but also

to the retention of e's in cases where it should be kept (as

in the 1. p. pres. ind.). This confusion of e's is very likely

responsible in great measure for the great number of superfluous

e's found in the South-German dialects. This explanation
is quite different from that given by Behaghel which wiU be

referred to further on.

In discussing the vowels of the radical syllables of verbs

Albertus says with regard to t: 3, plerumque manet, als x6) flid neo,

suo. i^ flidte suebam etc. Transit autem aliquando in a, als ii^

binb Ligo, i(^ hanbtt ligebam, i(^ fpri^ Loquor, \6) \pxadi, t(^ brt(^

Frango t^ bra(^. Raro etiam in u mutatur, als 16) fd}inb deglubo,

id) Jd)unbe (100).

On page 101 we find a very interesting rule which shows

a complete confusion of strong and weak verbs: Terminatio

imperfecti, ut plurimum t est, exceptis paucis, als i(^ fc^Iieff/i^
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oergagZ&c non raro autem c litera in fine accedit, als i^ t^cilte/

ich
fd}Iteffc.

Non ergo numerus syllabarum secundum analogiam
crescit.

Glass I is completely levelled. In class III in the case of

merben the u of the prt. plural is often found in the prt. sing. :

3c^ rourb fiebam, Du tourbft, Der tourb fiebat (III). The prt.

subj. of st. verbs may or may not have ^e. e. g. i(^ toere & tocr

1. & 3. person (p. 112).

Johannes Glajus.

As is evident from the title*), Glajus bases his grammar

upon the language of Luther, and accordingly uses only such

forms of the st. prt. in sc as are to be found in that author.

Only preterites in ^ permit the >t and by no means aU of

these. We find given for [c^cn Imperfectum id) [al)
& [a^e

(p. 102); 3od| & 3og (102) but not 3ot)e; id) flol)
& fIo!)e (102);

Imperfecto (Es gefd)a^ vel getd}a^e/Sicut er |al) vel [at)e (117).

These are all the forms in se that are to be found in Glajus'

grammar.
In class I the 1. and 3. sing, always has the old ei, as

fdireib scribebam (71), |^netb (96), grciff etc. The 2nd sing,

ind. prt. always has the plural vowel, as bu (c^riebeft, bu [c^nitteft

(96). This is also true of class III. Thus: i^ Jtarb, bu (turbcft

(89) & ftorbeft (93); id) {)alff, bu ^ulffeft (99); x^ roarff, bu rDurffc(t

(99); bu funbejt (74) etc. The plural always has u except in

those cases where it has o from the p. part, as fie ftorben vel

fturbcn (93); totr fturbcn (89); toir (ungcn etc. There ist nothing

to be noted about the other classes.

Glajus makes no comment on the subject of the st. prts.

in se. He has no theory in regard to the forms. Although
he divides all verbs, strong or weak, into classes according to

the stemending or the radical vowel of the present infinitive,

yet in inflecting the verbs the two classes are kept distinctly

apart. Nearly aU weak preterites have final ^e.

^) Grammatica Germanicae Linguae M. lohannis Claij Hirtzbergensis :

ex Biblis Lutheri Germanicis et aliis eius Libris Collecta. Leipzig 1578.

This grammar is reprinted with an introduction by Friedrich Weidling,

Strassburg 1894.
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Thus in considering the three grammars, of Glajus,

Albertus, and of Ohnger, we can detect a uniform rise in the

use of strong preterites in ^e as we go southward. Glajus in

Middle-Germany says nothing about e-forms but incidentally

gives some three or four examples. Albertus writing in East-

Franconia, although he gives very few forms in ^e, yet
sanctions as correct any st. prt. ind. in e. Olinger, writing
a grammar of the Alemannic dialect shows extraordinary

preference for the st. preterite in ^e, forms without ^e being
rare exceptions. His treatment of the weak prt. is in marked

contrast to that of Glajus. It is also interesting to note that

Albertus and Olinger, both of whom permit a great percentage
of e-forms, are alike independent of Luther, whereas Glajus,

professedly following Luther has only the Lutheran forms ^).

There is no discussion of the question in Die tEeutfd)e fjaubt

Spxa^t (1663) or in the (Eeutfdje SpracE) Kunft (Braunschweig 1641)
of J. G. Schottelius. In Grimm's Worterbuch under [e^en we
find this quoted from Schottel: Perf. i^ \ati oder idi ja^e 596".

As has been seen above (p. 66), only those st. prts. whose

stems end in ^ have =e. This essentially agrees with the usage
in Luther upon whose language he bases his grammar.

In the (Ecutf^e (Brammatica ^), pubhshed at St. Petersburg in

1745 a list of strong verbs contains the following forms in e

and which are given as regular forms with no comment
whatever: bcfliffe mich, flo^te, fo^te, gittte, litte, lielje, priefe, rttte,

(a!)e, ftritte, tourbe and in a paradigm p. 242 fturbe, by the side

of ftarbe.

Frisch in his I)eutf^ateim[d)es IDorter'Buc^ (Berhn 1741)
has such forms as beflife, pries, ftarb, ftrttt, all without e; fal|e

is the exclusive form; ri{Je also occurs. Frisch gives no theory
as to this point.

^) See K. V. Bahder, runblagcn 5es ncufjo^b. Caut|t)|tcTns. Strafiburg,

1890. p. 12.

^) tCcutjdje (Brammatica. Aus unterscMedenen Auctoribus ehemals zu-

sammen getragen, nunmehro aber von neuem iibersehen und vielverbessert zum
Gebrauch des St. Petersburgischen Gymnasii herausgegeben St. Petersburg,

gedruckt bey der Kayserl. Academie der Wissenschaften 1745.

In regard to this and the references to Frisch and Schonaich that

follow, see Langin, Die Spradic 6cs jungen fjcrbcr, pp. 65, 66.

Hesperia 5. 7
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Gottsched inhis Sprachkunst^) battles against this use of

e-forms, not even allowing it to the poets, although he admits

that it occurs in the Bible, especially the form fa^c Relative

to it he says: bas ift eine iibcl angciwanbte Hac^o^mung 6cr rid)*

ttgcn (weak) Hbroanbelung." Thus we see that he would attri-

bute it to a confusion of the weak and strong inflections.

Schonaich^ ridicules the use of such forms by Haller: Sn.

(Bnoben ma^en fid) 6ie poctifdje 5rct)l|eit, bet) schriebe^ a. St. schriebj

3u rtu^c: eine 5rer)^eit, 5ie Don Stiimpern erric^tet unb oon Jaulcn

befd)iifeet voixb (p. 389).

The greatest opposition, however, on the part of the

grammarians to the e-forms of the st. prt. was made toward the

end of the 18th century in South-Germany, particularly in

Swabia. This opposition was directed not only against the

st. prt. in e but also against almost all final e's whether inflec-

tional or otherwise. The GathoHcs of South-Germany, especially

the Jesuits, were almost all hostile to final ^e, das Luthe-

rische ^e", as it was called by them. By some, the e of the

st. prt. is included by mistake in the list of final e's not to be

tolerated in the language of South-Germany. On the other

hand others who oppose bitterly the other final e's have nothing
to say whatever about the ^e of the st. prt. In some cases

the opposition to the e of the st. prt. in the South, hke that

in the North, came from Protestants.

Kluge in his book, Don ut^er bis effing *) gives an interesting

account of the opposition to the Lutheran language on the

part of the Catholics of the South, chiefly centering around

the question of the final e's. For the sake of the light that

it wiQ throw upon the special case of the final *e under

consideration, that of the ind. st. prt., I shall give a brief

account of the controversy.

In the year 1730 the Jena Professor Litzel published

1) 5tli edition, Leipzig 1762. p. 330. See p. 77 above.

y V. Schonaich, Die ganse flejt^cttc in ciner ITu^, oder Neologisches

WSrterbuch ;
aus den Accenten der heil. Manner und Barden . . . zusammen

getragen und den grofiten Wort-Schopfern unter denselben geheiligt

von einigen demiithigen Verehrern der SehraffiBchen Dichtkunst Without

place of publication. 1754.

) Second edition, Strassburg 1888, pp. 128144.
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under the pseudonym Megalissus a challenging article entitled

Dcr unbcutf^e Kat^oli! obcr ^tftortf(^cr Bcri(^t oon 5er allsugrofecn

na(^Idf[tg!ctt 5er romtfdjen Kat!)oIifcn in Befferung bcr bcutfdjcn $prad)c".

He discusses the lack of interest in the German language and

the un-German spirit manifested by the Gathohcs of the South.

In the following year he published a collection of literary

selections from Catholic authors of the South, showing how

negligent and careless they were in matters of language. One
is very much struck by the absence in the specimens of final

c's, e. g. bic Stuff, bcr graufamb (Eob, bic ^oU, Die IJi^, ber Ham,

etc., bic eut, bic Stinb etc. Of course other practices besides

the usual omission of final sc are discussed and ridiculed.

Litzel's books, however, called forth little opposition com-

pared with that with which Gottsched was met 25 years later.

In 1755 in answer to Gottsched's utterances on behalf of

the German literary language as an outgrowth from that of

Luther, the fanatical priest Augustin Dornbluth came forward

as the champion of the Oberdeutsch. His language bears the

characteristic marks of the South-German dialects of this time,

apocope and sjnicope of c. The forms without c are the rule,

e. g. bic Spro^, bic icb, bic Kopf etc. He inveighs against the

Saxon c" in (Blaubc, Itamc, Same, Knabe, Rabe, Bube etc. He would

have: x6) nmh,\6) gib, idi (pri^, t(^ l^ah etc. However, he would

have =c in the present subjunctive. In turning away from the

language of Luther, Dornbluth recommended to his fellow-

Catholics das eifrige Studium der Gerichts- und ProzeB-

schriften des Kammergerichts zu Speyer", and that of the

period 1680 1690, 75 years before. Kluge says this about

him: Er hat den letzten Versuch gewagt, seine Glaubens-

genossen von dem protestantischen Deutschland zu eman-

zipieren und dem groBen Streben unsrer besten Kopfe nach

einer einheitlichen Schriftsprache einen Damm entgegen-
zustellen" (p. 138).

From the middle of the century on we find more of an

inclination on the part of the Catholics to compromise. A
notable example of a Catholic who gives his vote in favor of

a unified written language is the Jesuit Ignaz Weitenauer,

professor of the Semitic Languages at the University of Freiburg.

Weitenauer published about this time a book entitled 3tx)cifel

7*
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t)on bet bcutfi^en Sprac^c oorgctrogcn, aufgeloft ober anbcren auf*

3uI6fen iiberlafjen; famt cincm ort{)09rap^if(^en cji!on. This shows

in a striking manner the change in Catholic opinion since

Dornbluth. In discussing the much debated question of final *c

in the written language he says, addressing his fellow-Ga-

thoHcs: Woher entspringt doch dieser unversohnliche HaB
wider das ungluckliche c? 1st der Ubelklang des armen Buch-

staben oder ein unerbittliches altes Vorurteil oder wohl gar
die Religion an seiner Verdammung schuld? Von der Religion
erstlich zu reden, ist es schwer zu begreifen, wie man sie in

die Rechtschreibung eingemischt. Was hat immermehr die

Glaubenslehre mit dem sc zu thun ? Welchen Artikel hat dann

derjenige abgeschworen, welcher hie und da ein Nennwort um
eine Silbe verlangert"? He then cites examples from prominent
Catholic writers who employ such forms as bic Siinbc, bie

Beine, bie Ijdnbe, bic SU^e etc. Another point that he adduces

in favor of the Lutheran e" is the added harmony that final

c's give to the language.
In 1769 the court-chaplain at Mannheim, Jacob Hemmer

published his treatise: Hb^anblung iiber bie beutfc^e Spra(^e jum

Hu^en ber Pfal3, in which he deplores the wretched state of

linguistic affairs around him in the Palatinate. The subject of

final *e is stiU the chief bone of contention. He refers to the fact

that in the pre-Lutheran Bibles the hateful forms as bie Siinbe,

Ejerbe, Binge, Sage, Berge, are the rule, and emphasizes the import-
ance of leaving out of account the question of religious faith

when a matter of so much national importance is at stake.

The result was to call forth a great number of hostile ans-

wers from the Catholics who were not like-minded with him.

But all opposition is soon silenced into acceptance, and before

the century closes, the Lutheran c*' has made its way through-
out the South. As an indication of this we have an account

(for 1782) in Der Steimutige, a monthly periodical pubHshed in

Freiburg i. Br., which was strongly Cathohc in sentiment^). A
writer recalls, not without some bitterness, the good old days
when things were different: Wenigstens waren die Schriften

eines Gellerts, eines Rabeners, und noch viel mehr eines Gessners

1) Published in Alemannia IX., 265.
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selbst Schullehrern verbotene Biicher. Ja sogar Gottscheds

Sprachlehre wie uns ein Exjesuit versicherte musste man
vor den Obern verborgen halten. Freilich haben die Katho-

liken aus diesen Werken viel Gift gesogen. Wenn nichts welre

als das lutherische e, das sie sich durch Lesung derselben

allmahlich angewohnten immer schade genug! Es klang
doch ehemals so genuin Katbolisch: die SccI, die (Eron, die Sonn,

die Blum usw. und nun schreiben die unsrigen fast durch-

gangig: 6ie Scele, 5ic Krone, bic Sonne, bie Blume, wie die leib-

haften Ketzer auch schreiben!''

In all this discussion there is found no reference at all to

the final se of the st. prt., wich as we have seen, was very
common at this time in South-Germany. It is very probable
that the majority of Catholics did not feel that the final *e of

these peculiar preterite forms was distinctly Lutheran which

as a matter of fact it was not. Very hkely most of them felt

that this se, as well as the ^e in a few other forms as i^me,

tljne, bemc^), etc. was very characteristic of the Southern dia-

lects. It is very probable that it was more or less with them

as it was with such South-German writers as Abraham a Santa

Clara 50 years before, who, as we have seen, dropped almost

all final e's, even many of those of the weak preterite, while

permitting almost 507o of all st. prts. to take on an extra ^e.

Furthermore, what need is there for attributing to them the

feeling that the -e, like all other e's in final position, was for-

eign to the genius of their language, since, as we have seen,

from the earliest times this part of Germany was the chief

center for such forms, so that the language 50 years before

Luther exhibited in some cases nearly 507o of all st. prts.

with =e? A very high percentage of e- forms of the st. prt. ever

since that time was maintained in the South-German dialects,

whereas in no period do the writers who come under Lutheran

influence show high percentages of e- forms unless their works

are printed in southern cities, or at least as far south as Frank-

furt or Niirnberg. On the other hand it seems to me much
more reasonable to suppose that Luther's use of the st prt

in se was borrowed from the south and that it was felt by

1) See Kluge. p. 139.
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the majority of the South-German grammarians to have

had this origin. Otherwise, why is this c not generally included

with the other cases of Lutheran >z which are combatted so

fiercely?

This does not, however, exclude the fact that many of the

grammarians of South-Germany did actually confuse this e with

the other Saxon" c' s;" or at any rate it was condemned along-

side of the other c's in final position, although it is nowhere

referred to as the Saxon" or Lutheran e". With reference

to the final ^e in other words besides verbs, M. H. JelHnek ^)

quotes some interesting data fi'om Nast and F. G. Fulda^), two

Swabian grammarians of the time just before Schiller. Nast
calls the Saxon =e eigenmachtigundbloB willktirlich" and rejects

t especially in case of aU masculine and neutre nouns. The

weiblich ^e", added in Saxony in words like Hffe, Knabc, is

wider die Natur der Sprache''. Feminines are divided into

three groups: 1) those from adjectives; 2) those from verbs.

Here the e must not be omitted, ungeachtet diB in Sud-

teutschland haufig geschiht" ; 3) those that have taken on the

feminine sc These may drop the ^e; Hue, Ba[e etc. are allow-

able but Hu and Bos are preferable. The *c of the uninflected

adj. ist ein Sprachfeler" of the North-Germans.

Fulda is much more tolerant of these final c's. But in

regard to the --z of the st. prt. he says (p. 98) that {^ gabc, \Q\:ity

etc. are wider die Natur" and (92) Schnitzer sind

t(^ toare, etc." Nast (Spr. 1. 115) says : Es ist also ein feler, wenn
man ein e anhenkt: hait, bitcge etc." On p. 114 he says:

Das Imperf. Indik. ist immer einsilbig (in the strong conjugation),

also, ich bat, las usw., nicht ich bate, lafe". In the $d|tDdbifd)es

Btagastn Don gcle^rten So^en, Stuttgart, 177580, the statement

is made relative to those who consider as correct the forms

roore, etc.: Sie verstehen ihre Muttersprache so gar nicht".

1)
(Ein Kapttel aus ber (5cfc^t(f}tc 5er 6cutjd}cn (Brammatif (in: Abhand-

lungen zur german. Philologie. Festgabe fur R. Heinzel) p. 88 ff. Cf. also

Pfleiderer, 1. c. (PBB. 28), p. 307 ff.

2) Dcr teiitjdie Sprad)for|^cr, alien Liebhabern ihrer Muttersprache zur

Priifung vorgelegt" (Stuttgart 1777/78), including Nast's Die e^te Cc^rc oon

ber teiit|(i|en Declination unb Conjugation and Fulda's (5runbregeln ber

teiitj^en Spra^e.
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Occasionally at this time there are in the various lists

of errata in the text of books published, references to such

forms as [a!)e etc., showing that the publishers also are

endeavoring to get rid of these forms. For example, in a

translation of Ossian, Die (Bcbi^tc (D(fians ncuoertcutfdjct (Tubingen

1782), in a list of corrections to be made in the text (p. 509)
we find the following note: Durch die verschiedenen Ab-

schreiber ist die Rechtschreibung verschieden geworden. Man
andre also durchaus fal)c

in
fat), fiel)c

in
fit),

etc."

Thus we see that in the South there was a general

opposition on the part of the grammarians to almost all final

c's. This was directed against not only das Lutherische e",

but also toward the end of the century in some cases against
the *c of the st. prt. as well.

In the North there was opposition only to this latter ^e,

which outside of South-Germany, was confined at this time,

as we have seen, to some 4 or 5 preterites, e. g. fa^c, gefd}al)c,

flo^c (rarely) and rourbe (fast becoming the general form). This

concerted opposition by the grammarians had, in my opinion,

very much to do with the rapid decline in the use of such

forms at this time. Perhaps we can now see why Gessner,
who comes from a district where the c-forms are very common,
uses practically none. As was suggested, it was very probably
because he was a philologist.

But not aU of the grammarians are opposed to all the

c-forms of the st. prt. This is especially true for the central

and northern part of Germany where fa^c holds on so

tenaciously. For example, Adelung and Gampe use fa!|e

exclusively. As was said above, Adelung gives in his dictionary
under fc^cn only [a^e as the preterite. In his Sprai^le^re 1806

he has nothing at all to say about this point. He uses no

other forms in c except rourbe. With reference to final *e,

he divides words in e into those which have the *e because

of the soft (or rather voiced) pronunciation of the final con-

sonant (as b, 6, g, s), and those which admit it in order to

avoid the monosyllabic harshness thatthe wordswould havewithout

it but this without any reference to strong preterites in =e.
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C. Views.

In this chapter will be given a summary of the various

views held and explanations offered relative to the question
under discussion. Some comment will be made upon the

correctness or incorrectness of these views. The plausibihty

of some explanations will be denied, that of others will be

questioned. In many instances only negative results have

been reached; these, however, are at least to be preferred to

false conclusions. I have not so much a positive explanation
to offer as the evidence to show that many of the explanations

already given are inadequate and untenable.

As has been said above, this subject has been generally

neglected by the grammarians of the German language. Many,
or rather the majority, refer to it, but most of them say the

same thing. None says much, perhaps assuming that the

explanation is so very self-evident that very little is necessary.

Perhaps it may be urged that this general agreement among
the grammarians as to the explanation of the origin of these

c-forms is proof of the correctness of their view. But on the

other hand, we have numerous examples of such agreement

upon a point, grammatical or otherwise, in which the view

expressed is not the independent opinion of each of the writers,

but only of him who first expressed it: they had aU slavishly

copied from their original. It would be rash to assert that

this is the case with respect to our question; but, on the

other hand, the possibility of this state of things can surely

not be denied. Authority is a terrible monster that intimidates

faint-hearted little Truth.

Grimm has no theory as to the origin of these c-forms.

He gives in his grammar some examples but ventures no

explanation. We are left to infer that the phenomenon begins
with the 17th century. Nor does he mention the fact that Luther

makes use of these forms: Man findet im 17. jh. und in der

ersten Halfte des 18. oft fal^e". He then cites some examples.
This is a very inadequate treatment of the subject. (See (5r. I,

903, 1870). With reference to the Middle Dutch verb he says

(I, 889) that the strong preterite 1. 3. sing. gibt die bloBe
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abgelautete Wurzel, ohne Flexion". In his dictionary written

many years later, under fc^en" he gives many examples of

fo^c from Luther.

Kehrein gives a large number of examples of st. prts. in

sc from the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries, but hazards no

suggestion whatever as to the origin of these forms*).

Karl Weinhold ^) suggests that perhaps the sc in the German

strong preterite is due to the influerce of the weak preterite.

In his ini)6. (Br. he makes the assertion that it is due to this

cause ^). Seit dem 13. Jh. laBt sich fur die 1. Antritt eines

unechten c nachweisen, das bei der 3. noch fruher und haufiger

vorkommt." He then gives examples for the 1st person.

Continuing, he says Die Flexion der schwachen Verba mag
eingewirkt haben" .... Die 3. Sg. Pt. hat ihre Flexion

(^ti)

ebenfalls sehr fruh verloren und unterscheidet sich daher von
der 1. nicht. Im 11. Jh. taucht zuerst ein unechtes c als schlechter

Ersatz auf" HIem. (Br. 345. In his XTT^b. (Br. he has this

to say: Seit dem 12. Jh. zeigt sich in beiden Personen zuweilen

ein epithetisches e, z. B. etc. Md. tritt derselbe Zusatz

auf, auch hier findet sich namentlich im 14., 15. Jh. dieses

epithetische e haufig. Der Grund davon lag in der auffallenden

Endungslosigkeit dieser Formen, die zu einer Anahnlichung an

die Endung der schw. Perfectformen verleitete. Nicht darf

aber dieses c als Rest eines uralten d betrachtet werden, wie

Gosiin 0ubneberl. Pfalm. S. 52 gelegentUch des in den Psalm.

54, 17 geschriebenen rtepo behauptete" ( 374).

Most of the grammarians explain the origin of these e-forms

as due to analogy with the weak prt. and with that alone.

Some class this sc with the ^e in the present imperative of st.

verbs, as
fiet)c etc., in which it is clearly due to analogy to

the present imperative of weak verbs, and perhaps to that alone.

They fail to see that in case of the e in the st. prt. a half-

dozen other forms, either singly or in conjunction, may have

influenced these forms.

Behaghel*) classes all superfluous final e's together irres-

1) (Brammati! bcr bcutfd|cn Spradje 6es 15.-17.3^. Leipzig, 1863.

2) aiem. (Br. Berlin, 1863. 345.

') Second Edition, Paderborn, 1883. 374.

*) 0. Behaghel, (Be|d)td|tc bat beutjc^en Spra(^e. Dritte Aufl. 210, p. 178.
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pective of the class of words in which they are found: Seit

dem 12. Jahrh. erscheint besonders in oberdeutschen Quellen
am Ende von Wortern ein e, wo die altere Sprache tiber-

haupt keinen Vocal hatte. Es begegnet hauptsachlich im Aus-

gang des Mhd. und beim Beginn des Nhd.; es reicht aber in

einzelnen Belegen bis in das 18. Jahrh. hinein. Es erscheint

wesentlich in einsilbigen Verbal- und Nominalformen : cmp=

fali^e, fanbe, ^arte, |a^e=empfal)I,fan6, ^art, |a!) ; bourne, ftctne=Baum,

Stein. In einzelnen Fallen liegt hier ganz unmittelbare Ana-

logiebildung vor
;
wenn z. B. die Nominative und Akkusative

Sg. der weiblichen i-Stamme ein solches e aufweisen, so hat

das Vorbild der weiblichen d-Stamme eingewirkt. Der Haupt-

grund aber fur das Erscheinen jener e Hegt in dem Auftreten

der Schriftsprache. Gehorte ein Schreiber einer Mundart an,

welche das e der Endsilben tilgte, und bemuhte sich dieser, in

einer Sprache zu schreiben, welche das Schluss^e bewahrt hatte,

so entstand leicht eine Unsicherheit tiber die Falle, wo er ein

e ansetzen musste, und wo nicht
;
so konnte es geschehen, dass

das e auch da verwendet wurde, wo es der betr. Schriftsprache

nicht zukam (Hyperhochdeustch)."
As Behaghel includes in this list all words that have a

superfluous sc, he could have said with more exactness that

the phenomenon goes back to the early 11th century. As

has been seen above (p. 1) Notker frequently has strong im-

peratives ending in ^e. But, in my opinion, these words ought
not to be all classed together. Only the ^e in the. st. prt. and that in

the st. imper. could in any way be properly classed together. Their

respective origins are scarcely a century apart in point of time. In

the other cases, although the *e is met with early (but not so early

as the e in the st. imper. and st. prt.), it dies out also at an

early date, practically nothing of it being seen since the 16th

century; whereas it is in the 17th century that the highest per-

centages of strong preterites in ^e occur. Furthermore, there

never was a great percentage of these e's outside of the strong

preterite. Relatively to the number of e-forms of the st. prt.

these e-forms occur very rarely. Only in the first few centuries

was there any approach to a numerical equahty in their occur-

rence. Of course in many cases where such an extra e does

occur, it may be explained as due to analogy to some other form.
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Behaghel ventures a further explanation. He would, in

all cases alike, partly account for the extra e by supposing
that it is due to a confusion of forms in ^e. If we suppose with

him that a writer, who belonged to a dialect that dropped aU

final c's, should attempt to write in a dialect in which all final

e's were retained, then it would probably follow that the

dialects retaining final e's would show a much higher percentage
of e-forms than those dialects that dropped all final c's. Or,

to be specific, the Middle and North German dialects would

show many more superfluous c's than the South German

dialects where apocope was carried to such a great extreme.

But, as a matter of fact, the reverse is actually the case. As

has been seen above, at no time until after it had become a

literary fad to add these extra c's to the strong preterite, did

these forms become at all numerous in the Middle and North

German dialects. Even in the 16th and 17th centuries, where

such high percentages in the South German dialects occur,

only a small percentage of c-forms is found further north.

Furthermore, if Behaghel' s supposition were correct, we should

find that in the majority of cases where superfluous c's were

added, the author would prove to be a wandering scribe who
was writing in an adopted dialect. But such is not the case.

In most instances where the ^c was added, the author was

writing in his own dialect. There was very likely confusion

as to where the t legitimately belonged and where not. This

confusion occurred most probably in the case of South German

authors, writing in their own dialect. Given the general

tendency to apocope, and on the other hand the idea that to

retain old e's was to write in high style", we can very readily

see that it would be very easy for an uninformed writer to

become completely bewildered, should he attempt to replace
the c's to put on airs". If a grammarian (cf. Albertus, p. 95 above)
is quite confused on this matter, what would be expected of

an ordinary layman? To be sure, there was very likely

uncertainty about the c's, but uncertainty in those writing in

their own dialect.

In the matter of the printed text one cannot always say
who is responsible for the form of the language. It soon

became the custom to print in a certain way in the various
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localities and often the language was changed to suit the

convenience of the printer. In this regard also the South

German dialects are the home of the superfluous e's as well

as of the apocope of final ^c.

In like manner Vogt^) places all these extra e's in the

same category.

As was said above, the usual explanation of the forms of

the st. prt. in =c is that it is due directly to analogy to the

1. and 3. sing, of the weak preterite. This is the view of the

majority of those who express an opinion upon the subject.

For M. H. G. Paul says^): In der 1. und 3. sing. ind. praet.

wird zuweilen nach Analogie der schwachen Verba ein ^t

angehangt, z. B. fanbc, toarbc, fd)uofc.'' So also Wihnanns'):
Der 1. und 3. Sg. Prat, wird nach dem Muster des schwachen

Prat. e angehangt, eine Gewohnheit, die besonders im spateren
Mitteldeutschen weit verbreitet und in einem Verbum auch

von der jetzigen Schriftsprache anerkannt ist: tourbc neben

toarb". From this one gets the impression that the e-forms

of the st. prt. occurred most commonly in the 14th and early

15th centuries, and not the 17th century, as we have seen.

In his review of Kern's article. Das \i(xxit Derb bci (Brtmmcls*

^aufcn, cited above, Karl von Bahder gives an explanation of

some of the e-forms found in Grimmelshausen. fIo(^te (found

also in Luther, according to von Bahder) and other t-stems

are explained thus: Ihre Ansetzung mit =e gibt uns die Er-

klarung an die Hand: sie sind wegen des stammauslautenden

t in die Analogie der schw. Praet. geraten, wie auch borfte,

fd)altc, Itttc usw. im alteren Nhd. nicht selten vorkommt". In

my opinion this explanation is altogether untenable. Had von

Bahder looked at Kern's summary of verbs, made according

to the stem-ending, he would have seen that 35^/o of aU

vowel-stems, 557 of n-stems, 75^0 of l)-stems, IVU of f-stems,

397o of fj-stems, 337o of b-stems have =c, whereas only 307o

of t-stems admit the final -c. An examination of the statistics

given above will reveal much the same situation. Very rarely

1) Zs. f. dt. Ph. 28, 475.

'^ H. Paul, mttteI()od)6eut|d)c (Brammattf. 165. Anm. 6.

^) W. Wilmanns, Deutid)e (Brammatif. IJI. Abt., 1. Halfte. StraBburg,

1906. Das Verbum, 31, Anm. 2.
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can the t-stems or even the b-stems be shown to be decidedly

in the lead. On the other hand they are frequently in 3rd

or 4th place. Were the c-forms of the st. prt. due directly to

analogy to the weak prt. and to that alone, we should expect
the percentage of t-stems from the very first to lead all others.

But such is not the case.

V. Bahder would explain the almost exclusive use of fa^c

by Grimmelshausen as due directly to Lutheran influence. But

one must remember that fat)e early became a common, and in

some writers an exclusive form, long before Luther's time.

This was true especially of the writers of the South. Further-

more, we find it, along with other forms that Luther does not

use, in such Catholic writers as Abraham a Santa Clara, in

which case there can be no possible reference to the influence

of Luther. Many such cases could be cited. The influence

of Luther in regard to |a^e etc. is not to be assumed in cases

where there is a very high percentage of [al^e together with

forms in all other preterites, but only in cases where the

forms in ^e are confined to those forms used exclusively by
Luther. Even if we grant Lutheran influence in the case of

Grimmelshausen, which, to say the least, is doubtful, nothing

very striking is revealed by the figures that v. Bahder gives.

E. g. 277o of all st. prts. in Grimmelshausen have -e, whereas

when aU ^-stems are left out of account, 22*^/0 have final -e,

a very little difference upon which to base such sweeping
conclusions. If a high percentage of \ali^ always presupposes
Lutheran influence, then we must assume that in many cases

his influence becomes operative years before his birth.

V. Bahder makes a very good suggestion relative to the

stems ending in a media, which, though it does not necessarily

explain the c-forms of this class, yet seems to indicate the

reason why, for example, we find in early times such frequent
use of toarbe, even in places where we should not expect it:

Diese Erweiterung, eine im 17. Jh. haufige Erscheinung, tritt

besonders nach Medien auf, um den Stammauslaut rein zu

halten" (p. 111). After giving these explanations, v. Bahder
has to admit their inadequacy: Fur manches, z. B. das

haufige fd)icne, licffc, liege fehlt eine plausible Erklarung" (p. ill).

A discussion of an original (a; e; i) in the ending of the
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pre-Germanic st. prt. is found is Alois Walde's Die (Bermani|(i)en

auslautsgcfc^e, Halle, 1900, pp. 110 112. Walde's contention

is that there was no pre-Germanic end-vowel in the ending
of the ind. st. prt. 1st and 3rd sing. Van Helten^) had contended

apropos of the Old Frisian strong preterites (fref, bigrcf, roet;

toan, banb, fang, fanb, !on etc. that there was an original =e or 4 in

the pre-Germanic strong preterite, van Helten bases his claim

upon the fact that these are umlaut-forms and hence that they

presuppose an original 4 (e) to have caused the mutation.

This, according to van Helten, was first true only of the 3rd

person and then by analogy extended to the 1st person.

None of the grammarians think seriously of explaining
the st. prt. ending in ^e, which first made its appearance in

German in the 11th century, as a reappearance of pre-Germanic
vowel ending. Hence nothing more will be said on this point.

Vnmar^) mentions the phenomenon of the occurence of

the c-forms of the strong preterite, but does not offer any

explanation. Nhd. haben sich schon im 16. Jahrh. einige

Unregelmafiigkeiten eingeschlichen und sehr lange erhalten,

wiewohl sie immer als Sprachfehler gerugt worden sind, z. B.

die Praterita [al)e (so Luther), crroarbe, ftarbe, ftunbe (ftanbc),

u. dergl. statt
[al|, crtDarb" p. 53.

As to the date he is quite mistaken. His statement that

these forms in e have always been denounced as ungramma-
tical is incorrect, for, as we have seen, the grammarians

(e. g. Ohnger, Albertus etc.) have at times either positively

recommended these forms or at least silently sanctioned them,

and not until the middle of the 18th century is there any
concerted opposition to this >t.

F. Kauffmann, in his Deutfdjc (5rammati! (5th edition, Marburg,

1909) has replaced Vilmar's statement by the following note

( 30, Anm. 1): Nach Mustern wie tDoIt:tDoItc sind schon im

12. Jahrh. Analogieformen starker Verba gebildet: Prat. \a%

[a^e; gab, gabc u. ahnl."

This explanation of Kauffmann is one of the best that

have been offered, but like most of them, is very inadequate.

1) PBB. 24, 282 and 17, 567.

^) A. F. C. Vilmar, Hnfangsgriinbe ber beutjd)en (Brammati!. Marburg,

1871. I, 30, Anm. 6.
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It is very good as a partial explanation, but applies only to

that period in the history of the phenomenon in question in

which apocope of final ^c was extensively practised. Nor could

it possibly be made to account for the phenomenon in the

first three centuries of its history in South Germany or in the

central and northern regions of Germany in any period of its

history,

Brenner*) has some very interesting comments on the sub-

ject. Some of his views, however, seem untenable. He would

explain the e in the st. prt. as due to analogy jointly with the

weak preterite and the 1. person sing. ind. present. After having
discussed the apocope of final ^e in Oberdeutsch, he says: In

Bayern
- Osterreich scheint man zuerst in der alltaglichen Sprache

die unbetonten c im Auslaut beseitigt zu haben;

spater auch in Schwaben, Franken und nordUcher. Im ostlichen

Mitteldeutschland dagegen, wo dochNachsHbenin so ausgedehntem
Masse fielen, hielt man an den Endungs^e fest und nahm sie

auch an SteUen wieder an, wo sie verloren waren, ja wo sie

nie gestanden hatten, sagte also oarc, 5ere, ritterc, i^ fal^c, gabe

u. s. w. Auch in Oberdeutschland konnten solche Formen ent-

stehen; wenn ein Schreiber sich bemuhte fein" zu schreiben,

setzte er an alien moglichen SteUen sc an
;
so schon der Schreiber

der Nibelungen-Handschrift G: 6en ttf(^c, i(^ tnage" ( 5, p. 8)^).

He continues: "Die oberdeutschen Formen (present) ohne

^) Oskar Brenner, (Brunbjiige 5er gej^tc^tlid^en (Bratnmatlf ber 6cut|(^cn

Spra^e. Munchen, 1896.

*) Here Brenner has a note reading as follows: Man vgl. den eng-

lischen Schreibbrauch : tntfc. toetb hatte im Englischen nie ein ec im Auslaut."

The inference is that this sc was an extra syllable added (and pronounced)

merely to be ^fein". This sc was never pronounced but was added merely
to indicate the length of the preceding syllable. As late as Chaucer and

much later, it is usually written mt|f. No extra syllables have been added in

English. In such cases as gaoc, babe, jatc etc. the sc was never pronounced.
All such e's have been added since the Middle English period. 0. E. Emerson

in the extensive grammatical introduction to his Utibble (Englisl^ Rcaber

(New York 1905) gives for the 1st and 3rd sing. ind. of strong verbs all

forms without *e (cf. 163). He says that the 2nd sing, is most commonly
without the se, analogous to the 1st and 3rd sing. An examination of the

St. prt. forms in a few pages of Chaucer might be interesting. The references

are to Emerson's Keader. t)af (=gave) 238,8; mos, ^^t (=ate) 238,28; com

(= came) 239,13; sat 239, 12; ran 242,5; jpa! (= spake) 242,13; quob 242, 14;
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Endungs-c haben nur voriibergehend (14. 16. Jh., Ende des

18. in volkstiimlicher Literatur bei den Stiirmern) vorgeherrscht.
Seit den Schlesiem dringt c an alle Stellen, die es im Mhd.

inne hatte. In den Sing, des Perfects drang c aus dem schwachen

Verb und aus dem Praesens ein (das Paar i^ gib gab wird

verjtingt in 16) gibe-gabe). Dem Widerstreben der md. Mund-
art nachgebend verzichtete die Schriftsprache noch im 18. Jahr-

hundert auf das c; nur die Dichter branchen es als bequemes
Mittel Senkungen im Vers zu erhalten bis ins 19. Jahrhundert

herein, vor allem bei [al)c" 57.

Several things in this deserve comment. In the first place,

the extra c's in the st. prt. were always very uncommon in the

East Middle German dialects. Strange to say, it was in the

South German dialects where apocope was carried to such a

great extent that we find such a large number of extra final

c's in places where they never belonged. Brenner omits all

reference whatever to Luther. He is quite misinformed as to

the date of the origin of these forms. He supposes that they

have originated since Opitz and are due to the gradual exten-

sion of final se as a reaction against the South-German tendency
to apocope. Thus the couple idi gib gab was ^ucrjiingt" into

ich gibe gabe. Furthermore, this leaves out of account all

reference to the third sing., which had the e earlier and more

frequently than the first person. Again, had he not shut his

eyes to Luther and to others centuries earlier, he would have

seen that this phenomenon antedates by far the reaction

against excessive apocope, even going back in its origin to

a period antecedent to the manifestation of the tendency to

apocope.

Ruckert*) discusses the question at greater length than

any other grammarian. He explains the ^c in the present imperative

and the preterite ind. of strong verbs as analogical formations.

After explaining the strong imperative as due to analogy to

hab (=bade) 243,7: 6ran! 245,26; wr^Qt 245,29 etc. fljoope 245,13 is only

one syllable. The line reads : $ox dl tlje njqf)t l)e jljoopc Ijt)Tn for to stDyn!e.

Final vowels before a word beginning with ^ were usually not pronounced.

See Emerson LX. 88.

1) (EnttDurf eincr |t)|tematt|(^en DarjtcIIung ber |(^le|tf(^cn IHunbart im

ITTittcIaltcr, von Heinrich Ruckert. Hrsg. v. Paul Pietsch, Paderborn, 1878.
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the weak imperative, he continues : Das gleiche gilt fur die

starken Prat, auf *c, barfte, ^tlbe, fprac^c, etc., die hier so hSufig

sind, wie im Mhd. selten (s. Weinhold, ITt^b. (Br. 357), aber

doch schon alter als man gewohnlich annimmt, so steht z. B.

schon in dem Wurmsegen einer Hs. d. 12. Jh. (s. Sitzungsb.

d. Munch. Ac. 1867, II., s. 17) lage fur lag" P. 218. Der

Zusatz eines e am Ende der 1. 3. Sg. Prat. offenbar um
die Analogic der vocalisch ausgehenden Formen des schw.

Prat, walten zu lassen ist bekanntlich uralt ..... In

unserer Mundart erscheinen solche Formen sehr fruhe, aber

sehr vereinzelt und es scheint, als wenn sie auch hier nie ein

wirkhches Leben im Volke gefuhrt hatten, sondern mehr ein

Produkt der Reflexion, nur nicht gerade der gelehrten zunftigen

Grammatiker, geblieben sind. Es ware nebenbei bemerkt, sehr ver-

dienstlich, wenn diese c-Formen, so wie die genau damitzusammen-

hangenden der starken Imperative und manche andere, die in

sehr alten und sehr guten Hss. des Mittelalters begegnen, z. B.

in der bekannten Nibelungenhandschrift G, einmal genauer
untersucht und gewurdigt werden mochten, namentlich in

ihrem Verhaltnis zu der jedesmaligen lebendigen Volkssprache,
mit der man gewohnlich ihre Erklarung abzufertigen pflegt,

wahrend sie doch nach meiner Ansicht garnichts damit zu tun

haben ..... Einige Beispiele des e der st. Prat, sind Ps.

ich ^iI6c, das einzige hier erscheinende
, lehrreich, weil das

5 des Stammes unzweifelhaft, indem es fur 6 des schw. Prat,

genommen wurde, Anlafi dazu gegeben hat" P. 256. He
then gives other examples, ich fpra^e, beoal^e er etc. for which

he wisely ventures no explanation.
At another place*) he says: Neben den auf den blofien

Wortstamm zusammengedrangten Formen des st. Prater, hat

sich schon sehr fruhe die Neigung hervorgetan, ihnen durch

ein angehangtes e eine Art von Endung zu geben. Nicht das

deutsche allein, sondern auch das nordgerman. Idiommit seinem reri

von roa, greri von groa wandelt darin auf derselben Bahn. Aber

erst im 15. Jahrh. greifen diese Formen mehr um sich und
sind besonders im Kanzlei- und Kurialstil, aber auch in der

Erbauungsliteratur nicht selten. Luther hat sie relativ sparsam

^) (Bejditditc bcr neut|od)beutjd|en Sd|rtft|pra(i|c. II., 79.

Hesperia 5. , 8
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verwandt, geschrieben da, wo er sich natiirlich gehen lassen

konnte, also in seinen vertrauten Briefen, rdemals. Sein (o^c,

flo^c, etc. klingen ihm offenbar maiestatischer als fa^ oder fa^,

floc^ Oder flo^, und aus solchen rhetorischen Gesichtspunkten
verwendet er sie immer in bewuBtem Tun, nie zufallig".

The views of many more scholars could be discussed. But
further additions to the list would involve a mere repetition

of what has been said. What has been given above may
stand as fairly representative of the comment on this subject.

There is in general very great agreement among the writers

as well as considerable conflict of opinion. All the views

have an element of truth; many have an element of error.

No one explanation given seems to me to be adequate. Perhaps
the best explanation could be given by combining the various

suggestions offered, since the phenomenon cannot be explained
from any one point of view alone.

D. Conclusion').

As was said above, the present study advances no special

theory for explaining the origin and development of the special

class of preterites under consideration. In the last chapter

above some reasons were given for objecting to the explanations

usually offered. These reasons are here supplemented by

others, and by the mention of certain possibilities through which

this phenomenon may in part be accounted for. The subject

will be discussed according to the periods of the historical

development of the forms in question.

I. Old Saxon antfunda.

The earhest example of a 3rd sing. st. prt. ind. with a

vocalic ending that occurs in German is the form ontfunba

(referred to above P. 1) Heliand 2017. This is clearly indicative

as the a, as well as the construction shows. This is the only

example that occurs in the Heliand, fanb being the form elsewhere.

^) I am especially indebted to Professor CoUitz for suggestions as to

the explanation of the phenomenon under discussion.
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It was construed by Schmeller as subjunctive. In his glossary

to the Heliand under finban he says (P. 35): Praet. conj. funbi

inveniret 64, 24 antfunba (pro antfunbi) perciperet 11, 13". He
does not give the inf. form ftdan at all. Heyne in his edition

of the Hehand (Paderbom 1866) gives under finban the form

antfanb 1127, but in unregelmaBiger Form (wie ags. funbc)

antfunba 2017". The inf. ftdan occurs regularly in M., e. g. 403,

1799, 1913, 2643, 3808, etc. G always has finban; pres. sub],

pi. ftden 2826 M, finban G; pres. ind. 3. pi. fidab 2827 M. fanb

occurs in both M and G: 805, 818, 2160, 3735, 4773, 4799

etc. Plural funbun 431, 463, 548, 807, 1173, etc.; pret. subj. funbi

2126. Sievers (fjelianb, Halle 1878, Anmerk. p. 518) refers in

connection with antfunba 2017 to the occurrence of a similar form in

Beowulf: fona {)act onfunbc, lines 705 and 1497, both indicative. The

regular form in Beowulf, however, is fanb e.g. 1890|)act [onaonfanb

2300, 2713, onfanb 2288 etc. The inf. is always finban.

The indicative forms antfunba in 0. S. and onfunbe in A. S.

must be explained as due to the influence of the weak preterite.

Germanic finpan should have given (and actually did give)

ftdan in 0. S. and A. S. The prt. fand should have given fod

a form outside of the general scheme of ablaut. As

the prt. pi. and p. part, originally had b, due to gramma-
tical change, the forms prt. pi. funbun and p. part, funban were

fixed. In order to avoid such a preterite as fod, and influenced

obviously by the weak prt. munba (the meaning of which,

furthermore, was not so very different), the mixed preterite

funba was formed. The plural forms funbun munbun were a

link in the chain of analogy. Gontemporaneous with this

other analogical forms of the same verb were made: given
such forms as banb bunbun, roanb twunbun, it was easy to

arrive at fanb funbun (funbun already given). And so also the

p. participles funban and gi -bunban agree. By a similar analogy
the old inf. ftdan later on gave place to the new finban (analogous

to binban, toinban etc.). Thus during the process of passing

from fin|)an fan|) funbun funban to finban fanb etc., the 0. S.

form funba (A. S. funbe) with ablaut and weak ending, was

a by-product. After the transition had been made, finban fell

regularly into the conjugation of the 3rd class strong, and

thereafter showed no mixed forms in the preterite.
8*
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II. All other mixed preterites*

1) From the earliest occurrence in the 11th century until

about the end of the M.H.G. period.

The first examples of the st. prt. ind. in *c occur just after

the *a of the weak prt. and the 4 of the subj. prt. (strong and

weak), and the 2nd sing, of the ind. st. prt. have been weak-

ened down to se. These mixed forms are due to the tendency
to level out inflections, and to bring in uniformity where it

did not exist. The sing, of the ind. st. prt. furnished a striking

example of irregularity; it provided the one great exception
to a uniform inflection of the whole verb, strong and weak.

In two respects the sing, of the st. prt. ind. differed from

the usual inflection of the verb: 1) the 1st and 3rd sing, have

no ending. This occurs elsewhere only in the 2nd sing, of the

imperative (as gib, mm etc.), in which on account of its special

function, the ending could be dropped. Here too analogical

formations (forms of the st. imperative with the sc of the weak

imperative) occur early (as in Notker. See p. 1 above) ; through-

out the whole period of their existence they have at times be-

come numerous and in the 18th century very common, gcbc,

nc^me, etc. occur frequently in Goethe; in Modern German the

phenomenon is quite general, e. g. laufe, trage, ^cbc, binbe, etc.

2) The 2nd sing, has a vocalic ending, whereas in aU other

cases in the indicative and subjunctive it ends in *$, 4, or sst.

Furthermore, in respect to its stem-vowel (and in addition

usually in the matter of umlaut) the 2nd sing, agrees with the

prt. subj. Here again was an occasion for the attempt to unify

or normahse the inflection.

The attempt to give the 1. 3. sing. prt. ind. an ending and

the endeavor to change the ending of the 2nd sing, of the

st. prt. are very likely connected. Both begin in the 11th

century. The latter process, however, is completed centuries

before there is any fixed rule relative to the ending of the 1. 3.

sing. Weinhold has correctly interpreted the situation: Wie

gegen die flexionlose 1. 3. sg. so regte sich der Widerstand

auch gegen diese auffaUende 2. sg. in e. Seit dem 11., 12. Jh.

beginnt sich md. und obd. es, *cft statt c dem conjunctiven
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Stamm anzufiigen".*) On the same page he ventures another

explanation of the tendency to unify the inflection of the 2nd

sg. Nach kurzen Stammen wird das c gemass der Kegel

apocopiert; die Baiern und Osterreicher thun dies aber auch

nach langen: bu roacr, fae3, gieng, wobei der Umlaut auch auf-

gehoben wird. So braucht Suchenwirt im Reim 6u nam : an^am

41, 303 Besondere Erwahnung verdienen die apoco-

pierten 2. sg. 5u gie: 6ie Otack. c. 439". etc.^) He is very likely

wrong as to the cause; the procedure just described is most

probably due to the tendency to give to the 2nd sing, the

same form as that of the 1 . and 3. sing, or else the plural stem

(ind.) without umlaut, instead of the subjunctive stem with

umlaut.

Other evidences of the influence of the 1st and 3rd sing, upon
the 2nd sing, is the fact that from the 14th century on, the

2nd sing, frequently has the radical vowel of the indicative,

in cases where the ^e of the ending has given place to sft*).

From this time and on, the examples of the 2nd sing. ind.

with the radical vowel of the sing, become more and more

frequent. This occurs often long before the radical vowels of

the sing, and plural are levelled out'). Such usage is practi-

cally uniform in the late 16th, 17th, and even into the 18th

century, whenever the radical vowel of the plural is different from

that of the sing. The 2nd sing, has the radical vowel of the sing.

Another example ot the working of analogy in the inflec-

tion of the 2nd sing. st. prt. is the addition of the ending st

instead of ^e. This is referred to by Kauffmann*) and explained
as an ending borrowed from the preterite-present verbs (as 6u

mol)t etc.). Weinhold*^) explains it otherwise: lm 14. Jh. kommt
obd. noch eine andere Form der 2. sg. Ind. Pf. auf, namlich .t

an conjunctivem Stamm, vgl. du faec^t, fpraec^t, gefi^ucft, oerlurt

1) mf|b. (Bramm. Zweite Ausgabe. 374. p. 399.

2) Cf. Weinhold inf|6. (bxamm. 374 (p. 400). gcna|c|t Lieders. 28, 657.

jdjt : gcnas Wolkst. CII. 3, 8. (jdjt should very likely be written jaft).

)
S. Carl Franke, runbaiige ber $tf)rift|prad^e utl)ers. Gorlitz 1888

235. Paradigmen der Konjugation bei Luther. Imperfekt ;
Ind. st. |ang(e)

langejt, jang(e), jungcn, junget, jungcn.

*) ej(i|td)tc ber j(f)rDab. ITtunbart. Strassburg 1890. 150. Anm. p. 189.

He gives many examples, all from the 15th century.

">) miib. rammati!^. 374, P. 400
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etc.
;
es scheint hier das s vor t unterdrtLckt, und diese Form

also nur eine Abslnderung der Endung *cjt."

The real cause of this transformation of the inflection of

the sing, of the st. prt. is not so much the preponderant

importance of the weak preterite as the feeling of the irre-

gularity, as well as the inadequacy of the inflection of the

st. prt. In its inflection, language always seeks regularity and

clearness and endeavors to introduce them where they do

not apparently exist.

In this unification of the inflection of the st. prt., the weak

prt. naturally furnished the model. They both agreed otherwise

in everything else except the ind. sing. Thus ind. 1st and 3rd

plural ndmen l)6rten, 2. pi. ndmet !)6rtet; subj. 1. 3. sing, naeme

^ortc, 2. sing, nacmcft l^ortcft ;
1 . 3. pi. naemen Ijorten, 2. pi. naemet

l)6rtct
but 1. 3. sing. ind. nam l)6rte, 2. naeme l)6rte(t. The

result could easily follow that the endings of the ind. sing,

strong would become like those of the subjunctive since they

were identical in the weak preterite.

We could also construe the matter as involving only the

question of the mutual influence of the endings of the indicative

and subjunctive of the st. prt. and thus leave the weak preterite

out of consideration altogether. Such a state of things is,

however, very improbable, since only the weak prt. furnished

the model for the identity of the endings of the various persons

in the two moods, whereas in the present tense the endings

of the 3rd sing, in case of both weak and st. verbs are different,

e. g. ntmet neme, l|6rct l)6re. Only the inflection of the weak

verb could furnish the rule : in the present sing, the indicative

and subjunctive have different endings, but in the preterite

the same endings.

It is thus a question of a tendency to systematise the

inflection of the st. prt. sing, ind., to make it uniform. This

process remained true to the following models : 1) the indicative

and subjunctive preterite of weak verbs and 2) the subjunctive

prt. of strong verbs. That the subjunctive preterite of strong

verbs was not unconcerned follows indirectly from the fact

that contemporaneous with the transformation of endings, the

radical vowel of the 2nd sing. ind. of the st. prt., which origi-

nally corresponded to the subjunctive stem-vowel, was also
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changed. This normalising process is extended at the same
time to both the endings and the stem-vowels of the sing,

forms of the st. prt.

Originally the endings of the subj. and. ind. were different,

as was stiU the case in 0. H. G. The earliest forms of the

st. prt. in se that have come down to us show that the process
described above first began only when the ^a and the A had

both united in ^e- Previous to this, the weak preterite could

not furnish a model for the identity of the endings in the indi-

cative and subjunctive singular, e. g. l)6rta and
{)6rtt.

In this connection the two Alemannic forms cr irftarbe and

cr fuore of the 11th century must be mentioned. The monument
in question, a confession contained in the St. Gall Ms. No. 1394

dates from a period when not only final =t but also final a

had in most cases become =e. This fact is significant that all

the forms of the prt. sing, strong or weak, indicative or sub-

junctive, in so far as they end in a vowel, end in the vowel .e.

In other words sc is the only vocalic ending in the prt. sing,

e. g. irftarbc, fuore as also gc5a(^tc and gefrumete. To be sure,

the phenomenon is as yet only in its very beginning, as most

of the sing. prts. have the forms without the =e.

That the weak prt. and not the inflection of the subj. has

played the chief role in the matter, follows indirectly from the

fact that preterite-present verbs, which according to their

form, can be classed with the st. prt., remained at first altogether

unaffected (and very little affected at any time) by the trans-

formation, for the very reason that from their meaning they
are not preterites^). They are, however, indicative to be sure.

They have no inflection in the 1st and 3rd sing, because from their

form they are st. prts. But from considerations of their

meaning, they were placed in the same class with the present,
and their lack of ending was supported by such monosyllabic
forms as ich tuon, ich gdn, ich ftdn, etc.

^) When they did have an se, it was very probably due to analogy to the

1. p. sing, of other present tenses and not to the weak preterite. An example
of this kind is that of ntagc in Dcr Ittbclungc Hot referred to above.

Weinhold calls attention to this phenomenon (ITXIjb. (5r. p. 441): Versuche

die anomale Prasensform mac ma!)t durch scheinbar regelmafiiges mage mageft
zu verdrangen, treten seit 12./ 13. Jh. obd. auf, AGr. BGr. a. a. 0-''
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2. From late M, H. G. to Luther, The principle of uniformity
is crossed with the tendency to the apocope of final -e. The

invention and extension of printing.

What has been said above applies in the main to that period
in the history of the German language from the 11th century
to the period when apocope of c becomes decidedly common.
The considerations made above are adequate only when it is

the rule to retain final e's. As the final ^e of the weak prt.

is dropped more and more frequently as time passes, the aspect
of the question changes accordingly. Thus a new principle

is introduced. The problem is now more than a mere question
of normalising the inflection; real confusion as to where the sc

properly belongs immeasurably complicates the matter. This

apocope of se is carried to its greatest extent in the late 15th

and the 16th centuries. As was shown above, in some cases

there is a close relation between the percentage of the st.

prts. in c and that of the weak prts. that retain *c. To illu-

strate, in The First German Bible about 47o of all st. prts.

and about 67o of all weak prts. (by actual count in selections)

have se. In the South-German dialects at this time, weak

preterites irrespective of class or of any other consideration,

as a rule, omit final =e. At the same time there is a marked

rise in the number of st. prts. with *e. In general, where

apocope was greatest, the number of e-forms of the st. prt.

was also greatest. The weak preterite was vacillating, for

example, between forms like toolt and toolte. Accordingly the

st. prt. was likewise divided between such forms like
(afj, !am

etc. and fa^e, fame etc. Thus to the tendency toward the

normalisation of the inflection there is added a positive con-

fusion as to where the =c property belonged. Both tended to

increase the number of such c-forms.

This apocope of ^e is characteristic of the Southern dialects.

Luther, however, has some forms of the weak preterite that

regularly drop ^c, e. g. toolt, folt 0- In case of such forms as

^) Cf. Franke, (Brunbsugc ber S(i|riftjpra(i|e ut{)crs. 231, 2: ^Wahrend
Luther der 1. u. 3. Pers. S. des st. Imperf. gern ein e anhangt, wirft er es in

denselben schwachen Formen mindestens ebenso so oft ab, als er es setzt;

durchaus tlberwiegend geschieht dieses in jolt
=

joUtc und toolt = tponte."
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jolt
and molt the monosyllabic forms foil and totU were perhaps

partly responsible. In other cases (perhaps more often than

otherwise) the connecting vowel =6* is retained and the final

sc is dropped. The weak prts. are usually longer than the st.

prt. Hence the phonological tendency toward shortening became

more manifest and as a result we have such forms as anttoortet,

prebtget, etc. Such weak preterites may have had another

reason for existing; namely, in order to produce an agreement
of the weak preterite with the p. part., e. g. gc-prebtget. However,

apocope is not practiced by Luther or any others in the North

to any degree comparable to that in the South. In like manner
the e-forms of the st. prt. found in the North are corre-

spondingly rare.

No uniform rule, however, can be given for the treatment

at this time of the ^c in the st. prt. In some cases where

there is a very general practice of dropping the *e of the

weak preterite no c's whatever are added to the st. prt., as

in the case of Niclas von Weil and in practically all verse at

this time. Again in other cases without any apparent reason,
at the very same time, in the very same locality, in the same
kind of literature, almost half of all st. prt. have the e, as in

the Decameron and the Blumen 6er tEugenb", etc. Many other

facts do not submit to a definite rule. The almost complete
absence of the phenomenon in the folk-song and in other

emanations from the uneducated ranks of the people (the very

place where we should expect confusion), the great difference

in regard to the use of this ^e in prose and in verse that is

always found from this time on until the 18th century, and

many other things are as yet to be explained. The attempt
to normalise the practice in regard to *e varied with the

various writers.

The most important event in the history of the phenomenon
under consideration was the invention and extension of

printing. Contemporary with this and very probably causally
connected with it, there is a very sudden and a very marked
increase in the use of these e-forms. Perhaps this fact was

merely coincident with the rise of the Gemeindeutsch, At any
rate the extension of these forms was largely made possible

by means of printing. Furthermore, the use of the ^z in the
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st. prt. seems to have been in many cases the conscious

trick of the printer (and then only in prose). It varied

considerably among printers (cf. the great variation between

the Basel and the Ulm printings of the Hefop and the Augsburg
and the Worms printings of (Eriftrant unb 3[aI6e. See pp. 30, 31,

33 above).

With the further extension of printing and the gradual

rise of the (Bcmeinbeutfd) these forms in =e continued to increase

in number, as well as to be adopted in territory where hitherto

they were not known*).

3) From Luther to Gottsched. Period of greatest vogue.

As the Schriftsprache" is gradually accepted, the c-forms

also continue to increase. The separation of dialect and liter-

ary language becomes sharper. The c-forms become decidedly

characteristic of the would-be-fashionable writers. These forms

continue to become more and more common, both in the percen-

tage of occurrence and in geographical distribution, until in the

3rd quarter of the 17th century, the occurrence reaches

its highest point. Although extended more or less over all

Germany, the phenomenon is still preeminently characteristic

of the South-German dialects, as the figures above will show.

A consideration of the statistics for this period will reveal the

striking difference between the use of these e-forms in verse

and in prose. At no time has more than 107o of all st. prts.

that have =c been found in verse, whereas in this period the

figures for prose often run as high as Ih^lo and occasionally

as high as 857o. In the case of the same writer a marked

difference can often be detected in his use of c-forms in prose

and in verse (cf. Fischart and Opitz etc.). For this period the

phenomenon becomes very characteristic of prose.

1) Cf. Kauffmann, (5ej(f)t(f|te bcr jdjtnab. ITTunbart 122, Anm. 2, p. 146:

Der umgekehrte Vorgang, dafi Silbenvermehrung im Wortkorper durch

Anfiignng neuer Lautelemente eintrate, ist nur in Folge analogischer Prozesse

wirklich geworden. Typisches Beispiel hierfiir sind die unter EinfluB der

Flexion der schwachen Verba gebildeten starken Praterita auf sc, die sich

auf Schwab. Boden allerdings nur sparlich nachweisen lassen und durch die

Gemeinsprache eingeschleppt sind ". This was especially true of

the northern parts of Germany where, previous to the time of printing, these

c-forms were in general very rarely found.
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Now for the first time the forms in ^e receive the notice

of writers on grammar. In the South at the beginning of the

period they are usually more or less favorable to the forms

in c, often positively recommending them (as Olinger). Farther

toward the North they either silently sanction all such forms

(as Albertus) or still farther north allow only the three or four

forms that are commonly found in Luther (as Clajus ;
his forms

being (a^e, fIol)e, gef(!)af)c).
Thus it is very evident that there

is no uniformity in the practice in this regard. In the case of

the various writers the attempt to normalise takes different

directions. In some (perhaps the majority of writers), espe-

cially toward the end of the 17th century, a great percentage

of e-forms of the st. prt. exists alongside of all weak preterites

ending in ^e (as in Grimmelshausen). In other cases very many
e-forms of the st. prt. are found in writers who drop many of

the final e's in the weak preterite (as in case of Abraham a

St. Clara). Various tendencies are manifest. In the South toward

the end of the period, the matter is complicated by a more or

less general opposition on the part of the Catholics to the

Lutheran e, an opposition sometimes by mistake directed against

the se of the st. prt. which is not characteristically Lutheran.

In the North the Lutheran forms
\al}^, fIol|c, gefd)al)e, etc. are

still in general use, tourbe is not so common.

4) Since Gottsched.

Although the forms in ^e had begun to decrease by the end of

the 17th century, yet it remained for the grammarians of the

18th century, particularly Gottsched, to prepare the way for

their practically complete disappearance. Gottsched's impor-
tance in this matter cannot be over-estimated. Possessing as

he did an authorithy almost beyond question where the new

Schriftsprache was accepted, his decisions in matters concerning

language as in regard to literature were all but supreme. Hence
it is easy to see what a telling effect his opposition to these forms

in ?e actuallyhad. To be sure, the others who took their stand against
these forms were also influential in bringing them into general

discredit, but Gottsched is evidently by far the most important.
The immediate result was the rapid decrease in the total

number of such forms occurring, as well as in the number of
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verbs that permitted such forms. By the time of Gottsched's

death the total number of such forms had been reduced to

a very insignificant proportion of the whole. By the beginning
of the last quarter of the 18th these forms are confined, even

in the South, in the main to some three or four preterites, as

(a^e, gefd)a^c, and flo^c, fast going out, and rourbe fast coming
into vogue. These forms, with the exception of tourbe are, as

we have seen* the very same forms that are so common in

Luther.

In this period the tendency to normalisation has only one

direction namely, that of gradually reducing the number of

these forms in sc. By the end of the 18th century practically

all have disappeared except tourbc and very rarely fa^c. At

this time in contradistinction to the situation in the previous

period, there seems to be no difference between prose and

verse, unless it is that the forms occur more often in verse

than in prose. As verse is always, as a rule, more archaic

than prose, it is quite natural that such forms, which in the

period of their decadence were doubtless felt to be archaic,

should be retained more often in verse than in prose.

Thus this phenomenon, which had its origin and early

growth in the tendency to unify and normalise the inflection

of the st. preterite, and which was greatly advanced in the

early Modern German period by a complication of other causes,

chiefly the confusion due to the apocope of final ^e and the

origin of the Gemeindeutschj together with the invention and

extension of printing, came in the 17th century into its greatest

vogue, and then, opposed by the grammarians in their endeavors

to bring uniformity into the language, gradually passed out of

the language, until to-day the sole exception to the uniform

inflection of the strong preterite is the one form tourbc
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4. Nature in Middle High German Lyrics. By B. Qu. Morgan,
Ph. D., University of Wisconsin, Madison. YIII, 220 S. 1912.

Geh. 7 J6\ Leinwdbd. 7,80 ^.
fln allgcmcincn Unterjudjungen iibcr btc (EnttDicflung bcs IXaturgcfiilils in

nteratur unb Kunjt, tnsbejonbcrc aucE) fiir bic Sett bcs HItertums unb bcs inittcl=

alters fcf)It es m(f)t, bagcgcn mangelt es bis jc^t ooUftdnbig an ftatiftijd)cr Dur(i^*

forj(i|ung genau abgegrcnster (Bebictc. 5iir bic mittclalterlid|c bcutj^c t)rif toiH

bic oorlicgcnbc Unterjudiung bicjcn ITtangcl bcjcitigcn.

5. Mixed Preterites in German. By o. P. Rein, Ph. D. Assi-

stant Professor in the University of North Caroline. VIII, 131 S.

1915. Geh. 4,60 J^\ Leinwdbd. 5,40 J(>,

6. Der ^eufel in ben beutfi^en geiftli^en Spielen 5es tltittel-

alters un6 ber Reformationsseit. (Ein Bcitrag aur ttcratur^

Kultur* unb Kir^engcjd)i(^tc Dcutfdjianbs oon Dr. 3. III. HudiDtn,

3nftruftor an ber purbue^Umocrfiti), U.S.H. 1915. (3m Drud.)

7. The Attitude of Gustav Freytag and Julian Schmidt to-

ward English Literature (1848 1862). By Lawrence
Marsden Price, Ph. D., Instructor in German in the University
of Missouri. VIII, 120 S. 1915.

Geh. etwa 4 ^ ;
Leinwdbd. etwa 4,80 J(>.

Qetpena (Ergansungsreil^e;

Scfirlften jur englifdjen pijilologie.

Untcr mittDirfung oon Hermann doHlft ^erausgeg. oon James U). Bright,
^rofcfforcn an ber So^nS ^o^flng Unitocrfit^ in Baltimore.

3n mc!|r als cincr ^tnjtd|t crjdjtcn es jtoecfmafetg, bicjcnigcn tltonograp^tcn
ber Jjcjpcria, bic jid) DortDtegcnb auf bic cngltjd)C Sprad)c unb Citcrotur bcsic^cn,

3U cincr bcjonbcrcn Hbtcilung 3ujantmcn3ufaffcn. Bilbct bod) bos Stubtum bcs

^nglijdjcn, rocnn audi in gcrDt||cm Sinnc nur cin tEcil ber gcrmantjd)cn pijilologte,

ho&i 3uglcid) cin Hrbcitsgcbict fiir fidj, bas jotoot)! an ber UniDcrjitdt rote an ber

S(^ulc als jclbftanbigcs S^^ ^er bcut|d)cn pijilologic 3ur Scitc ftel)t. Demgema^
rocrben Sdjriftcn, bic in bas cbict ber englijdjcn pijilologte fallen, als (Ergan3ungs*

rei^c 3ur J)cjpcria crji^eincn.

1. fjcft: Some Parallel Formations in English. By Professor

Francis A. Wood, University of Chicago. 1913. 2,40 Ji ; geb. 3 J^.

2. {)cft: Historia Meriadoci and de Ortu Waluuanii. Two
Arthurian Eomances of the XIIIth Century in Latin Prose. By
Professor J. Dougflas Bruce, University of Tennessee. Second
Edition. Texts revised and corrected. Introduction re-written and

enlarged. 1913. 3 ^; geb. 3,80 J(>.

3. fjeft: The Dramas of Lord Byron. A Critical Study by Samuel
C. Chew, Ir., Ph. D. Associate in English Literature in Bryn
Mawr College; sometime Fellow of the Johns Hopkins University.

VI, 181 S. 1915. Geh. 6^; Leinwdbd. 6,80^.
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(Srammatifen 5er altl)0d}5eutfd>ett Ptalefte:

1. m: 2tltbairlfrfje (Brammatif tjon $rof. Dr. 3. Sci?a<i
in Semberg. ^rei get). 4,80 Ji, geb. 5,40 ^.
3n ber Bcitft^rift f. bcutfd^cS 5Htcrtttttt u. bcutf(^e Sit. (Slnteiger 5oo. 1908)

finbct fid^ eine 15 eiten fiiEenbe Sefpred^ung. 3)a l^ei|t e ju 2lnfang:

cl^a^ l^at mit el^crnem %\<iS!^z
ba

rocttfd^ic^tige
3Jlaterial au^ S)en!malem, Ur=

funben unb loffen, fotoeit fie fiir bairifc^ getten !onnen, jufammengetragen unb gruppiert,
unb e ift i^m gelungcn, fiir einjelne rfd^einungen

eine ^iille Don S3etegen ju finben,
iiber bie man in anbetradfit ber S)iirftig!eit altbairifd^er iegte gerabeju ftaunen xm!i(,.

2)ie 2lnorbnung ift im gro^en unb gangen iiberfic^llic^ unb gibt ein guteS S9ilb con
ber ntn)ic!(ung be 2lltbairifclen com Sluggang be 8. bi jum 11. S'^." Unb jum

d^Iu^: 3^un biefe paar 3Kangel cermogen nid^t ben 2Ccrt be cortrefflid^en Suc^eS
ju erfd^iittern,

ba un enblid^ in ben tanb fe|t, bie Bairifd^e ajlunbartenforfd^ung auf

fefte, l^iftorijd^e SafiS ju griinben. 93efonber l^erDorgel^oben fei noc^, ba^ e aud^ eine

Sleil^e ncuer raertooUer Seobad^tungen entl^alt\

2. 93b.: 2lttfranflfd^e (Brammatif^ Saut- unb giejionSle^re
t)on Dr. 3* ^tancf, ^rofefjor on ber Unit)erfitdt 93onn. S^reis ge^.

7,80 Ji, in Seinwanbbanb 8,40 Ji.

^ssorbereitung ift: Jtltalemaunlfdje (Btammatlt Don ^rof.
Dr. li. ^ot?nenber^er*

2)ie <5eMdjte swal&s t)on tPoIfenftetn ^erausgegeben
t)on 3* 5d?at^. 1901. ge. 6 ^, in Smbbb. 6,60 J^.

Die Hausnamen und Hauszeichen. ihre Geschichte, Ver-

breitung und Einwirkung auf die Bildung der Familien- und
Gassennamen. Von Ernst Grohne. 1912. 214 S. gr. 8. 6 J^.

Don ber UntoerfttSt (Sottlngen preisgelronte arbeit.

31f(^r. f. 5. tjmnafialmefen 1912: Das Dorltegcnbe Bud) ijt jc!)r rocrtooE

unb ein XDidjtigcs f^ilfsmittcl fiir jebcn, ber |id| mit bem (Bebiet ber Itamen

bejdjaftigt. (Es \itVA eincrjeits bie Sitte ber E^ausnamen fiir gans Deutjd)Ianb bar,

inbem es bie Itad)ri(i)ten fiir bie t)erjd)iebenen SiOihiz Dergleid)enb 3u|ammenjteIIt,

anbererjeits geljt es iiberall griinblicf) unb genau auf bie (Einselljeiten ein unb

gibt |o eine liberjid)t bes gejamten Bejtanbes. 3c^ i|abe geglaubt, burdj eine

3nl)altsiiber|id|t am ht\it\i ein Bilb oon bem reid|en Stoff 3U geben, \itxi es entl|alt."

Zeufiy Kasp.: Die Deutschen und die Nachbapstamme. 2., un-

veranderte Auflage. Anastat. Neudruck der Ausgabe von 1837.

1904 (Vni, 780 S.) 8. 16 ^; geb. 18 ^.

Worterbuch der nordwestthiiringischen Mundart des

Eichsfeldes. Yon Dr. Konrad Hentrich. 1912. Vm,
109 S. gr. 8. 4 J(^.

Diejes mit Unterjtii^ung bes Dereins fiir tEpringijd|e cjd)id|te unb Hltertums*

funbe l|erausgegebene IDortcrbud) entt)alt biejenigen tDorter ber ITIunbart, bie ent

toeber bem S(i|riftbeutjd)en gcinsltd) fel)len ober jidj uon biejem inBebeutung, Bilbung

ober (5eld)Ied)t unterj^eiben; ferner bem Sdjriftbeutjdjen entjpred)enbe, !ulturl|ijtorij(^

bcbeutjame Husbriitfe. XDie ber XDortbejtanb |id) in biejem IDorterbudi barjtellt,

u)urbe er in ^txi 3at|ren 1902-1907 auf IDanberungen nad) htx^ tDejentIid| in

Bctrad|t fommenben (Drtjdjaften gejammelt, unb jeitbem burrf| freunbli(i|e lUitarbeit

Hnbercr ergdnst.
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